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The purpose of this study is to describe the values 
underlying the vision of the national identity as revealed 
in the course in Japanese history that was compulsory for 
all schoolchildren. It seeks to establish the wider 
social significance of the course throughout the modern 
period in the history of Japanese education, from 1872 to
1963.
This study focuses its attention on official state­
ments about the aims of teaching Japanese history and on 
textbooks, either compiled by the Ministry of Education or 
authorised by it, together with appropriate teachers1 
manuals. This material permits us to say what the govern­
ment intended all Japanese schoolchildren to regard as 
the national identity. It enables us to go further, in 
describing the values that underlay the official vision of 
the national identity.
The six chapters comprising this study fall into two 
groups. This division reflects the two outstanding 
characteristics of the values described, namely the sudden 
break with the prewar approach to the writing of history 
that came about in 19^6, and the continuity of values 
observed within each of the prewar and postwar periods.
Three chapters are devoted to the period from 1872 to 
19^5 and three to the years from 19^5 to 19^3•
The opening chapter shows how the principle of one 
education for all children irrespective of their social 
background, enunciated in I872, was applied in the case 
of Japanese history over the next forty years. It 
attempts to establish the importance of the first syllabus 
drawn up in 1881, which brought the teaching of history 
into line with the character of the new nation state in 
which the Emperor was theoretically supreme, establishing 
the values of an emperor-centred history. The increasing 
degree of seriousness with which the Ministry of Education 
regarded the moral function of history teaching after 1881 
is noted in syllabuses and textbooks published down to 
I 9 H ; the promulgation of the Imperial Rescript on Edu­
cation in 1890, the introduction of the National Textbook 
scheme in 1903 and the Northern and Southern Courts crisis 
in I9H marking the most important stages in this process.
The second chapter identifies the values in the 
official textbook and teachers1 manual and a semi-official 
handbook for teachers used between I9H and 1920, the 
first set of books written for the course and used for any 
length of time after the subject became compulsory in 1907*
It concludes that the Ministry of Education wished to 
impress on children a sense of national identity embodying 
above all else an unblemished relationship between the 
Imperial line and the people, linked by benevolence on the 
one hand and loyalty on the other. The strong sense of 
continuity and of unity underlying this version of the 
national identity was fostered by linking the history of 
the country from the time of its foundation with the 
existence of the Imperial line. The course encouraged 
children to adopt a closed-world rather than an open-world 
view by stressing the uniqueness of both the nation1s 
'divine1 origins and the supposedly historical relation­
ship between the Imperial line and the people.
The following chapter notes that after the First 
World War the Ministry regarded the moral function of 
history teaching more seriously than ever before. It is 
suggested that the course was now used as a 'countervailing 
measure1 to bolster the image of the Imperial House, the 
embodiment of the national identity, as the nation faced 
increasing social fragmentation and was in danger of 
losing its sense of national purpose. The emperor-centred 
image of the nation continued during the 1920s and 1930s 
to serve the government's purpose when it faced either
radical discontent at home or military action abroad.
The three textbooks covering the period from T9^0 to 
19^3 show surprisingly little change in value-orientation 
considering the common characterisation of the twenties as 
1liberal-international1 and the thirties as 'militaristic' 
The wartime textbook of 19^3» while strikingly different 
in presentation, is, in terms of the values informing it, 
essentially the same as official textbooks dating back 
forty years.
All official statements relating to the aims of 
teaching Japanese history and the National Textbooks 
themselves reflected an attitude that regarded the common 
man as existing for the sake of the nation, an emperor- 
centred entity.
Collapse after August 19^5 of the official ideology 
and the Ministry's weakness in the face of the Occupation 
that followed is represented as an opportunity for non­
official intellectuals, previously denied the chance, to 
write a new type of history for children. This study 
claims for intellectuals outside the Ministry the major 
role in formulating the values underlying the new national 
identity in the first postwar history textbook, namely: 
rationality; an open-world view, emphasising the necessity
for fruitful contact with the rest of the world; a greater
interest in and acceptance of change^^^nHH5TCW,y"^^MPB,"iWi«*«BBBi 
interest in the life of ordinary people, with a 
consequently greater interest in social, economic and 
cultural aspects of Japanese national life. The role of 
the Occupation is considered in detail and the conclusion 
reached that it was more concerned with preventing the 
dissemination of ideas of which it disapproved than of 
promoting any acceptably •democratic* alternative.
The second postwar chapter shows how the course in
Japanese history was eclipsed in importance by a new course
called social studies, of American origin, after 19^ -7 •
When official interest in the teaching of national history
revived, the Ministry proved to be committed to the values
that it had endorsed in its weakness in 19^6« Since the
history syllabuses of 1955 and 1958 were products of the
ISpost-Occupation period, it^argued that the Ministry*s 
commitment to the values formulated by intellectuals in 
19^6 was no longer suspect as appeasement to Americans.
The relationship of the history course to social studies is 
dealt with at length in accounting for the livelier 
interest taken in encouraging children to play an active 
role in remaking society. The conflict between the Ministry
of Education on the one hand and left-wing historians 
and the Japan Teachers Union on the other, although a 
prominent feature of the period from 19^7 to 1958, does 
not appear to have been a conflict over the postwar values 
endorsed by the Ministry as described in this study.
The final chapter compares the first postwar history 
textbook published in 1946 with a typical authorised 
textbook of 1963s section by section, so as to show at a 
more detailed level the shifts within the values officially 
endorsed that had occurred since the end of the war. That 
the Ministry should prove to have upheld the values of 
1946 is remarkable in view of the different circumstances 
in which the later book was written. Various reasons are 
suggested as to why these values should have continued to 
be upheld. They seem appropriate to a society that appears 
committed to modernity, constitutional democracy, economic 
progress, social welfare and the free international flow 
of both ideas and material goods. These values underlie 
a vision of the national identity, officially endorsed, 
that takes account of the common man and his activities 
both at the present day and throughout history.
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iPREFACE
It is difficult to imagine this study having 
taken its present form without provocation and 
encouragement from many people in Japan and in the 
West,
Schoolboys have an uncanny knack of piercing the 
young teacher's armour of assurance with the question, 
'But sir, what are we studying this for anyway?' My 
thanks are due to those Australian schoolboys who 
forced me to explain the point of learning history, 
when, like most teachers, I was simply concerned with 
how to teach it. In time my schooling at their hands 
bore fruit. Subsequently, having completed a degree 
in history with an emphasis on Japan at London 
University, I was faced with the prospect of learning 
Japanese if I was to continue my studies. What better 
material to start on than children's history textbooks? 
Then, with further exploration of materials on the 
aims and content of history courses in Japan, the 
possibility of making an academic study of the subject 
became apparent.
My special thanks are due to Professor Beasley of 
London University who continued my education, giving 
me a thorough grounding in Japanese history; to the 
Saionji Memorial Society whose scholarship enabled me 
to collect the material for this study and to learn 
enough Japanese to read it, while spending the two 
years I96I-63 at the International Christian
ii
University in Tokyo; to the Australian National 
University, and to my supervisor Professor Crawcour 
for all his help in saving me from some of my errors 
and for exercising great forbearance on those 
occasions when I refused to be saved.
The bibliography itself is an acknowledgement of 
the help received from Japanese and American scholars 
and librarians. I must mention, in addition, Mrs 
Therese Kemp; Mr T. Kobayashi, Miss T. Takahashi and 
staff members of International Christian University; 
Professor Ninoseki of Osaka University; Dr V. Kobayashi 
of the University of Michigan; Professor Tsuchiya of 
Nihon University; Professor Ienaga of Tokyo Kyoiku 
University; Dr H.J. Wunderlich of the University of 
South Florida; Professor Motoyama of Kyoto University; 
librarians at the National Institute for Educational 
Research in Tokyo; Mr S. Hayashi of the library 
attached to the publishing house Tokyo Shoseki; 
the Japan Teachers* Union and the Ministry of 
Education.
Students at the International Christian 
University, especially Mr K. Tokaichi, were most 
generous with their time in helping me to read 
Japanese materials at the outset; since then Japanese 
staff members at the Australian National University, 
and Mr T. Sato in particular, have been most kind.
On the other side of the picture, both Dr A. Fraser 
and Mr G. Caiger, having read what I had written, 
commented to considerable effect.
iii
The encouragement to pursue this study given by 
Professor Jansen's article, 'Education, Values and 
Politics in Japan', is acknowledged in the wording 
of the title. My hope is that all those who, like 
Professor Jansen, have helped wittingly or unwittingly 
in the writing of this study will be able to 
acknowledge the part that they played, if not with 
enthusiasm, at least with equanimity.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been suggested that the student of Japanese 
education holds the key to understanding how the 
Japanese have maintained a sense of national identity 
in a world in which they are one of the most 
conspicuous 'learners'.^
In putting the suggestion to the test, this study 
treats education in the restricted sense of formal 
schooling, without considering any of the other ways in 
which children learn what it means to be a Japanese.
It examines in detail over a ninety year period the 
school course dealing most directly with the national 
identity, namely the course in Japanese history, 
concentrating its attention on official statements 
about the aims of teaching Japanese history and on 
textbooks, either compiled by the Ministry of Education 
or authorised by it, together with appropriate teachers' 
manuals. This material permits us to say what the 
government intended all Japanese schoolchildren to 
regard as the national identity.
No attempt is made to assess by means of a survey, 
or by any other method, the effectiveness of the 
government's efforts to instil its vision of the
Hall, John Whitney, 'Education and Modern National 
Development' in John Whitney Hall and Richard K. 
Beardsley, Twelve Doors to Japan (New York, McGraw- 
Hill, 1965) P.387.
Vnational identity into the minds of the mass of the 
people. It can be demonstrated quite easily that some 
Japanese certainly did not go on believing what they 
had been taught as children. Yet it is a reasonable 
inference from the loyalty to the Imperial cause 
displayed during the Pacific War, from the very small 
number of treason trials and of political refugees 
from prewar Japan and from differences in outlook in 
the postwar period between those educated before the 
end of the Pacific War and the younger generation, that 
the teaching of the nation's history had some effect, 
and probably more than the student of education in 
the West would expect.
This is a study of the values underlying the 
course in Japanese history that was compulsory for 
all children. It seeks to describe these values 
and to establish the wider social significance of the 
course throughout the modern period in the history of 
Japanese education, from 1872 to 1963*
Consideration of the most conspicuous feature of 
the course in Japanese history over this period, the 
sudden break with prewar practices that came about in 
1946, led to the search for a measure of the significant 
differences between the prewar and postwar history courses. 
It was found that such a profound change in the aims of 
history teaching could best be explained in terms of a 
shift in values, just as the continuity that was observed 
within each of the prewar and postwar periods could 
be expressed in terms of continuity of values.
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The materials used in the teaching of history in these 
two periods expressed significantly different ideas 
about what the government thought it worthwhile 
studying, what it held to be right and wrong behaviour, 
and the way in which Japanese should regard other 
nations.
These values are noteworthy as expressions of 
what the government thought it essential to transmit 
to children as enduring standards shaping the 
character of their attention and behaviour. The 
importance of the government's views stems partly 
from the highly centralised character of the 
educational system and partly from hypotheses about 
the role of the Japanese government in articulating 
a code of morality. Although the ultimate source of 
values in Japanese society has not been traced, the 
government itself made the strongest claims to 
consideration, in prewar Japan at least. In the 
absence of a Japanese counterpart to the Church, 
official statements on the aims of education, politico- 
religious in character as they were up to 19 +^5 > deserve 
closer attention than they do in the West. In postwar 
Japan, although the claims of the government have not 
been so all-embracing, it is difficult to think of 
other 'value-creating' institutions which overtop the 
authority of the government.
The method used in describing these values owes 
a good deal to the suggestion by Clyde Kluckhohn that 
a fruitful approach lay in the use of contrasting 
pairs of values. His suggestion proved to be
vii
particularly helpful in establishing the principal 
differences between the prewar and postwar history 
courses and illuminating the nature of values 
generally. The first term in each of the following 
pairs is held to be characteristic of the value- 
orientation of the prewar course and the second of 
the course in postwar Japan: vertical relationships - 
horizontal relationships, a closed-world view - an 
open-world view, continuity - change, emotional 
attachment - rationality. These terms have no 
particular authority nor do they form part of a wider 
theory of values. Further pairs of contrasting terms 
have been found useful, especially in dealing with 
the course in prewar years when the government was 
more explicit about the values to be inculcated.
While Japanese secondary works have not proved 
particularly helpful in identifying and describing 
values, they have been invaluable in drawing attention 
to sources and suggesting interpretations of the roles 
assigned by the government to the course in Japanese 
history, to its vision of the national identity and 
the values underlying it.
No work on the history course, even of a 
conventional historical kind, seems to have been 
published in English. Robert King Hall has come 
closest to considering the subject, but none of his 
three books ‘Education for a New Japan*, 'Shushins
The Ethics of a Defeated Nation' and 'Kokutai No Hongi, 
Cardinal Principles of the National Entity of Japan' 
makes a direct or substantial contribution. Drawing
viii
to a considerable extent on his wartime experience,
Hall tends to see prewar education as the foundation 
of wartime propaganda, which is his prime concern.
In contrast to Hall's approach, this study- 
takes as its starting point the first two decades of 
the modern period starting in 1872. It is argued 
that the type of emperor-centred history that was 
taught in prewar Japan rested on principles established 
first in 1872, with the declaration that one education 
would be open to all, and then in 1881, when the first 
syllabus brought the teaching of history more clearly 
into line with the character of the new nation state, 
in which the Emperor was theoretically supreme. It 
has, therefore, been found necessary to go back before 
1907» when the teaching of Japanese history first 
became compulsory for all children.
The Imperial Rescript on Education of 1890 is 
regarded not so much as marking the beginning of a 
policy of teaching an emperor-centred history of the 
country, as indicating the increasing degree of 
seriousness with which the inculcation of an emperor- 
centred history came to be regarded. The introduction 
of the National Textbook scheme in 1903» the Northern 
and Southern Courts crisis of I9H  and the report of 
the Special Educational Conference in 1918 are 
regarded as further steps in the process.
It is held that after the First World War the 
government regarded the teaching of Japanese history 
more seriously than ever before and the opportunity
ix
is taken to point out that the principal values 
inculcated did not change. It is suggested that the 
course was now used as a ‘countervailing measure’ to 
bolster the image of the Imperial House, the 
embodiment of the national identity, as the nation 
faced increasing social fragmentation and was in 
danger of losing its sense of national purpose. 
Considering the common characterisation of the twenties 
as 'liberal-international' and the thirties as 
'militaristic', the value-orientation of the three 
textbooks covering the period from 1920 to 19^3 shows 
surprisingly little change.
As far as the postwar period is concerned, two 
questions about the new values are raised. How far 
were the American forces of occupation responsible for 
formulating the values? What changes, if any, can be 
noticed over the years from 19^6 to 1963 as the 
Ministry of Education recovered its authority?
Collapse after 19^5 of the official ideology that 
regarded the common man as existing for the sake of 
the nation, an emperor-centred entity, and the Ministry's 
weakness in the face of the occupying forces is 
represented as an opportunity for non-official intellectuals, 
previously denied the chance, to write a new type of 
history for children. This study claims far historians 
outside the Ministry the major role in formulating the 
values underlying the national identity in the first 
postwar history textbook. The Occupation, in banning 
the wartime course and in the supervision that it 
exercised over the writing of the new textbook in 19^6
Xrevealed that it was more concerned with preventing the 
dissemination of ideas of which it disapproved than of 
promoting any acceptably 'democratic' alternative.
Evidence is forthcoming that the Ministry of 
Education was willing to accept such radical changes, 
but its weakness at that time raises reasonable doubts 
about the strength of its commitment to the new values. 
When the Ministry came to stress the teaching of 
Japanese history rather than American style social 
studies in 1955» it proved to be clearly committed to 
the values that it had endorsed in 1946. It displayed 
an even more lively interest in encouraging children 
to prepare to take an active role in remaking society 
than it had in 1946. Again, in the syllabus of 1958, 
after the Minis try had recovered control over the 
authorisation of textbooks written by historians and 
published privately, it displayed a continuing 
commitment to postwar values. It is regrettable that 
the categories used in describing values proved to be 
too broad to illuminate differences in the views of 
the Ministry of Education and its left wing critics.
A chapter analysing a typical lower secondary 
school textbook authorised by the Ministry of 
Education for use in schools in 1963» together with 
the appropriate teachers' manual, has been found 
necessary to demonstrate the Ministry's commitment at 
the latest possible date. That the Ministry should, 
in fact, continue to uphold the values of 1946, long 
after the Occupation had ended, argues for a thorough
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transformation of official views on the teaching of 
Japanese history. While these values are not 
demonstrably secure as part of a well articulated 
system of basic values, as were their prewar 
counterparts, they seem appropriate to a society
Co I\ST( tt/vf < OrUl L tie rwc f r~Cv| tthat appears committed to modernity, economic progress, 
social welfare and the free international flow of 
both ideas and material goods.
Finally, it should be made clear that a general 
knowledge of Japanese history, especially of the 
modern period, is assumed on the part of the reader.
CHAPTER I
From the first, the leaders of the Meiji government 
showed the keenest appreciation of the role that the 
living representative of the Imperial line could play- 
in creating a sense of national purpose and national 
identity: they showed less inclination to press
deceased emperors into their service, Not until the 
end of the First World War, a full fifty years after 
the regime had been established, did the government 
single out the teaching of Japanese history for special 
emphasis from among the subjects studied by all 
Japanese schoolchildren.
In the earliest days of the new regime, government 
leaders arranged for the young Emperor Meiji to issue 
the Charter Oath, of which the most celebrated article 
reads as follows: 'Knowledge shall be sought throughout
the world so as to strengthen the foundations of 
imperial rule'«^ While westernisation made it possible 
for the country to strengthen itself against the threat 
of foreign domination and to achieve equality with the 
powers, the government could do nothing to prevent the 
simultaneous introduction of systems of ideas that in 
time weakened the 'foundations of imperial rule'.
Before 1945 only the more violent manifestations of 
opposition to the official ideology attract attention,
1
Tsunoda Ryusaku, Wm. Theodore de Bary, Donald Keene 
(compilers), Sources of the Japanese Tradition (New 
York, Columbia University Press, 1958) p .644»
1
2As early as 1910 the most extreme forms of western 
political thought led some Japanese to contemplate 
assassinating the Emperor, the embodiment of the 
national identity.
In 19H> after the trial of a number of anarchists 
on charges arising out of the plot, the government 
was forced to acknowledge publicly a possible link 
between short-comings in the teaching of the nation's 
history and the disloyalty displayed by these men.
The attention that the course in Japanese history 
received at this time seems to have brought a 
realisation in official circles that more could be 
made of this course in combatting a slackening of 
national purpose and a blurring of the national 
identity, as Japan achieved international security 
and her society became more fragmented. After the 
First World War the government stressed the subject, 
renaming it Kokushi (National History).
When, after 1918, the Ministry of Education 
decided to emphasise the teaching of Japanese history, 
it had both a clear idea of what it wanted to inculcate 
and the means at its disposal to do so. As early as 
1881 the Ministry formulated aims for the teaching of 
Japanese history appropriate to a nation composed of 
one undifferentiated mass of Imperial subjects, so that 
after I9I8 it merely re-emphasised an established view 
of the nature of the national identity. From 19^3 the 
Ministry of Education had compelled the use of one 
history textbook in classrooms throughout the country, 
a textbook compiled by the Ministry itself, so that
3well before the F irst  World War the government had 
complete control of the main teaching tool for 
inculcating i t s  vision of the national identity.
The f i r s t  step toward the teaching of Japanese 
history to a l l  children was taken in 1872. In that 
year the government published an Educational Ordinance, 
in which i t  declared i t s  intention to provide a 
national system of education open to a l l  children no 
matter what their parentage. Despite the u t i l i t a r ia n  
philosophy of education adopted in the preamble to 
the Ordinance, the Ministry found a place for the 
study of history in elementary schools. I t  was not 
compulsory for a l l  children, but th is  is far less 
important than the fact that one kind of history was 
to be taught to a l l .
The decision to teach the same kind of history 
to a l l  Japanese schoolchildren irrespective of class 
background is striking when set against the 
tradi tional role of history teaching in the education 
of young samurai and of young commoners in pre-Meiji 
J ap an,
At the end of the Tokugawa period, formal 
education, for the ruling e l i te  at least ,  s t i l l  rested 
on Confucian assumptions, with emphasis on the 
inculcation of values intended to lead to virtuous 
conduct. For the sons of the ruling samurai class, 
educated at home, in private schools or in the f ie f  
schools which were increasingly common, such moral 
education contained a vocational element, in that the 
goal of good government for which they were to strive
4was thought to be 'largely a matter of correct moral 
dispositions on the part of governors'.
The study of history played an important but 
secondary role in achieving the moral-practical ends 
of education for young samurai. Tokugawa society 
provided children at the fief school with a regimen of 
Confucian texts written in Chinese. Generally 
speaking, children between six and fourteen were taught 
to read the Chinese texts out loud, leaving 
comprehension of these texts until a more mature age. 
For example, at the Shoheiko, the Confucian academy 
in Edo (now Tokyo) in the years after 1794, children 
were expected to be able to read off the Four Books 
and the Five Classics by the time they were thirteen 
or fourteen. Such study was thought to be vital to 
the later reading of history, which was regarded as a 
series of practical illustrations of the principles 
set out in the classics. At the Shoheiko, boys took 
up the study of history at about the age of fifteen, 
but it was Chinese rather than Japanese history. In 
fact, National History did.not become a regular subject 
at the Shoheiko until 1866. However, in the country 
as a whole, by the late 1860s, Rai Sanyo's Unofficial
History of Japan was almost as widely used as the major
2Chinese history texts.
1
Dore, R.P., Education in Tokugawa Japan (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 
1965) pp.41-2.
2
Dore, p.156.
5Distinct from the official fief schools, and 
generally outside official purview, a patchwork of 
institutions catered for the sons of commoners and the 
lower-ranking ashigaru (foot soldiers). Commonly 
called terakoya, these schools
...provided a training in the basic skills 
of writing, reading and arithmetic, together 
with a certain amount of useful information 
and some of the accumulated practical wisdom 
needed by the ordinary citizen to get along 
in a closely regulated feudal world. It was 
not an idealistic education, and did not 
usually cater for those who wished to 
’improve themselves’. It was, rather, a 
delegation, by parents to professional 
teachers, of the task of preparing their 
children to^succeed them in their hereditary 
occupation.
History, as written with the proper Confucian
purpose of providing moral guidance for the rulers of
society, played no part in the education of commoners.
Eight terakoya in the entire country offered history
2as an independent subject. The status of history can
be measured by the number of textbooks known as
oraimono which were written on historical themes.
Ishikawa has estimated that of 1,494 of these books
published between 1596 and 1867» only 96 were3 _historical. These oraimono were reading and writing
1
Dore, p.252.
2
Ishikawa Ken, Nihon Shomin Kyoiku Shi [A History of_the 
Education of the Common People in Japan] (Tokyo, Toko 
Shoin, 1930) p* 446.
3Ishikawa Ken, Terakoya, Shomin Kyoiku Kikan [Terakoya, 
Institutions for the Education of the Common People] 
(Tokyo, Shibundö, i960) p,2l4.
6eopy-books intended to facilitate commoners' command of 
written Japanese, and stood in sharp contrast to the 
Chinese classics which their young samurai counterparts 
were expected to be able to read.
The old class restrictions on occupation were 
quickly abolished after the new regime came to power 
in 1868, and distinctions that had been made in the 
education of children from different classes ceased 
to be meaningful. The breaking down of these barriers 
did not mean that the importance attached to teaching 
history to older boys in fief schools transferred in 
some strange way to the education of the masses and 
to a younger age group. History continued to play 
a small role in the education of the mass of the 
people. The only indication that greater interest 
was possibly being taken in history was in the greater 
number of textbooks known as oraimono of a historical 
kind which were being published. In the Meiji period 
forty four were published, compared to eighteen in the 
years between 1844 and 1868.^
Change in the world of education came more slowly 
after 1872 than the publication of the Ordinance might 
lead one to expect. Many of the new elementary schools 
were housed in Buddhist temples and private homes and, 
even more important, were staffed by teachers 
untrained in the modern sense but well practised in 
the ways of the old school. It is said that not more 
than one out of every ten teachers in 1880 had been 
trained in the new teacher-training colleges, so that
I ~
Ishikawa, Terakoya, p.2l4.
7traditional practices naturally survived in the schools 
of the new era,^
The use of old teaching materials placed a further 
brake on change« The early Meiji period was the age 
of the translator. Typically, Nishimura Shigeki, the 
distinguished Confucian scholar-official, translated 
and published four Western histories between 1869 and 
1873'^ Initially, textbooks for the teaching of 
Japanese history remained unaffected. The two 
textbooks listed in the Elementary School Regulations 
of 1872 were the time-honoured products of writers 
who had been prominent Confucian scholars in their
O  __day. Odai Ichiran (A Survey of the Imperial Line) 
by Hayashi Shunsai was first published sometime 
between l66l and l673> while the other book Kokushi
1
Mombusho [Ministry of Education], 1 23Kaisei Kyoikurei 
Seitei Riyu' [Reasons for the Enactment of Revised 
Educational Regulationsj in Yoshino Sakuzo (ed.).
Meiji Bunka Zenshu - Kyoiku Hen [Complete Collection 
on Meiji Culture-EducationJ(Tokyo, Nihon Hyoronsha,
1928) X,407,
2
Kaigo Tokiomi and Naka Arata (eds.), Nihon Kyokasho 
Taikei - Kindai Hen [Outline of Japanese Textbooks - 
The Modern Period] (Tokyo, Kodansha, 1962) XX,481-521 
contains a list of history textbooks published between 
I869 and 1946« It should, however, be used with 
caution since there are many discrepancies between it 
and the history textbooks mentioned in Tokyo Shoseki 
Kabushikikaisha, Kyokasho no Hensen [Changes in 
Textbooks] (Tokyo, Tokyo Shoseki, 1939)»
3 _Mombusho [Ministry of Education], Meiji Iko Kyoiku 
Seido Hattatsu Shi [a  History of the Development of 
the Educational System since Meiji Times] (Tokyo, 
Ryuginsha, 1938) I,406-17*_ Henceforth this series 
is referred to as Meiji Iko Kyoiku.
8Ryaku (An Outline National History) by Iwagaki Matsunae 
appeared in 1826. The latter had been a popular book 
in fief schools and, presumably, commended itself to 
the Ministry of Education by following the basic 
assumptions of the Dai Nihon Shi.^
The first history textbook produced by the
Ministry resembled the books of Hayashi and Iwagaki
in being an emperor-centred chronicle. Entitled
Shiryaku (An Outline History), it appeared in four
2volumes in 1872. In form, this book marked no
departure from the traditional materials used in the
3terakoya, since the Shiryaku was an oraimono. Only 
the first volume was concerned with Japanese history 
and this alone will be considered here. It is worth 
noting, however, that of the three other volumes, 
two were devoted to Western history while the remaining 
volume dealt with Chinese history.
Over 130,000 copies of the Shiryaku were printed4between 1872 and 1877* Besides its prestige as an
1
Okubo Toshiaki, 'Kinsei ni okeru Rekishi Kyoiku'
History Education in Early Modern Times] in Shigakkai_
The Historical Society] (ed.), Hompo Shigaku Shi Ronso 
A Collection of Essays on Japanese Historiography]
[Tokyo, Fuzambo, 1939) 11,1237*
2
The full text is reprinted in Kaigo and Naka, XVIII,8-57*
3 . rMatsushima Eiichi, 'Rekishi Kyoiku no Rekishi' [A 
History of History Education] in Iwanami Koza Nihon 
Rekishi [iwanami Series on Japanese H i s t o r y ] (Tokyo, 
Iwanami, 1963) XXII, Bekkan 1, 243*
4
Kaigo and Naka, XX,536.
9official compilation, the familiarity of the form in 
which the Shiryaku appeared probably commended it to 
teachers. The brevity of the volume on Japan, a mere 
nineteen pages, must have appealed to teachers who 
were accustomed to having oraimono memorised completely. 
It is probable that the book was used to teach reading 
and writing rather than history in the current 
Western sense.
The Shiryaku opened with a separate section on 
the age of the gods, which took up about a tenth of 
its total length, and was arranged under ten individual 
headings. The sixth heading, for example, was 
Amaterasu Omikami, the name of a divinity, and each of 
the other headings was so named. The remainder of the 
book was taken up with an account of 'historical 
emperors', in chronological order, from the Emperor 
Jimmu to the Emperor Meiji in one hundred and twenty 
two sections. It was basically a list of emperors, 
and such events as were mentioned related to the 
Imperial line and especially to court politics, 
successions and wars. It was a truly emperor-centred 
account of Japanese history. However, it did not set 
out to glorify the Imperial line. The benevolent 
Emperor Nintoku was included, but so was the Emperor 
Buretsu, of whom it said, 'The twenty sixth emperor is 
known as the Emperor Buretsu. He was the son of the 
Emperor Ninken. The Emperor made the laws severe and 
the people were all afraid'. Of some emperors it 
reported nothing beyond their parentage.
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The section on the age of the gods was illustrated 
by a pictorial representation of the descent to Hyuga 
of the Heavenly Grandson-, The remaining nine 
illustrations were variously: The Ise Shrine, the
embassy from the Chinese Sui dynasty, the shrine at 
Usa, Sugawara no Michizane, Yoshiie's defeat of Sadato, 
the defeat of the Mongols, Kusunoki Masashige, the 
invasion of Korea and the Double Bridge of the Dajokan, 
These illustrations reveal that teachers were expected 
to embroider the simple text with stories and 
explanations of their own, for the stories were hinted 
at in the text but not told in fülle The illustrations, 
none of which portray 'historical emperors' , suggest 
that the total effect of the lessons might not have 
been so overwhelmingly emperor-centred as the words of 
the text suggest. Unfortunately, no teachers' manual 
was published with the Shiryaku so that it is not 
possible to show how the Ministry intended teachers 
to use it.
In view of later history, it is noteworthy that 
the Ministry of Education did not compel schools to 
use the textbooks it compiled nor did it lay down the 
principles to be followed in teaching Japanese history 
either in 1872 or at any time during the 1870s. The 
Ministry of Education also made no objection to schools 
departing from the list of textbooks it had itself 
recommended in the Elementary School Regulations of 
1872. As early as May 1873 the Tokyo Normal School 
issued regulations for elementary schools quite 
different from those of the Ministry, and it was these, 
rather than those of the Ministry, which were used as
11
the basis of regulations by a number of prefectures. 
The Tokyo Normal School did not treat History as a 
separate subject and proposed that history textbooks 
be used in teaching reading to younger children, in 
the Lower Elementary School. It does not appear that 
there was any antagonism between the Ministry and the 
Tokyo Normal School on this issue, since the most 
commonly used textbook on Japanese history during 
the later 1870s was compiled by the Normal School but 
published by the Ministry under its own name.^
This new official textbook was entitled Nihon
Ryakushi [a Brief History of Japan] and was published
2in two volumes in 1875» Like the Shiryaku it was a 
chronicle centred on the persons and activities of the 
Imperial line, with 122 sections corresponding to the 
'historical emperors' from Jimmu to Meiji: unlike the
earlier book the mythological part on the age of the 
gods was omitted. It was also considerably longer; 
its two volumes consisting of and 56 pages
respectively, compared to 19 pages in the Japanese 
section of the Shiryaku,
In the absence of teachers' handbooks for the 
Shiryaku and the Nihon Ryakushi, one can only suppose 
that the traditional practice of terakoya using 
history textbooks for the teaching of reading and 
writing was meant to continue on a scale wider than
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX,5^+5-^8.
2
The full text is reprinted in Kaigo and Naka, XVIII,
118-60.
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before, in the new elementary schools. In the 1870s 
Japanese History was not an independent subject with 
aims of its own; and so it remained until the 
government turned from publishing textbooks to drafting 
a history syllabus.
The first history syllabus was part of a much 
larger reform undertaken in 1880-81 that was in turn 
part of a 'conservative counterattack'^ mounted against 
westernisation with increasing vigour from the last 
years of the 1870s into the 1880s and beyond. Yet it 
is incorrect to call the history syllabus itself 
'conservative' without qualification. In the sense 
that it stressed what was uniquely Japanese, the 
Imperial institution, at a time when not merely 
western techniques but western ideas, especially 
those on parliamentary government, were being taken 
up enthusiastically, it can be called conservative.
On the other hand, the syllabus formulated for the 
first time a course with aims and content appropriate 
to the education of the Emperor's subjects without 
distinction of class; it did not call for a return 
to the pattern of pre-Meiji history teaching. In 
stressing reverence for the Emperor and patriotism, 
it turned for authority neither to the Confucian 
Classics nor to the Confucian principles set out not 
long before in the Kyogaku Taishi (The Great Principle 
of Education), which is generally regarded as marking
T
Passin, Herbert, Society and Education in Japan 
(Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University and East Asian Institute, Columbia 
University, 1965) p.8l.
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the beginning of the 'conservative counterattack' in 
education.
Since it can be demonstrated that the publication 
of the first history syllabus was part of a process of 
reform beginning with 'The Great Principle of 
Education', and more particularly because 'The Great 
Principle' reveals deep concern over the inculcation 
of certain values in the minds of the mass of Japanese 
schoolchildren, a concern expressed in the act of 
drafting the history syllabus, the Kyogaku Taishi 
with an appendix is translated here in full."*'
'The Great Principle of Education'.
The central aim of education, the great 
principle of our ancestral instructions and 
of our national classics, and the teaching 
for all people, high and low, is to make 
manifest what is meant by humanity and 
justice, loyalty and filial piety, to master 
knowledge and accomplishments and through 
these to serve humanity. However, in recent 
times there are many people who place value 
on knowledge and accomplishments alone, who 
rush off to extremes of 'civilisation' and 
'enlightenment' and who violate moral conduct 
and good manners. The reason for this is 
that by virtue of the brilliant idea of 
breaking down evil customs and disseminating 
knowledge throughout the country at the 
beginning of the Restoration period, we have 
adopted the points of excellence of the West 
and reaped for a time the good effects day 
by day: yet there are concurrent evils, in 
the subordination of humanity and justice,
1
The translation is made from the original as quoted 
in Kaigo Tokiomi, Motoda Eifu (Tokyo, Bunkyoshoin,
1942) pp.51-3.
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loyalty and filial piety and the mere emulation 
of Western customs, with the result that the 
fear for the future is that one can foresee 
that we might reach the point when the moral 
obligations of ruler and ruled, father and son, 
will ultimately not be known. This state of 
affairs is a departure from the fundamental 
purpose of our country’ s education,,
Accordingly, henceforth, if we place the 
greatest emphasis on making manifest humanity 
and justice, loyalty and filial piety, basing 
ourselves on the admonitions of our ancestors; 
and so far as morality is concerned, if people 
respect sincere behaviour, taking Confucius 
as their mentor; in addition, if each branch 
of knowledge is increasingly advanced in 
accordance with its capabilities; if morality 
and accomplishments, essentials and inessentials, 
are together carried to perfection, and if we 
spread far and wide throughout Japan a proper 
and admirable education, as a nation of 
independent spirit we ought not to feel shame 
before the world.
'Two Notes on Elementary Education'.
Feelings of humanity and justice, loyalty and 
filial piety are common to all men. However, 
unless when people are very young they have 
these feelings impressed on their minds and 
cultivate them, nothing can be done later if 
other things have entered their minds and become 
established as preconceived opinions. As 
nowadays pictures are already put up in primary 
schools, illustrations and photographs of loyal 
ministers and retainers, of filial children and 
virtuous wives of the present and the past should 
be put up, and should be pointed out when 
children first enter school, a short explanation 
given about their deeds and the primary moral 
obligations of loyalty and filial piety 
impressed on their minds first. Then, even 
when they are taught factual knowledge, they 
will go on cultivating the attributes of loyalty 
and filial piety, and will certainly not fail to 
distinguish what is essential and what is 
peripheral in their studies.
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While making a tour of schools in various 
prefectures last autumn and closely 
investigating the accomplishments of the 
pupils, we found that what some of the children 
of farmers and merchants were talking about 
was just high-flown empty theory, and in 
extreme cases although they used Western 
words well, they could not translate them into 
Japanese, When these people graduate and 
return home at some future time, they will 
take up the occupations of their families with 
difficulty. Moreover, with their high-flown 
empty theories they will be useless as 
government officials. Furthermore quite a few 
will boast of their learning, be contemptuous 
of their superiors and be a nuisance to the 
prefectural government. These are evils which 
are due to education not taking the correct 
line. Therefore we would like to see educational 
regulations for the setting up of courses in 
agriculture and commerce for the children of 
farmers and merchants; not high-flown but more 
practical, so that when they graduate, they 
can return to their families* occupations and 
make their businesses more and more prosperous.
It is generally accepted that the authorship of 
'The Great Principle of Education* belongs to the 
Emperor's Confucian tutor Motoda Eifu. It was issued 
in the Emperor* s name when a group of special 
attendants on the Emperor called jiho and their 
spokesman in the Genro-in, Sano Tsunetami, failed 
to prevent the passage of revisions to the Educational 
Ordinance of 1872, The tenor of these changes, 
proposed by the Senior Vice-Minister of Education, 
Tanaka Fujimaro, was the strengthening of local 
autonomy at the expense of central control. This was 
opposed to the view of Motoda and like-minded men 
who saw education as a field in which the Emperor* s 
views (radiating from the capital to the provinces)
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should be pre-eminent. In the previous year, 1878, 
the ,j iho, taking advantage of the confusion which 
followed Okubo Toshimichi's assassination, had demanded 
a greater share in decision-making and this was not 
confined to educational matters. Judging by his anger 
in I878 and his subsequent insistence on the abolition 
of the office of ,j iho, it is reasonable to conclude that 
Ito Hirobumi took 'The Great Principle of Education' 
as a political challenge and not simply as an 
ideological one. His first step, however, was to 
respond in kind by issuing in his own name a document 
drawn up by Inoue Kowashi rebutting Motoda's 
arguments, called Kyoiku Gi (A Proposal on Education). 
Ignoring further opposition, he then saw Tanaka's 
reforms enacted on September 29 > 1879 and in the
following month he had the office of ,jiho abolished.
Having asserted the right of the regular 
bureaucracy to decide policy matters, Ito did not 
mount a second attack on the principles put forward 
by Motoda, nor did he defend Tanaka's reforms when 
they were heavily criticised. Less than six months 
after Tanaka' s reforms were enacted, a new Minister 
of Education, Kono Togama, was appointed (on 
February l4, 1880) and in March, Tanaka himself was
appointed Minister of Justice. The bureaucrat Kono, 
who was not an educationalist, carried out the reforms 
of 1880-81 which reversed Tanaka's policy and asserted 
central control over the prefectures, Kono, sympathetic 
to Motoda's ideas but in no way dependent on palace 
officials for his authority, gave officials in his 
Ministry the opportunity to put their own ideas into 
p ra c t i c e .
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The official in charge of drafting the history 
syllabus, Egi Kazuyuki, later published an account of 
his role in these events. He considered the reforms 
of 1880-81 to be the consummation of conservative 
efforts to stem the confusion brought about by the 
enthusiasm for Western ideas which had marked the 
1870s. He claimed that this response had been held 
back in the Ministry of Education by officials who 
had served the Tokugawa regime in the Office for the 
Inspection of Western Books and who had only one 
talent - an ability to use English and French, and 
that scarcely any of these men had been active in 
the Imperial cause at the time of the Restoration.’*’
In compiling the first history syllabus, Egi 
consulted German usage and then compiled a draft 
which was submitted to the Emperor Meiji himself, 
through his Grand Chamberlain. Egi claims that he 
tried to foster a spirit of loyalty and to restore 
Japanese education to the ’Imperial Way' , and that 
he submitted the following draft with confidence,
...the points which you should teach are: 
the Emperor Jimmu's conquest of the East, the 
Northern and Southern Courts conflict, the 
Hogen and Heiji Wars, the Early Nine Years 
War and the Later Three Years War, the Gempei 
Wars, the despotism of the Fujiwara, the rise 
and fall of the Shogunate, the Restoration
1
Egi Kazuyuki 0 Keirekidan Kanko Kai (eds,) 
[Publication Society for the Life of Egi Kazuyuki 
Egi Kazuyuki Ö Keirekidan [a  Life of Egi Kazuyuki 
^Tokyo, published by the Society, 1933)
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Wars, important facts about the Restoration; 
and in addition, the wisdom and lack of it in 
men of all the ages# In general in teaching 
history it is very important to get pupils to 
understand cause and effect in historical 
change. Above all, you must inculcate 
patriotism and a spirit of reverence for the 
Emperor,1
To Egi's consternation, the Emperor criticised 
this draft and made his opinions known through the 
Grand Chamberlain, in the following message:
It is our opinion that these school regulations 
are, generally speaking, well done. It is just 
that on looking at the section on history, wars 
are mentioned in great numbers: the Emperor
Jimmu's conquest of the East, the Northern and 
Southern Courts conflict, the Hogen and Heiji 
Wars, the Early Nine Years War and the Later 
Three Years War, the Gempei Wars, the Restoration 
Wars and so on. There have been many histories 
of our country in the past which have paid 
attention to matters of war. However, from the 
point of view of teaching children, if stories 
of war are related one after another like this, 
might there not be a fear of causing the 
descendants of our subjects in the future to 
think about war? Aren't there some better 
ideas? For example, in the days of direct 
Imperial rule in ancient times, there were 
many noteworthy governmental acts. Also, would 
it not be a good idea to include the foundation 
of the country and make them aware of it? Would 
it not be a good idea to consider these too?^
Egi duly reported back to the Ministry of Education 
and produced the final draft as embodied in
1
Egi Kazuyuki 0 Keirekidan, 1,67
2
Egi Kazuyuki 0 Keirekidan, 1,68
the
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regulations, which was in complete accord with the 
Emperor's suggestions.
The first syllabus appeared in the Ministry of 
Education's revised 'Teaching Regulations for Elementary 
Schools', dated May 4, 1881. It reads as follows:
...in Japanese history you should teach the 
following essential points: the foundation
of the country, the accession to the throne 
of the Emperor Jimmu, the frugality of the 
Emperor Nintoku, the political events of the 
Engi and Tenryaku periods, the vicissitudes 
of the Minamoto and Taira, the coexistence of 
the Northern and Southern Courts, the political 
exploits of the Tokugawa family, significant 
facts of the Restoration, and in addition, the 
wisdom and lack of it in men of all the ages, 
changing customs and manners etc. In general 
in teaching history it is very important to 
get pupils to understand cause and effect in 
historical change. Above all it is important 
to inculcate patriotism and a spirit of 
reverence for the Emperor.^
Apart from the main comment made by the Emperor 
which resulted in war being de-emphasised, two aspects 
of the final draft deserve comment. Firstly, the 
Emperor restored to favour a mythological account of 
the beginnings of Japanese history, not evident in 
the later textbook published by the Ministry, the 
Nihon Ryakushi. This feature of the history course 
was not discountenanced until after the Second World 
War, nor indeed was any other part of the syllabus 
with its moral and political bias, except 'the co­
existence of the Northern and Southern Courts', as
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, 11,254-55.
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we shall see by the end of this chapter. Secondly, the 
emphasis on understanding cause and effect in 
historical change suggests that he had some view of 
moral causation in history. However, in view of the 
fact that the wording of the earlier draft was the 
same in this respect, it is more likely that he was 
simply trying to encourage elementary schools to make 
more of an intellectual exercise of history lessons 
than practice in reading and writing.
It should not be thought that the attention 
paid by the Emperor to the history syllabus meant 
that the course in Japanese History became compulsory 
for all young Japanese, or even that it was given a 
specially important place in the curriculum. The most 
distinctive feature of the Revised Educational 
Regulations of December 1880 which gave legal form to 
the policy of central direction to education was the 
pride of place given to the compulsory subject 
Shushin (Morals). It was for the Shushin course that 
the most distinguished conservative educators wrote 
textbooks at this time. Both Nishimura Shigeki and 
Motoda Eifu wrote textbooks, one for the Ministry of 
Education and the other for the Imperial Household 
Ministry. It is noteworthy that the government did 
not produce new textbooks for the history syllabus.
This field was left to private initiative with a 
minimum of control. In the regulations of 1881 the 
Ministry did not even recommend certain textbooks as 
it had done in 1872, nor did it set up administrative 
machinery to ensure that textbooks prior to 
publication conformed to the principles laid down in
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the new syllabus, as it did in later years. The 
Ministry did, however, compel prefectures to notify 
it of the names of textbooks in use, and it did conduct 
investigations of existing textbooks to ensure that 
they were acceptable on educational grounds and from 
the viewpoint of public order. Some officially 
compiled textbooks were included among those banned, 
but in the main they were morals textbooks,^ The 
effect of these measures on history textbooks has 
been noted by Kaigo and Naka.^ Whereas between 1869 
and 1880 one third of the history textbooks published 
had dealt wholly or partly with foreign history, the 
anti-western!sing aspect of a history syllabus 
confined to Japanese history successfully eliminated 
them after 1881. They also give evidence to show 
that standardisation of the contents of textbooks on 
Japanese history did not come about. Books continued 
to appear in a variety of forms, with a tendency to 
move away from the emperor-centred chronicle toward 
an event-centred account of history divided into eras. 
Not all textbooks conformed to the principles laid 
down in the syllabus.
When the 1880s are taken as a whole, Kono 
Togama's term of office in 1880 and 1881 has 
attracted less attention than the brilliant ministry 
of Mori Arinori from 1885 to 1889» Mori’s personal 
unconventionality, and his assassination by a self
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, 11,493-506.
Kaigo and Naka, XX,554-9»
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proclaimed nationalist raise interesting questions 
about the nature of his educational philosophy; but 
his record in the systematic reappraisal of the 
entire structure of national education is clear.
Taken together, Mori's administrative achievements 
and philosophic outlook are said to have produced 
' a severely controlled and indoctrinated system of 
lower education1 , ^
However, as far as the teaching of Japanese 
history is concerned, Mori did little to deserve a 
reputation for having made radical changes. In 
Mori's time as Minister, history textbooks do not 
appear to have been more strictly controlled than 
they were before; and the system of authorising 
textbooks which he introduced in 1887 was less 
rigorous than the one introduced in 1891» only two 
years after his death. Clause 1 of the Kyokasho- 
tosho Kentei Kisoku (Regulations for the Authorisation 
of Textbooks) did not restrict authorisation to those 
books conforming to the official syllabus, but said 
simply, 'The authorisation of textbooks is intended
to certify that there are no harmful influences in
2textbooks; it does not question their quality'.
Examining textbooks published before and after the
system began operation in 1887> Kaigo and Naka have3found no remarkable differences until 1891« Even
1
Passin, p.89«
2
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, 111,718.
Kaigo and Naka, XX,559-60.
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a book which omitted the age of the gods in favour of 
an account of the beginnings of the country based on 
archaeological research managed to obtained approval in 
1888,1 2
As far as the content of the course in history for
Lower Elementary Schools is concerned, the reforms of
1880 and 1881 appear to have stolen the thunder of
later innovators of a nationalist and authoritarian
stamp like Mori, When the regulations for the new
elementary schools' history course were published
in 1886, the only difference was that the final clause
of the 1881 syllabus which had read, 1 and above all it
is important to inculcate patriotism and a spirit of
2reverence for the Emperor' was omitted. The 
omission, though curious, is not as important as it 
seems, since the Ministry of Education reintroduced 
this requirement in conditions for an official 
competition it conducted in 1887 to select the best
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX,568,
2
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, III,4l. The part of Article 10 of 
the Curriculum for Elementary Schools dated May 23, 
1886 which is relevant to History reads as follows, 
History - the foundation of the country, the accession 
to the throne of the Emperor Jimmu, government by the 
Imperial Court, the exclusive power of the Fujiwara 
family, the founding of the Shogunate, the 
administrative record of the Tokugawa family, the 
Imperial Restoration, contacts with foreign countries 
and foreign trade, as well as important aspects of 
change in social conditions, in culture, and in 
customs and manners and in addition, the deeds of 
loyal and wise men.
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elementary school history textbook. The last clause in 
the section on editorial style enjoined competitors to 
'foster naturally the spirit of reverence for the 
Emperor and love of country' .
The textbook competition of 1887 affords another 
opportunity to examine the development of official 
thinking on the content of history textbooks. The 
chronicle form of the first official textbooks, the 
Shiryaku and the Nihon Ryakushi, gave way to an event- 
centred approach. The table of contents given in the 
prospectus is translated below in full since it 
affords a striking contrast both to the aforementioned 
textbooks drawn up in chronicle form and to the 
personality centred textbooks which appeared in large 
numbers in the next decade.
Chapter 1, General remarks, and a short explanation 
of the geography of the country, of the 
form of government and of the Imperial 
House.
Chapter 2. Short explanation of the pre-Jimmu period, 
the Emperor Jimmu, the Kuraaso and eastern 
barbarians, the Empress Jingu and the 
Three Kingdoms of Korea, the Emperor 
Nintoku, literature and Buddhism, the 
Soga clan, government and customs.
Chapter 3« The Taika Reform, the Jinshin Disturbance, 
government in the Taiho period, the Nara 
Court, moving the capital in the Enryaku 
period, Sakanoue no Tamuramaro, 
ambassadors to T' ang China and students 
going overseas, the priests Saicho and 
Kukai,
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, 111,713»
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Chapt er
Chapter
Chapt er
Chapt er
Chapter
Chapt er
Chapt er
4. The Fujiwara clan, the Emperor Daigo,
Sugawara no Michizane, the Tengyo Revolt, 
the successive appearances of literary- 
women, the Early Nine Years War, the 
Emperor Go-Sanjo, government and customs.
5» The Emperor Shirakawa, the Later Three 
Years War, the Hogen and Heiji Wars,
Taira no Kiyomori, the Minamoto and 
Taira clans, government and customs.
6. Establishment of the Bakufu, Minamoto no 
Yoritomo, Masako, the Jokyu Conflict, the 
regency of the Hojo family, the Mongol 
invasions, Buddhism, government and 
customs.
7. The Emperor Go-Daigo, the Northern and 
Southern Courts, Kusunoki Masashige,
Nitta Yoshisada, Ashikaga Takauji, the 
unification of North and South.
8. Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, the Onin War, the 
local authority of military men, the 
battles between Kai and Echigo, foreign 
relations, government and customs.
9. Oda Nobunaga, Toyotomi Hideyoshi, the 
invasion of Korea, the battle of 
Sekigahara, foreign relations, government 
and customs.
10. Tokugawa Ieyasu, Tokugawa Iemitsu,
Tokugawa Mitsukuni, the prohibition of 
Christianity, the encouragement of 
literature, Arai Hakuseki, government and 
cust oms.
The coming of American warships, Western 
learning, foreign relations, loyalism, 
the restoration of political power to 
the Emperor,
Chapter 11.
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Chapter 12. The Restoration of Imperial power, the
battle of Toba B'ushimi, the battle of
Hakodate in Ou, the abolition of fiefs
and the setting up of prefectures, the
invasion of Taiwan, the Satsuma Rebellion,
1the progress of civilization,
For conservative educators of a Confucian stamp,
like Motoda and Nishimura, the death of Mori Arinori
was an opportunity to press for acknowledgment of the
Emperor's role as the moral leader of the nation, and
specifically for the removal of moral education from
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education to that
2of the Imperial Household Ministry. Their wishes 
were fulfilled in part with the promulgation of the 
Imperial Rescript on Education on 30 October 1890, 
Control of the syllabus for moral education and the 
authorisation of textbooks, however, remained in the 
hands of officials in the Ministry of Education. 
Nevertheless the promulgation of the Rescript had its 
effect on official policy as carried out by the Ministry 
of Education. Thenceforth it assumed more definitely 
and more seriously the task of directing moral 
education through the established apparatus of 
syllabus and textbook control.
The Ministry of Education did not take this 
opportunity to make the teaching of Japanese history
1
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, III,714-1?.
2
Shively, Donald H . , 'Motoda Eifu: Confucian Lecturer 
to the Meiji Emperor', in David S. Nivison and Arthur 
F. Wright, Confucianism in Action - (Stanford, Stanford 
University Press, 19.59 ) p » 329»
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compulsory. It was not prompted by that prime 
instrument of mass moral education, the Imperial 
Rescript on Education, to press home on all Japanese 
the special character of the history of their country, 
even though both the opening and the final words of 
the Rescript indicated the importance of doing so,
Know ye, Our subjects:
Our Imperial Ancestors have founded Our Empire 
on a basis broad and everlasting, and have 
deeply and firmly implanted virtue; Our subjects 
ever united in loyalty and filial piety have 
from generation to generation illustrated the 
beauty thereof. This is the glory of the 
fundamental character of Our Empire, and herein 
also lies the source of Our education.,..
The Way here set forth is indeed the teaching 
bequeathed by Our Imperial Ancestors, to be 
observed alike by Their Descendants and the 
subjects, infallible for all ages and true in 
all places. It is Our wish to lay it to heart 
in all reverence, in common with you, Our 
subjects, that we may all. attain to the same 
virtue.
Despite these high sounding words, Japanese history
remained an optional subject in the Ordinary Elementary
School to which parents were obliged to send their
children until they had completed the three or four
year course. Only at the Higher Elementary School
was it an obligatory subject, but attendance at such
schools was not compulsory. For example, in 1891,
2,890,693 boys and girls attended Ordinary Elementary
School but only 263?120 attended the Higher2Elementary School,
^Sources of the Japanese Tradition, pp,646-47»
2
Mombusho [Ministry of Education], Gakusei Hachijunen 
Shi [Eighty Years of the Educational. System - a 
History] (Tokyo, 1954) pp.1042-43»
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Nevertheless the Rescript did have its effect. When 
the Ministry redrafted the syllabus in 1891> it brought 
it more clearly than ever within the orbit of moral 
education. More abstract in its language and more 
moralistic in tone, the syllabus specified fewer 
historical events than the syllabuses of 1881 and 
1886. It reads as follows:
In Japanese history the main purpose is to 
teach the essentials of the kokutai (national 
entity) and what it means to be a Japanese.
When teaching Japanese history in the curriculum 
of the Ordinary Elementary School you should 
start from a historical explanation of the 
locality and then go on to teach in outline 
form: the foundation of the country, the
perpetuity of the Imperial line, the good 
acts of successive emperors, the deeds of loyal 
and wise men, the bravery of the people, the 
sources of culture etc., and so to teach the 
history of the country from the beginning to 
the present day. In the Higher Elementary 
School you should take the previous paragraph 
and extend it, teaching the history of the 
country from the beginning to the present day 
in a slightly more detailed manner,
Xn teaching Japanese history, pictures etc. 
should be shown to the children whenever 
practicable so that they can easily form a 
vivid conception of the past. The sayings 
and conduct of distinguished people should be 
compared with the maxims taught in Shushin 
(Morals)» You should see that they are^able 
to distinguish between right and wrong.
1
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, 111,98» Compare this with the 
table of contents translated from Mei/ji Iko Kyoiku, 
111,71^-17 given on p.26.
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In 1892 the Ministry of Education altered the 
regulations concerning textbook authorisation with the 
apparent intention of making textbooks conform more 
closely to the official syllabus. The relevant clause, 
more stringent than the one in the regulations of 
I887, now reads, 'The authorisation of textbooks is 
to certify that the textbooks concerned are suitable 
for the course and consistent with the objects of the 
Elementary School Ordinance, the Middle School 
Ordinance, and the Normal School Ordinance'
The history textbooks published in the years 
after 1892 exhibited one remarkable development. 
Editorial policy switched from an event-centred to 
a personality-centred approach. The History and 
Morals courses which were brought into closer 
relationship in 1891? together with the more moral 
tone of the history syllabus itself helped to effect 
this striking change. Textbooks for the Morals 
course commonly stressed personalities as an 
attractive way of presenting moral judgements through 
assessment of character. Now history textbooks 
followed suit. The new style of textbook was not 
brought about by official regulations but apparently 
resulted from the need of writers and publishers to 
get their textbooks approved on the basis of a 
syllabus which concentrated less on events and more 
on moral qualities.
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, 111,733«
1
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The authority which the Ministry of Education 
exercised in further emphasising moral ends in 
teaching Japanese history, stemmed not only from 
the Imperial Rescript on Education but from the 
happy acquisition of foreign approval from a 
favourable quarter. From the late 1880s, for about 
a decade, the ideas of the Herbartian school of 
educational philosophy originating in Germany were 
as fashionable in Japan as they were in the West.
In Japan, a general reaction against the authority 
of American and French ideas favoured Germany in 
education as in other fields.
Herbartian ideas,stressing the moral function 
of history teaching, lent support to existing 
Japanese policy. In America, Herbartian ideas left 
a legacy in the form of a new emphasis on moral 
education and character building during the period 
from 1890 to 1902, which contrasted with the emphasis 
on the training of the faculties before I89O and on 
training for citizenship after 1902:^“ in Japan they 
provided the Ministry of Education with the 
assurance that it was already on the right track. 
Enthusiasm for Herbartian philosophy did not extend 
to adoption of detailed plans for the teaching of 
history, like those of Dr Rein of Jena. Although 
it is true that some Japanese managed to identify
I
McMurry, Dorothy, Herbartian Contributions to History 
Instruction in American Elementary S c h o o l s (New York, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 19^-6) p.l42.
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Herbart's five moral ideas (inner freedom, efficiency 
of will, good-will, justice or prevention of strife, 
equity or requital) with the five Confucian virtues, 
none of the Herbartian qualities was included as a 
specific moral goal in the official history syllabus 
in I89I or at any later date.
Yoshida Kumaji has summed up the situation by 
saying that
Japanese educators who had been dissatisfied 
with the superficial ends of education as 
defined by pragmatism and utilitarianism, 
were able to carry on their work of national 
education without misgivings only after the 
introduction of the Herbartian pedagogy. ^
The greater measure of government control which 
has been described does not imply that fewer 
textbooks were published during the 1890s. On the 
contrary, almost half the books which appeared 
between 1872 and 1902 were published after 1892, 
with competititon between the publishing houses 
reaching a peak by the turn of the century. In 1901 
the government laid down penalties for offences 
connected with the adoption of textbooks by 
prefectural committees. These offences included 
bribery, in the form of sightseeing tours, travel 
expenses, hotel charges and other entertainments,
1
Yoshida Kumaji, 'European and American Influences in 
Japanese Education', in Inazo Nitobe and others, 
Western Influences in Modern Japan, A Series of 
Papers on Cultural Relations (Chicago, The University 
of Chicago Press, 193ll pp.42-3»
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stand-over tactics and blackmail. These measures 
appear to have been ineffective. The government 
finally laid charges and secured convictions against 
a number of people, ranging from elementary school 
headmasters to prefectural governors.'*'
As a lasting solution to the problem which was 
bringing adverse publicity to 'national education' , 
the Ministry of Education introduced a system of 
state-compiled textbooks and so took the whole 
process of textbook compilation, production and 
distribution under its own control. Japanese history 
was among those courses affected. Regulations for 
Elementary Schools, of April 1903, stated that
...the Ministry of Education may allow the 
governors of prefectures to adopt any 
textbooks for which the Ministry holds the 
copyright and which the Ministry of Education 
has authorised, except those for Morals, 
Japanese^History, and Geography and Japanese 
Reader s.
In giving reasons for the introduction of the 
National Textbook scheme, the Minister of Education, 
Kikuchi Dairoku, later explained that because the 
subjects mentioned above formed 'an essential part of 
the moral and civic education imparted in elementary 
schools, it was thought advisable to reserve their
1
Japanese National Commission for UNESCO, Development 
of Modern Textbook System in Japan, 1868-1961 (Tokyo, 
Japanese National Commission for UNESCO, 1961) 
pp.42-3.
2
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, IV,138-9.
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compilation for the State'. Consequently the decision 
was more than an effort to stop commercial exploitation 
of the textbook market. It can be regarded as the 
ultimate step in a line of policy initiated in 1880 
and strengthened after the promulgation of the Imperial 
Rescript of Education in 1890 in which central control 
over the moral aspect of education was asserted more 
firmly.
The first National Textbook for Japanese history
published in 1904 did not differ markedly from the
2approved textbooks of the 1890s. The syllabus of
1900, on which it was based, differed scarcely at all3from the syllabus of 1891. It is also noticeable that 
this first National Textbook retains the personality- 
centred approach characteristic of the 1890s. 
Outstanding figures representative of each era were 
selected as the subjects of chapters, but if a 
suitable person was difficult to find, an outstanding 
event was selected and people's actions were related
1
Kikuchi Dairoku (Baron), Japanese Education-Lectures 
Delivered in the University of L o n d o n (London, John 
Mur r a y~, 1909) p.328.
2
Kaigo and Naka, XX,385*
3
The syllabus of 1900 is to be found in Meiji Iko 
Kyoiku, IV,63» It differs by no longer insisting on 
the course starting with an account of the history of 
the locality, and by including a new item on relations 
with foreign countries in the list of topics.
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to it. The table of contents shows that personalities 
were more often the centre of interest in earlier 
lessons than in later ones. Previously the officially 
favoured forms had been the chronicle and the event- 
centred textbook. This table is reproduced below to 
illustrate the personality-centred textbook which 
remained the officially favoured form until 1943»
Table of Contents of the First National Textbook, 2
Volume 1.
Chapt er 
Chapter 
Chapt er 
Chapt er 
Chapt er 
Chapt er 
Chapt er 
Chapter
Chap ter 
Chap ter 
Chapt er
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter 
Chapt er 
Chapter 
Chapter 
Chapt er 
Chapter
1. Amaterasu Omikami
2. The Emperor Jimmu
3- Prince Yamato-takeru
4. The Empress Jingu
5 . The Emperor Nintoku
6. The Mononobe Clan and the Soga Clan
7 . Prince Shotoku
8. The Emperor Tenchi and Fujiwara 
Kamatari
no
9 . The Emperor Shomu
10. Wake no Kiyomaro
li. The Emperor Kammu and Sakanoue 
Tamuramaro
no
12. Dengyo Daishi and Kobo Daishi
13. Sugawara no Michizane14. The Splendour of the Court and 
of the Bushi
the Rise
15. Minamoto no Yoshiie
16. Taira no Kiyomori
17. Minamoto no Yoritomo
18, The Jokyu Disturbance
19. The Mongol Invasions
20. The Fall of the Hojo Family.
Mombusho [Ministry of Education], 'Shogaku Nihon Rekishi 
Hensan Shuisho' [An Editorial Prospectus for Japanese 
History in Elementary Schools] in a volume entitled 
Kokutei Kyokasho Hensan Shuisho [Editorial Prospectuses 
for National Textbooks] (Tokyo, 1904) p.82,
2
Kaigo and Naka, XIX, p,44l and p.467.
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Volume 2 0
Chapter 1. The Kemmu. Restoration
Chapt er 2. The Northern and Southern Courts
Chapter 3 . Ashikaga Yoshimitsu
Chapter 4 . The Onin War
Chapt er 5. Territorial Barons
Chapter 6. Oda Nobunaga
Chapter 1 - Toyotomi Hideyoshi
Chapter 8. Tokugawa Ieyasu
Chapt er 9» Tokugawa Iemitsu
Chapt er 10. Tokugawa Tsunayoshi and Aral Hakuseki
Chapter 11. Tokugawa Yoshimune
Chap ter 12 . The Idea that the Emperor should be 
reverenc ed
Chapt er 13. The Coming of Foreign Warships and the Idea that Foreigners should be kept out.
Chapt er 14. The Handing Back of Power to the Emperor 
and the Meiji Restoration
Chapter 15. The Expedition against Taiwan and the 
Satsuma Rebellion
Chap ter 16. The Promulgation of the Constitution
Chapter 17. The Sino-Japanese War.
In 1907 , for the first time, the entire school-
going population was required to study Japanese 
history. It came about, not through an act of policy 
directed specifically to that end, but through the 
extension of compulsory schooling from four to six 
years. Japanese history as it had been taught in the 
Higher Elementary School was incorporated into the 
curriculum of the last two years of the new six year 
course of the Ordinary Elementary School.^ The
1
Meiji Iko Kyoiku, V,29 and 3^* The contradiction 
between this change and the syllabus of 1891 which 
provided for the inclusion of Japanese History in 
courses for the Ordinary Elementary School is more 
apparent than real. Kaigo and Naka are of the opinion 
that not many Ordinary Elementary Schools taught this 
optional subject (XX,5^9-70). In the 1900 syllabus 
the course was removed from the list of optional 
subjects for the Ordinary Elementary School.
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syllabus was not amended in the process, but the 
opportunity was taken to initiate a revision of the 
First National Textbook. It appeared in 1910 in two 
volumes, one for the fifth and one for the sixth years 
of the Ordinary Elementary School. The editorial 
prospectus nowhere acknowledged the fact that for 
the first time Japanese history was being taught to 
all schoolchildren.^ The change had, after all, 
involved no adjustment in the aims of teaching the 
subject, which had long been drawn up as if it were 
to be taught to all Japanese school children.
After the publication of the revised textbook in 
I9IO, the Ministry was forced to defend its position 
against an acutely embarrasing attack over the title 
and content of one of the chapters of the new book.
The incident is known as the Northern and Southern 
Courts Question. Although a variety of political 
and educational issues was involved, criticism can 
be said to have focussed on the inadequate use made 
of History as an instrument of moral education. The 
chapter entitled Nambokucho (The Northern and Southern 
Courts) offended critics ranging from primary school 
headmasters to newspaper editors and Diet members, 
because it mentioned both the Northern and Southern 
Courts in the same context and accorded the emperors
T
Mombusho [Ministry of Education], 'Shogaku Nihon 
Rekishi Hensan Shuisho' [An Editorial Prospectus for 
Japanese History in Elementary Schools] in a volume 
entitled Shusei Kokutei Kyokasho Hensan Shuisho 
[Revised Editorial Prospectuses for National 
Textbooks] (Tokyo, 1910).
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of both lines the title of Tenno. After three months 
of mounting public criticism, the government of Prime 
Minister Katsura promised to revise the offending 
chapter, and recognise the Southern or Yoshino line.
The title of this chapter was changed to Yoshino 
no Chotei (The Yoshino Court). The emperors of both 
courts were no longer referred to indiscriminately as 
Tenno; the emperors of the Northern Court were referred 
to as In, and only those of the Southern line as Tenno, 
The revision made it clear that one true line, and one 
alone, had existed throughout Japanese history. The 
existence of the Northern Court was merely noted in 
the newly revised book. The succession dispute in 
the Imperial family which was given as an explanation 
for the existence of two courts in the unrevised 
version was now completely ignored. Instead, the 
school-child was plunged into a tale of military 
exploits from which the teacher was instructed to 
draw moral lessons fostering a spirit of loyalty to 
the one true Imperial line. The Ministry no longer 
insisted that schoolchildren consider the claims of 
the Northern Court to legitimacy."^
A review of the Ministry of Education's record 
on the matter of the two courts raises the question 
as to why the controversy broke out when it did. The 
chapter considered by some people to be so offensive
T
The unrevised chapter, Nambokucho, may be found in 
Kaigo and Naka, XIX,519-20, while the revised chapter 
Yoshino no Chotei, may be found in Kaigo and Naka,xix,585-7.
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in 1911 was not unlike earlier material produced by the 
Ministry without objection. The chronicle form of the 
Shiryaku, published in 1872, made a choice between the 
Northern and Southern Courts imperative. In listing 
the one hundred and twenty two emperors, it included 
only the emperors of the Southern line in the main 
list, but referred to the emperors of the Southern 
and of the Northern Courts as Tenno, and gave details 
of the succession in both courts. The Nihon Ryakushi 
differed in conferring on the emperors of the Northern 
Court the title In so as to make it clear that the 
Southern emperors were the true line. Then in 1881, 
when the Ministry set out the principal aims of 
history teaching as inculcation of patriotism and a 
spirit of reverence for the Emperor, the Emperor 
Meiji himself ordered the phrase 'the coexistence of 
the Northern and Southern Courts' to be used. Later, 
the prospectus for the textbook competition of 1887 
simply said that the Northern and Southern Courts 
should be dealt with. Finally, the First National 
Text included a chapter entitled Nambokucho which 
referred to the emperors of both lines as Tenno, and 
made no attempt to stress the priority of loyalty to 
the one tine Imperial line. Since no violent objection 
had been made to the Ministry's policy over the 
previous forty years, why did such a crisis erupt in 
1911?
Kita Teikichi was the official responsible for 
writing the official manual for the offending textbook. 
He upheld the Ministry's views at meetings of critical 
teachers in the last months of 1910. He was thus the
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central figure in the controversy and his dismissal 
from the Ministry of Education marked the end of the 
crisis. Kita later maintained that the issue did not 
get out of hand until mid January, when the newspapers 
took it up and linked it with the current cause 
celebre, the trial of the anarchist Kotoku Shusui and 
his associates in connection with a plot to kill the 
Emperor in the summer of the previous year. Kita was 
accused by his detractors of being one of the Kotoku 
gang, and of planting such ideas in the minds of 
elementary schoolchildren as would further long-range 
plans to destroy the kokutai and overthrow the country. 
Evidence produced at the Kotoku trial, which ended on 
January 18, 19H> created an atmosphere in which
the government found it hard to rebut charges that it 
was failing to use Japanese history effectively for 
the instruction of children in the prime value of 
loyalty. It is not clear whether the newspapers 
themselves were responsible for pressures which 
forced the government to act, but act it did in
2response to pressure by Diet members during February.
1
Kita Teikichi, Kanreki Kinen Rokujunen no Kaiko 
[The Recollection of Sixty Years, on my sixty-first 
birthday] (privately published, 1933) p.130.
2
Ishida Takeshi, Meiji Seiji Shisoshi Kenkyu 
[Studies in the History of Political Thought in the 
Meiji Era] (Tokyo, Miraisha, 1957)* Ishida 
selected the leading article in the YomiuYi Shimbun 
of January 19, 1 9 H  Tor particular comment, but was
unable to trace any direct link between criticism 
in the press and government action; see pp.276-7»
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The dismissal of Kita Teikichi from his post in 
the Ministry of Education was a political issue and as 
an official he took responsibility for the outcry.
But the case of Tanaka Yoshinari reveals the difficulties 
which faced even a serious scholar in maintaining his 
views on this question at the time. Mikami Sanji, 
himself a scholar and a fellow member on the official 
Textbook Investigation Committee, recalled the events 
of this period during his commemorative address 
following Tanaka's death.^ As a specialist on the 
period of the Northern and Southern Courts, Tanaka had 
particular authority. As leader of the discussion by 
the editorial committee which produced the standard 
work Dai Nihon Shiryo (a source book on Japanese 
history), he had made it plain that both courts should 
be represented and that the Emperor Komyo of the 
Northern Court should be designated as Tenno. As 
writer of a scholarly essay on the legitimacy of the 
Northern and Southern Courts, he pointed out that the 
moral question of the ideal relations which should be 
maintained between the Imperial line and the people 
were not the concern of historians. 'In arguing about 
the Northern and Southern Courts, one should make clear 
the distinction between historical study which is based 
on facts, and consideration of the true relations 
between sovereign and subject. It is wrong to confuse 
the two'.^
T
Tanaka Yoshinari, Nambokucho Jidai Shi [a  History of 
the Northern and Southern Courts Period] (Tokyo, Meiji 
Shoin, 1924) pp.12-3.
2
Tanaka, p .140.
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Mikami did not report how hard Tanaka tried to 
uphold his principles and prevent changes in the 
textbook from being made, but he did recall that a 
similar problem arose in connection with lectures at 
Tokyo Imperial University. Tanaka was of the opinion 
that since university lectures were purely scholastic, 
the University should not follow the example set by 
elementary school textbooks and that therefore the 
course offered should still be called 'The History 
of the Northern and Southern Courts' as before. When 
the head of the Literature Faculty said that lectures 
should be entitled 'The Yoshino Court', Tanaka, whom 
Mikami described in this context as a peaceable man, 
did not oppose him.
In I9H  the views of a modern historical scholar 
like Tanaka could not pass unchallenged even in the 
country's leading university. In the Textbook 
Investigation Committee, of which both Tanaka and 
Mikami were members until they were removed in the 
crisis, it was even less likely that modern historical 
opinion would prevail over traditional dogmatism 
backed by political pressure.
The settlement of the Northern and Southern 
Courts Question by the revision of the National 
Textbook was a spectacular demonstration of political 
influence by those who saw the purpose of teaching 
history as the instruction of children in correct 
moral relationships and conduct. In educational 
terms, official policy had favoured this view since 
1881. The crisis chiefly effected a more rigorous
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application of existing policy. Consideration of 
revised textbook, undertaken in the chapter which 
follows, shows that the new portion stands merely 
a clear expression of values discernible in the 
remainder of the book, which was unrevised.
the
as
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CHAPTER II
The Northern and Southern Courts crisis did not 
provoke a general reappraisal of the aims and content 
of the course in Japanese history; the crisis effected 
changes in only three of the chapters in the textbook. 
The revised textbook, generally regarded as the second 
in the series of National Textbooks, displays an image 
of the nation not very different from that outlined in 
the syllabus of 1881. Since this view was sustained 
with little change until 1945» the Second National 
Text stands half-way between the first prewar syllabus 
and the end of the Pacific War when the prewar view 
was proscribed. For this, and for more weighty 
reasons connected with the material available for 
study, it seems an appropriate point at which to pause 
and examine the values inculcated through the history 
course, firstly in general terms and then in detail 
chapter by chapter.
The Second National Textbook, used between 1911 
and 1920, was published by the Ministry of Education 
under the title Jin.jo Shogaku Nihon Rekishi (Japanese 
History for Ordinary Elementary Schools).^ It was 
the first textbook written specifically for the 
Ordinary Elementary School in use for any length of 
time after the subject had become compulsory. But
1
The full text is reproduced in Kaigo and Naka,
xix,563-616.
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more important for our present purposes, it was the 
first National Textbook to be used in conjunction 
with a teachers' manual, enabling a better 
appreciation to be made of the values inculcated 
by teachers in classrooms all over the country. The 
textbook is not after all simply the most detailed 
form of the syllabus, it is also a teaching tool for 
use in a classroom situation. Even in the most 
textbook-centred education, and this is a charge 
levelled at prewar Japanese education by its postwar 
critics, the teacher had a most important part to 
play in driving home lessons to be learned.
Teachers had available to them at least two 
manuals or handbooks, one official and one semi­
official. The official manual is entitled Jinjo 
Shogaku Nihon Rekishi-Kyoshiyo (Teachers' Manual 
for Japanese History for Ordinary Elementary Schools). 
It was compiled by the Ministry of Education and 
published in Tokyo in 1915« The manual consists of 
chapters paralleling those of the textbooks, each 
consisting of three sections: Set suwa Y ory o (The Main
Points of the Narrative), Chui (Points to Watch) and 
Biko (Notes). The most significant section for our 
purposes is Chui, and the material here quoted comes 
from this section.
The semi-official handbook for teachers, although 
less authoritative than the manual, contains clearer 
statements of values. It is entitled Shogakko Kyoju 
no Jissai (A Practical Handbook for Teaching in 
Elementary Schools) and was edited by Imai Yaichi and 
others who were instructors at government controlled 
teachers' colleges in Tokyo, Kumamoto, Gumma and
4.5
Ibaraki Prefectures. It was published in Tokyo by 
Tokyo Keihatsu Sha Jimu Kyoku in 1914. Reference is 
made to two sections in each chapter: Yoshi (Essentials) 
and Kyojujo no Chui(Points to Watch in Teaching).
These three sources clearly display a pattern of 
values of which the vertical relationship between the 
Imperial line and the people is the essential feature. 
This vertical relationship is based upon the divine 
order established by the Sun Goddess who declared 
that her direct descendants were to rule Japan. 
Throughout the book the rigidity of the distinction 
between sovereign and subject stemming from this 
mandate is reflected in concern over correct terms 
of address for Emperors and their exclusive right to 
use those terms; over matters of inheritance within 
the Imperial family and the correct transmission of 
Imperial rule through legitimate succession. In 
addition to the explicit references to the relationship 
between the Imperial line and the people, implicit in 
this book, is the over-arching importance of the 
activities of the Imperial line itself.
Breaches of the divinely ordained order by men 
in positions of power who failed to observe the 
distinction between sovereign and subject are noted 
and condemned, but it is claimed that the true order 
ultimately prevails. As presented in this textbook, 
the history of Japan is largely the story of the 
establishment of the authority of the Imperial line, 
its origin, its eclipse and subsequent recovery in 
the Meiji Restoration.
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Benevolence on the one hand and loyalty on the 
other are presented as the emotional forces linking 
the Imperial line and the people in this vertical 
relationship. The actions of the Imperial line are 
characterised by benevolence: the actions of the
people are characterised by loyalty. As exemplified 
in the textbook, manual and handbook, benevolence and 
loyalty dominate all other values. They are 
represented as having been the warp and woof of the 
national fabric since its foundation. They are 
portrayed as having been upheld by the historic heroes 
at great personal sacrifice, even to the point of 
death, and held in contempt by the greatest villains.
Imperial benevolence and loyal service by the 
people are well described as 'reciprocals' involving 
what Ruth Benedict has called 'hierarchical exchange 
of complementary responsibilities'.^ Yet neither is 
regarded as conditional on the other's faithful 
performance. The unconditional nature of loyalty 
and benevolence has been aptly illustrated in the 
image of an affectionate mother and her child, though 
this image should not be taken to suggest that loyalty 
and benevolence are purely instinctive, Loyalty, at 
least, has to be inculcated.
In all three books, benevolence is concretely 
expressed by the emperors' active concern for the
1
Benedict, Ruth, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, 
Patterns of Japanese Culture(Tokyo, Tuttle, I961) 
p ,23 2.
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people's welfare, happiness and prosperity. Examples 
are quoted of emperors sharing the physical hardships 
of their people, especially those on active service. 
They practised personal economy. They remitted taxes 
in time of difficulty and instituted public works to 
develop the land. More importantly, they rewarded 
those who performed outstanding acts of loyal service 
by promoting them in rank and visiting the shrines 
where such deeds and people were commemorated.
Since the textbook was intended for young subjects 
rather than young rulers, it naturally stressed the 
duty of loyalty more than its reciprocal, benevolence. 
Children were taught to express their gratitude for 
the benevolence of the Imperial line through loyal 
and dutiful action, especially military service.
They were provided with models in the great heroes of 
the past who faced and overcame dangers in unifying 
the country in the name of the Emperor, and later 
heroes who worked to maintain or to restore the 
authority of the Imperial line by opposing both in 
word and deed usurpers and would-be usurpers of 
Imperial prerogatives. Equally, children were taught 
to revile the villains of Japanese history who 
wrongfully used titles reserved for the Emperor, who 
interfered in matters of imperial inheritance and who 
even banished certain emperors.
These values were also illustrated by several 
instances outside the context of emperor-sub je ct 
relations, so that loyalty is not coterminous with
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loyalty to the Emperor and benevolence not necessarily 
limited to such actions by the Emperor,
Whereas benevolence was presented as primarily an 
Imperial virtue, its opposite, which might be called 
selfishness, was never attributed to Emperors, 
Selfishness describes the attitude of men in power 
who abuse their authority, showing lack of concern for 
the people. Disloyalty can be taken to mean the 
failure of men in power (but never the people) to 
discharge their duty to the Imperial line. The 
relationship between the Imperial line and the people 
is unblemished by selfishness or disloyalty.
Loyalty and benevolence are dominant, but other 
values are also highly rated. It is true that the 
achievements of the heroes of Japanese history are 
usually cited as services to the Imperial line, and 
honours and rank attributed to Imperial benevolence. 
But civil virtues like plain living and thrift, 
learning and willingness to learn, and military 
virtues like bravery, endurance, determination, skill 
at arms and magnanimity towards opponents, are also 
emphasised in the course of the textbook.
The writers of the textbook tried to impose a 
simple pattern on Japanese history so as to impress 
the young with a sense of the orderliness of history, 
and especially of the continuity that underlies this 
order. Japanese history is presented not as a process 
of institutional reform or social revolution, but as 
a series of historic figures whose actions illustrate
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unchanging principles. While individual cases appear 
to give evidence of the ideal order breaking down at 
times, the sense of order in history is reasserted 
through teaching that good behaviour has its reward 
in ultimate recognition, just as bad behaviour is 
ultimately punished.
The sense of continuity draws the greatest 
strength from the identification of the Imperial line 
with the existence of the country, from the very 
beginning till time-out-of-mind. Human and mythological 
elements are not differentiated in the story of the 
founding of the country, so that the sense of 
continuity is extended beyond the temporal bounds of 
human experience into a realm in which a mystical awe 
holds sway. Furthermore, divine origins are ascribed 
to the regalia which are the symbols of the legitimacy 
and the true continuity of the Imperial line. Complete 
identification of the Imperial line with the history 
of the country is reinforced by means of the 
chronologies adopted, which date events from the 
accession of the first Emperor, and which identify 
eras with the places where the Emperor lived.
Emphasis on the achievement of national unity 
provides a further element in historical order. Both 
the political unity of the country and the unity of 
the people are tied to the idea of the Imperial line 
as the symbol of that unity. As the living 
representative of the main house the Emperor is owed 
respect by the members of the lesser houses. As the
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sole rightful ruler, the Emperor's position is likened 
to that of the sun in the heavens#
Although the textbook is confined to Japanese 
history, the outside world impinges from time to 
time. The way in which the children were taught to 
regard the world outside their country was ambivalent, 
swinging between an open-world view, which generally 
saw Japan as part of an international hierarchy, and 
a closed-world view which stressed the uniqueness of 
the country. The open-world view is, in substance, 
the standing of Japan relative to China and Korea, 
which in ancient times was one of inferiority and 
modern times one of superiority, and is restricted 
as far as the Western powers go to diplomatic and 
military encounters. The closed-world view 
predominates. The textbook, manual and handbook 
all emphasise the divine favours which Japan alone 
had received from its foundation and the uniqueness 
of the relationship between the Imperial line and 
the people.
It is a marked characteristic of the material 
that it dwells on political and politico-religious 
matters, and on war. While war is presented as a 
further opportunity to serve the Emperor, such an 
explicit moral purpose is only part of the story. 
Illustrations showing scenes of violence help to 
confirm the impression that warfare and violence are 
regarded as exciting in themselves. Economic and 
cultural history are regarded as peripheral and social
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history is apparently thought to have nothing at all 
to contribute to the creation of national consciousness.
The following detailed analysis of the aims and 
content of each chapter of the textbook, with its 
accojn^panying manual and handbook, is intended to bear 
out these generalisations.
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Volume I,
1. Amaterasu Ömikami (The Sun Goddess)
In relating how the country was founded by the 
Sun Goddess, the existence of the rest of the world 
is not acknowledged. At the very outset children 
were taught to see the national entity as a unique 
phenomenon. The manual instructs teachers to 
emphasise the incomparable national, entity of Japan 
and the handbook goes even further in providing an 
explanation of its unique character. Stories of the 
divine favours visited on Japan alone directly 
contribute to fostering a sense of uniqueness. In 
addition, the textbook uses the symbol of the sun, 
alone in the heavens, peerless in its power and 
beauty, a simple and effective symbol to excite and 
awe children being formally inducted into the 
mysteries of the national entity.
The opening sentence of the textbook, 'Amaterasu 
Ömikami is the distant ancestor of the present 
Emperor' at once links the present with the distant 
past. Since it is quite likely that teachers made 
their pupils learn the whole of the first chapter by 
heart, as the handbook suggested, it is quoted in 
full:
Amaterasu Omikami is the distant ancestor of 
the present Emperor. Her power and virtue in 
their height and vast scale are like the 
brilliance of the sun. _The Kotai Shrine of 
Ise is the place where Omikami is worshipped.
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The Great Japanese Empire is the land which 
Omikami gave Prince Ninigi to govern in the 
beginning. Vhen Omikami sent the Prince down 
to this country, she gave an Instruction, 
saying, ’This country is the land where my 
descendants are to be rulers. You, my Imperial 
Grandson, go and rule it. The prosperity of 
the Imperial Throne, like Heaven and Earth, 
will endure for ever'. The foundation of our 
country, which will continue for ever and ever, 
was actually laid at this time.
Amaterasu Omikami gave the Mirror, Sword and 
Jewel to the Prince. These are called_the 
Three Sacred Treasures. At this time Omikami 
said, 'When you look on this Mirror, you look 
on me'. From this time, the Sacred Treasures 
have been handed down from generation to 
generation of Emperors as the symbols of 
Imperial rank.
Prince Ninigi took the Three Sacred Treasures 
and descended to Hyuga, After this, until the 
time of the Emperor Jimmu, two generations 
later, the gods dwelt in Hyuga. The period 
before the Emperor Jimmu is called the Age of the 
Gods.
The manual prepared by the Ministry of Education 
shows how the teacher was expected to supplement the 
textbook. In particular, the manual provides additional 
information on the Imperial Regalia in the way of 
stories about the origin of the Sword and the 
subsequent preservation of the Regalia in shrines 
at Nagoya and Ise.
The handbook also contains interesting evidence 
that this chapter was intended to foster a sense of 
the continuity and uniqueness of the national entity.
It contains, in addition, specific answers to likely 
questions. The following explanation about the origin
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of the Japanese people shows how divine descent was 
used to foster a sense of unity.
Amaterasu Omikami is not only the ancestor of 
the Imperial House but also of all Japanese.
If we, the Japanese people, all seek our 
ancestry and parentage the greater part of us 
will prove to be descendants of the Imperial 
House. Of the rest, they are the descendants 
of the various gods who accompanied the 
Heavenly Grandson, Prince Ninigi, in his 
descent from heaven, and those who came over 
from Korea and China, but the numbers of 
these latter people were very small. Since 
they intermarried with all the people who were 
descended from the Imperial House and from 
the gods, there is no reason now why our 
common ancestor should not be Amaterasu Ömikami, 
But since the Imperial House and the Emperor 
are in the direct line of descent, we subjects, 
who are branch families, descended in an 
indirect line, must give special veneration to 
the Imperial line and humbly tender our respect 
and affection. The connection between the 
Imperial House and its subjects is thus: one
forms the main house and the others form the 
branch houses, so that from ancient times we 
have worshipped the founder of the Imperial 
House and the heavenly gods. Our relationship 
to this house is sincerely founded on repaying 
our debt of gratitude to our ancestors. As 
the main house it represents the whole nation 
and we render our devotion wholeheartedly to 
it.*
The handbook also reminded teachers that in such 
matters, which concerned the national entity, they 
should use an impressive tone of voice with confidence.
*
This passage is translated from the section entitled 
Sanko, meaning Reference,
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They were also expected to check the bad habit of 
children not using honorific language when referring 
to matters concerning the Imperial House.
Illustrations: The Ise Shrine.'*’
1
Since captions under the illustrations are not 
reproduced satisfactorily in Kaigo and Naka, the 
translations used in this analysis are taken from 
the list found in Mombusho [Ministry of Education],
'Shogaku Nihon Rekishi Hensan Shuisho'[An Editorial 
Prospectus for Japanese History in Elementary 
Schools] in a volume entitled Shusei Kokutei 
Kyokasho Hensan Shuisho [Revised Editorial 
Prospectuses for National Textbooks] (Tokyo, 1912)
v, 9-12.
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2, The Emperor Jimmu
The Emperor Jimmu exemplifies the warrior hero 
who strove to unite the country in accordance with 
the instructions of the Sun Goddess, The theme of 
establishing the Emperor's authority throughout the 
country and of unity under the Emperor is established 
in the tale of this Emperor, and thereafter constantly 
recurs.
The only person named in the course of this 
chapter is Jimmu himself. He is represented as heir 
to the work of Prince Ninigi in that he followed the 
Prince's dying wishes and the orders of the Sun 
Goddess who had commanded Ninigi to rule the country.
He extended the Imperial authority by incorporating 
communities in central and western Japan which were 
still beyond the pale. He is not represented as one 
who tried to impose his will for his own ends, but as 
one who tried to bring the blessings of Imperial 
concern to those who were not yet so favoured. The 
manual instructed teachers to see that children were 
properly grateful for the Emperor's virtues.
His prowess as a warrior deserves notice since 
he personifies qualities which recur in later chapters. 
The manual makes a great deal of the physical 
difficulties encountered by Jimmu and his nameless 
band. The textbook tells of the dangers encountered 
on the expedition from Hyuga to Yamato during which 
members of the Imperial family suffered greatly and 
even died. In overcoming these difficulties Jimmu 
displays qualities of physical endurance and
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doggedness in accomplishing the tasks set by his divine 
ancestors.
The handbook suggests an interesting way in which 
teachers could embroider the brief text with stories 
of a miraculous nature* Teachers were to regale 
their classes with the stories of the Golden Kite 
which saved the Emperor by dazzling the enemy at a 
critical moment and of the magical bird which led 
Jimmu's army through difficult country into the 
Yamato basin. The handbook also suggested to the 
teacher that he make a point of explaining the 
origin of the Order of the Golden Kite, a military 
award for bravery which the Emperor had established 
on the 11 February 1890, the day which commemorates 
the accession of the Emperor Jimmu to the throne.
The theme of continuity as represented in the 
Imperial line is given greater strength by dating 
events from Jimmu's accession. As the text says,
'This was 2,572 years ago and the first year of our 
era'. At least up to Meiji times national events 
are dated in this book from the foundation of the 
Imperial line by the Emperor Jimmu.
Illustrations: The Emperor Jimmu advancing along a
steep mountain path.
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3. Prince Yamato-takeru
Yamato-takeru is a hero in the mould of the 
Emperor Jimmu, As the Emperor Keiko's son he was 
not only loyal but filial in carrying out his 
father's commands to extend Imperial benevolence to 
the Kumaso and the Emishi who were, as the manual 
pointed out, equally the Emperor's subjects. The 
manual went on to explain that only when the Kumaso 
and the Emishi failed to respond to Imperial 
admonitions were they punished. Teachers were 
instructed to make sure that children were aware of 
the duties which the people owed their lord.
The prince was an attractive model for a lesson 
on proper regard for favours bestowed by the Imperial 
family. Here it should be made plain that Yamato- 
takeru plays a double role, as a loyal instrument of 
the divine instruction to rule the country and as a 
member of the Imperial family who is accorded the 
full respect due to his imperial descent. In the 
first role he combines trickery and bravery to triumph 
over both the Kumaso, whose leader he kills while 
disguised as a young girl, and over the Emishi who try 
to destroy him with fire. On this latter occasion, 
the sword which forms part of the Imperial Regalia 
was used to cut a fire-break in the grass which saved 
the Prince and his men. The emotional screw is 
tightened a little more by telling how he died young. 
The manual instructed teachers to explain the 
significance of the fact that Yamato-takeru and the 
military leaders called shido shogun were imperial
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princes or their descendants and yet they shared the 
hardships of the troops. They were to point out that 
present members of the Imperial family had a deep 
interest in military matters so that morale was 
increased a hundredfold and the army was always able 
to gain victory in war. This was intended to inspire 
and arouse children to action.
Illustrations: Prince Yamato-takeru killing the
leader of the Kumaso.
Prince Yamato-takeru cutting the 
grass with the divine sword.
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4 . The Empress J ingu
Instructions in the manual stated that this 
lesson should follow a review of the expansion of 
Imperial authority in the home islands. As the 
leader of a successful invasion of Korea on her 
husband's death, the Empress is associated less with 
feats of physical bravery than with boldness in 
planning the invasion and heroic personal 
determination to extend the sphere of Imperial 
authority, bringing the valour and virtue of the 
Imperial House to the notice of distant places 
overseas. As one might suspect, the annexation of 
Korea in August 1910 caused the importance of this 
previous invasion to be magnified.
The second part of the chapter dealing with the 
introduction of higher civilisation from China and 
Korea in the wake of the Empress's invasion and the 
benefits Japan derived from it posed a problem, for 
it involved admitting that Japan had at one time been 
culturally inferior to her newly won empire. The 
handbook attempted to soften the blow by instructing 
the teacher to point out that at the present time 
Japan's high civilisation was flowing back towards the 
continent. But the manual and the textbook frankly 
admitted that while Japan was militarily superior in 
the Empress's day, the country was then inferior to 
the continental kingdoms in matters of learning and 
technical skill.
Illustrations: The Empress Jingu looking out in the
direction of distant Shiragi.
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5 . The Emperor Nintoku
The Emperor Nintoku provides the clearest example 
of the ideal of benevolent rule. His concern for the 
people's welfare is said to have been reciprocated in 
the people's warm regard for him. Neither the 
Emperor's concern nor the people's active sense of 
loyalty is represented in the textbook as the 
precondition of the other. Just as the Emperor 
refrained from personal extravagance and promoted 
undertakings for the people's welfare, so the people 
responded in gratitude by rebuilding his palace when 
times improved after a period of hardship.
The manual is even more specific about the 
Emperor's benevolent government. Teachers were 
instructed to say that he did not stop short at 
maintaining personal economy but actively promoted 
irrigation works, the building of embankments and 
roads so that agriculture advanced and the people 
benefitted greatly. Children were to be encouraged 
to think what it must have been like in ancient 
times when transportation was bad and people were 
likely to be exposed to the dangers of flood and 
drought. They were then to be told of occasions when 
ancestors of the present Emperor had been deeply 
benevolent. The sympathy which the Emperor Nintoku 
felt towards the people was to be likened to that of 
an affectionate mother toward her child.
Illustrations: The Emperor Nintoku looking out
toward the smoke of cooking fires.
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6. The Mononobe Clan and the Soga Clan
Significantly, there are no heroes in this 
chapter, for it deals with the evil results of the 
clan system and of hereditary corporations, both 
anathema in modern Japan. Only the admirable figures 
in Japanese history who can be used to personify 
values are the subject of chapter headings in the 
earlier part of the textbook. The introduction of 
Buddhism is regarded solely in the light of a power 
struggle at court, for the emphasis of the book on 
political matters prevents it being regarded as a 
cultural event of major importance. As the manual 
says, this chapter should be regarded as background 
to the Taika Reform. It urges the teacher to make 
sure that the children understood what was meant by 
dating events from the accession of the Emperor 
Jimmu so that children could use the chronological 
tables at the back of the book. Examples of the 
adoption of features of continental culture such as 
the calendar and the practice of keeping faithful 
records gave teachers opportunity to draw attention 
to dating events from the accession of Jimmu,
This chapter shows that not every lesson was 
used to teach values in a direct way.
No illustrations.
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7. Prince Shotoku
The textbook holds up Prince Shotoku as a man of 
admirable intelligence and deep learning, to whom the 
government of the country was entrusted by the Empress 
Suiko. The Prince selected strong points of Korean 
and Chinese culture and applied them in new laws and 
regulations aimed at benefitting the country.
The textbook confines itself to mentioning the 
fact that the Prince despatched envoys and students 
to China but makes no reference to the story of the 
terms of equality with which he addressed the Sui 
Emperor. On the other hand the manual points out 
that he did not bring dishonour to the country when 
faced with China's haughtiness. The teacher was 
directed to add that whereas China had once been a 
model civilisation to Japan, her students now came 
to Japan for instruction.
The chapter concerns itself with cultural 
matters in a rather untypical fashion. The Prince's 
belief in Buddhism and his patronage of the arts are 
said to have advanced the cultural level of the 
country.
While this chapter shows the Prince as regent 
for the Empress, it makes no special effort to praise 
his loyalty.
Illustrations: A portrait of Prince Shotoku.
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8. The Emperor Tenchi and Fujiwara no Kamatari
The textbook is typically positive in tone, 
seeking to create favourable impressions by 
distributing praise rather than portraying undesirable 
characters only to condemn them. In this chapter the 
behaviour of the Soga clan is dealt with in short 
order. The manual is less specific than the handbook 
about the grounds for condemning the Soga. The 
handbook instructed the teacher to supplement the 
textbook by pointing out that the Soga did not follow 
established usage and should be denounced for their 
selfishness in dreaming of the future splendour of 
their house and for their highhanded actions.
The textbook, on the other hand, makes more of 
the reforms initiated by the two men who came to be 
known as the Emperor Tenchi and Fujiwara no Kamatari. 
These reforms are pictured as the personal work of 
the two men acting in the name of the Emperor. The 
manual and handbook urge the teachers to put their 
achievements in perspective by recalling Prince 
Shotoku*s reforms and mentioning the role of the men 
who had studied in China. All in all, less attention 
is paid to the reforms themselves than to the 
activities of a wise prince and a loyal and sincere 
minister,
Illustrations: Nakatomi Kamatari holding up the shoe.
(An allusion to the story of the way 
the future Emperor Tenchi and the man 
later known as Fujiwara no Kamatari 
met for the first time)
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9 « The Emperor Tenchi and Fujiwara no Kamatari 
(continued)
Reforms affecting the establishment of Imperial 
authority over the clans naturally re-introduces the 
theme of correct relations between sovereign and 
subject. Even the symbolism is familiar. The textbook 
reports the Crown Prince as saying, 'In heaven there 
are not two suns. In a country there are not two 
rulers. Therefore the possession of the realm and 
the service of the people belongs to the Emperor 
alone'. While the textbook stresses internal political 
affairs like political reform and further military 
advances towards unifying the country, the manual pays 
more attention to relations with continental Asia.
The annexation of Korea in 1910 prompted the Ministry 
of Education to point out to teachers that events in 
China and Korea had long been matters of deep concern. 
The teacher was instructed to take the opportunity 
to explain the circumstances surrounding the 
annexation of Korea in 1910 and arouse a sense of 
caution towards the future.
Illustrations: Abe no Hirafu leading the fleet on
his way to punish the Ainu,
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10. The Emperor Shomu
The handbook sums up the substance of this 
chapter well when it instructs teachers to
show how culture progressed and how all 
practical affairs came to be more 
complicated, and how as a result, there 
arose the necessity of fixing on a 
permanent capital for the convenience of 
government and from the point of view of 
maintaining honour in relations with 
foreign countries...
The progress of culture is illustrated in the 
devout Emperor Shomu's patronage of Buddhism and in the 
charitable work of his consort in building hospitals 
and orphanages for the people. Despite the title of 
the chapter, it is not the Emperor himself but the 
Emperor's role in cultural progress which is the 
centre of attention. The method of presentation used 
in the textbook, especially the heavy reliance on 
personalities, tends to make the reader of the 
textbook underestimate the attention paid to material 
advance and social trends by teachers who followed 
the manual and handbook.
One further matter, concerning the dating of 
events, is noteworthy. A method of dating events 
from the accession of the Emperor Jimmu was introduced 
in Chapter 2 of the textbook. In Chapter 3> the 
practise of numbering emperors, starting with Jimmu, 
was used for the first time, in the case of the 
Emperor Sujin (No. 10). In Chapter 8, explanation 
of the use of year names by the teacher was called 
for with the introduction of the first year name
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Taika. In the present chapter the 'period' is added. 
As in the case of all but one of the methods of 
dating mentioned so far, the 'period' was linked with 
the Imperial line and was not used to mark any 
economic or cultural stage of development. As the 
textbook put it,
This moving of the capital (to Nara) was 
made in the 1,370th year after the accession 
of the Emperor Jimmu, about 1,200 years ago.
For seven reigns, or more than seventy years 
after this move, generally speaking, 
emperors lived in this capital, so it is 
called the Nara Period.
Illustrations: The statue of the Great Buddha in
Nara.
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11. Wake no Kiyomaro
The manual instructed teachers to pay special 
attention to that part of the previous chapter which 
dealt with the works of the Empress Komyo and to 
mention Buddhist priests who performed good works for 
the people, preparatory to dealing with the wicked 
priest Dokyo who figures in this chapter. This makes 
it plain that Buddhism itself was not to be held in 
disrespect. Dokyo is described principally as the 
personification of certain deplorable aspects of 
Buddhism, which had been mentioned in earlier chapters 
as having brought to Japan many features of a higher 
civilisation.
The real stuff of this chapter is the loyalty 
of Wake no Kiyomaro who foiled Dokyo's ambitions and 
successfully defended the throne. The textbook tells 
the story of the oracle by which the Empress was 
falsely advised that, 'If you put Dokyo on the Imperial 
throne, the country will be peaceful1. Kiyomaro 
withstood the temptation of high office which was held 
out to him by Dokyo, and finally, at great personal 
risk, he reported the true oracle which said,
As far as our country is concerned, the 
distinction between ruler and ruled has 
been fixed since its foundation. There 
has not yet been a single case of a 
subject being made a ruler. The Throne 
is occupied only by members of the 
Imperial line. Tyrants should be 
eliminated quickly.
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In no other lesson in the textbook is the distinction 
between the ruler and the ruled made quite so clear.
Both the manual and the handbook instructed the 
teacher to relate the story of Wake no Kiyomaro to 
that part of the Imperial Rescript on Education which 
said, 'should emergency arise, offer yourselves 
courageously to the State; and thus guard and maintain 
the prosperity of Our Imperial Throne coeval with 
heaven and earth'.
Illustrations: Wake no Kiyomaro reporting what the
gods had said.
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12. The Emperor Kammu
The reign of the Emperor Kammu is represented 
as a period when Imperial authority shone brightly 
throughout the country. He established the new 
capital at Heian (Kyoto) where, in the words of the 
textbook, 'for more than 1,070 years, until the 
beginning of the Meiji period, successive generations 
of Emperors mostly lived'. In addition, the chapter 
mentions military expeditions against the Emishi,
The valour of Sakanoue no Tamuramaro received special 
praise, for when he had finished, the work of unifying 
the country under the Emperor was virtually complete.
In relation to the priests Saicho and Kukai, the 
textbook relates their journeys to China and their 
return with a knowledge of the Buddhist doctrines that 
they had studied. The manual, which points out to 
teachers what they should emphasise, makes no 
mention of these Buddhist masters, but the handbook 
instructs teachers to honour them as men outstanding 
for learning and virtue. However, their activities 
are nowhere related to the Imperial House.
Illustrations: The Palace Council Hall,
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13 » Sugawara no Michizane
Up to this point in the textbook, the heroes 
through whom lessons on loyalty have been taught have 
all been successful in attaining their goals whether 
they were intent on bringing the Emishi under the 
control of the Emperor, on setting up a system of 
civil government to block the power of the clans 
or foiling the ambitions of a Buddhist priest to 
ascend the Throne. Michizane is the first of a 
number of 'unsuccessful' heroes among the Emperors' 
subjects. Such heroes are 'unsuccessful' in the 
sense of failing to achieve material goals but are 
regarded as praiseworthy because they were 
’rightminded'.
The textbook portrays Michizane as a learned 
and loyal servant of the Emperors Uda and Daigo in 
their attempts to check the power of the Fujiwara.
The Emperor Daigo, incidentally, is regarded as being 
specially benevolent. As the textbook says, 'He even 
shed his garments on cold nights out of sympathy with 
the sufferings of the people'. This is important in 
view of his subsequent behaviour. The Emperor 
listened to slanders fabricated by a member of the 
Fujiwara family, removed Michizane from high office 
and assigned him to a post in distant Dazaifu.
Despite the injustice of being virtually exiled by 
the Emperor, Michizane could only recollect his debt 
of gratitude to the Imperial House so that on one 
occasion 'he held up a garment which the Emperor had 
given him and recalling his obligations, he composed
a poem to express his feelings’. And so the story 
might rest with Michizane's death in Dazaifu, but 
for a final sentence which remarks that later he had 
high rank conferred on him posthumously and has been 
revered ever since as Tenman Tenjin.
The handbook makes a more general point by 
discounting the ultimate value of the Fujiwara’s 
success and praising Michizane's behaviour. It give 
the following assurance that loyal behaviour in the 
end overshadows material success.
When there are many wicked men they can 
defeat the divinely ordained order for a 
time, but ultimately when the divinely 
ordained order returns these men will be 
overcome. You ought to instil the 
conviction that 'rightminded', loyal men 
are the ones who ultimately triumph.
Illustrations: Sugawara no Michizane pays his
respects to the present of clothing 
he had received from the Emperor.
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14. The Splendour of the Court and the Rise of the
Bushi
The personality-centred approach, belied by the 
title of this chapter, is in fact maintained. The 
purpose of the chapter, as outlined in the teacher's 
handbook, is to show in general terms how the 
courtiers of the capital, from the Fujiwara family 
down, gave themselves up to luxury while Imperial 
authority in the provinces weakened, and how the 
military class came into being because of the need 
for private armies in the provinces. This process 
is illustrated in the description of several 
personalities, most of whom were not in the least 
praiseworthy, hence the impersonal title of the 
chapter.
Fujiwara Michinaga represented the effect of 
the power and opulence of the Fujiwara on the Imperial 
family. For instance, the text tells how three of 
his daughters became Imperial consorts, and how, from 
among his many grandchildren, three in succession 
ascended the throne. The political weakness of the 
court is illustrated by the picture of an aristocracy 
carrying flowers, admiring the moon and giving 
themselves up to merrymaking. Such selfish behaviour 
was therefore doubly reprehensible, since it meant 
that the court lost control of the country.
The failure of Imperial authority in the 
provinces is illustrated by the rebels Taira no 
Masakado and Fujiwara no Sumitomo, According to the 
handbook,the teacher was expected to fill out the
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details of their activities and to make two significant 
comments. The teacher was to tell how Masakado set up 
a palace and named himself Emperor, an audacious act 
which ended in his defeat. In the case of Sumitomo, 
the teacher was to put forward an extenuating factor 
by explaining that his hopes of advancement had been 
dashed in Kyoto where the main branch of the family 
held sway.
In the final section of the chapter, the decline 
of Fujiwara power is noted and explained in terms of 
the personal activities of the Emperors Go-Sanjo and 
Shirakawa. The textbook asserts that the Emperor 
Go-Sanjo in particular restricted the power of the 
Fujiwara by devoting himself to government.
Illustrations: Two pictures of courtiers’
recreations.
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15» Minamoto no Yoshiie
With. Yoshiie, the young fighting hero reappears» 
As with such heroes in past chapters, care is taken 
to relate his activities and those of his ancestors 
to military expeditions sanctioned by Imperial orders. 
His ancestor Minamoto no Tsunemoto is said to have 
performed meritoriously in putting down the rebellion 
of Fujiwara no Sumitomo mentioned in the last chapter, 
a tradition followed by Yoshiie's father Yoriyoshi 
in the north. Yet Yoshiie himself is something more 
than the instrument of Imperial instructions, for he 
appears as an outstanding example of the rising 
warrior class and a hero in his own right. Indeed, 
at the end of the chapter there is some implied 
criticism of the court. At the end of the Later 
Three Years War, the court did not commend Yoshiie 
for his meritorious services, but Yoshiie, for his 
part, rewarded his men by dividing his wealth among 
them. This benevolence is seen as having its reward 
in the high regard that Yoshiie and his Minamoto 
descendants were held thereafter in the Kanto region. 
The manual emphasises the point that the rise of the 
Minamoto family should not be attributed to luck.
In a sense, this chapter does not honour the 
wishes of the Emperor Meiji for it puts emphasis on 
war for its own sake, a fault which the Emperor had 
condemned with specific reference to the Early Nine 
Years War and the Later Three Years War. Yoshiie 
is acknowledged in the text as Hachiman Taro, the 
first-born of the God of War, In the Later Three
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Years War he is said to have displayed great qualities 
of leadership, encouraging bravery and fortitude. His 
understanding of military tactics is praised in the 
story of the time when he saw a formation of wild 
geese break up over the area into which he was 
advancing and guessed that enemy troops were lying 
in ambush. In this way Yoshiie, the young general, 
is portrayed as a hero in his own right, not as the 
personification of loyalty.
Illustrations: The Later Three Years War (Yoshiie
sees wild geese in flight)
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16. Taira no Kiyomori
In explaining the circumstances of the Hogen and 
Heiji Risings and in showing how the Fujiwara lost 
their power to the military families, in the first 
instance to the Taira, a great deal of factual detail 
is given. In this short chapter twenty names appear 
in the account given of the ancestry of the Taira 
family and of the succession disputes within the 
Imperial House and the Fujiwara family. It is the 
kind of history which Fukuzawa Yukichi held up to 
ridicule as 'chronicles of the dog Black' in which 
'A dog called Black of Front Street was the son of a 
dog called Spot, He bit to death a dog called White 
of Side street, and lorded it over Side Street. He 
died afterwards of eating globefish's liver* .^
The textbook showed children that the Imperial 
House had been involved in discreditable quarrels 
in which father and son, elder brother and younger 
brother were on opposite sides, but no judgment was 
passed on them. The writers of the handbook on the 
other hand, were aware of the problem, for they told 
the teacher to put less emphasis on disputes within 
the Imperial family and more on those of the 
Fujiwara. Family struggles were, of course,
1
Quoted from the translation by Carmen Blacker in 
The Japanese Enlightenment: A Study of the Writings 
of Fukuzawa Y u k i c h i (Cambridge, At the University 
Press, 1964) p .9 8 .
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deplorable, but the institution of the retired emperor 
which gave rise to succession disputes, was also the 
means of controlling the Fujiwara and therefore, 
according to the handbook, was not entirely to be 
c ondemned.
Illustrations: The Hogen Rising (A fire attack on
the Shirakawa Palace),
The Heiji Rising (The battle at the 
Taiken Gate).
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17* Taira no Kiyomori (continued)
In contrast to the previous chapter, praise and 
blame are freely apportioned in the second chapter on 
Kiyomori. The line followed in the textbook is 
confirmed in the manual which condemns the arbitrary 
behaviour of the Taira. The handbook also instructs 
teachers to picture the Taira family as not only 
living luxuriously but daring to be behave improperly 
towards the people. The behaviour of the Taira is 
summed up in the boastful claim to which reference is 
made in the textbook, ’Those who are not of the Taira 
family are not human beings’. The textbook also 
specifically charged the Taira with personal 
extravagance, and disrespect toward the tonsured 
Emperor Go- Shir aka wa.
By way of contrast to Kiyomori, his son 
Shigemori is highly praised for his loyalty and 
filial piety, Shigemori's remonstrances kept his 
father in check by causing him to reflect before he 
acted. The handbook instructed teachers to use 
Shigemori as an example of the qualities of loyalty 
and filial piety of which the Imperial Rescript on 
Education had spoken in the passage ’Our subjects 
ever united in loyalty and filial piety have from 
generation to generation illustrated the beauty 
thereof’.
No illustrations.
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18. Minamoto no Yoritomo
The textbook tells the story of the overthrow of 
the Taira in considerable detail, though such 
treatment is not extended to institutional 
developments. Although the textbook mentions that 
military government was now established for the first 
time, it does not deal with particular institutions.
In this chapter, the portrayal of correct and 
incorrect behaviour as a means of teaching values is 
not so marked as in the previous chapter, although 
the virtues fostered by Yoritomo are mentioned. The 
textbook simply says, he 'always promoted simplicity 
and thrift, and training in the military arts'. 
Yoritomo is not used as an example of the major virtue 
of loyalty to the Imperial House and the textbook 
makes it plain that both the Minamoto and the Taira 
had some sort of claim to Imperial support. He is 
depicted rather as the beneficiary of his ancestor 
Minamoto no Yoshiie since it was goodwill which he 
had fostered in the Kanto region which enabled 
Yoritomo to use it as his base. The manual adds that 
the eventual success of the Minamoto was not simply 
due to the hatred of the Taira, This further 
emphasises the point that correct behaviour has the 
power to influence the course of events in 
generations to come, though rewards may not be 
forthcoming to the man who behaved correctly in the 
first place.
Illustrations: The battle of Ichinotani.
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19 * The Jokyu Disturbance
As in the previous chapter, remarkably little 
attention is given to the development of political 
institutions in this period. Interest is focussed 
on the personalities who held or failed to hold power 
rather than on the machinery through which power was 
exercised. In telling the story of the fall of the 
house of Minamoto, the rise of the Hojo family and 
the failure of the Imperial line to check them, as 
many as fifteen names are cited.
The second half of the chapter tells how the 
retired Emperor Go-Toba planned to wrest power from 
the Hojo and regain it for the court, and how he 
failed in what is known as the Jokyu Disturbance,
The outcome of the attempted coup was the exile of 
three retired emperors; Go-Toba, Tsuchimikado and 
Juntoku and the replacement of the Emperor Chükyo 
by the Emperor Go-Horikawa on the insistence of 
Hojo Yoshitoki, The teacher was instructed in both 
the manual and the handbook to ensure that the 
children sympathised with the exiled emperors and 
that they resented the criminal behaviour of the 
Hojo family.
Illustrations: Minamoto Sanetomo is assassinated
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20. The Mongol Invasion
In the previous chapter the teacher was expected 
to condemn the despotic behaviour of Hojo Yoshitoki. 
This chapter provides a lesson on the rewards of 
attention paid to civil administration and benevolent 
rule by later members of the Hojo family. The people 
are said to have obeyed the Hojo despite the despotic 
acts of their ancestors. Hojo Yasutoki, Hojo 
Tokiyori and Hojo Tokimune are praised for their 
diligence and benevolence. In both the manual and 
the textbook, Tokimune1s fearlessness in the face of 
invasion by the Mongols and the fighting spirit and 
sense of unity of the warriors and the common people 
are regarded as more responsible for eventual success 
than either the typhoon or the prayers of the retired 
Emperor Kameyama. It is of the greatest interest in 
view of later developments that the handbook told 
teachers not to ascribe the greater part of the final 
victory to the typhoon (referred to as gufu and not 
as kamikaze) and to tell children that it simply 
hastened victory. There is nothing supernatural 
about the account of the Mongol failure given in this 
textbook.
The manual goes further than the textbook in 
making the point that Japan alone withstood the Mongol 
attack when other European and Asian countries failed 
to do so. Teachers were told to impress children with 
the scale of the Mongol attack by using maps and to 
state that the defeat of the Mongols raised Japan's 
prestige abroad.
Illustrations: The Mongol Invasion (a picture of
warships bristling with warriors)
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21. The Fall of the Ho.jo Family
The moral lessons to be drawn from the fall of 
the Hojo and the early success of the Emperor Go-Daigo 
form an introduction to the great loyalist theme of 
the two chapters which follow. The despotism of the 
Hojo is illustrated by the way they alternated the 
Imperial succession so that the Emperor and his family 
could be the more easily controlled, and in particular 
by the action of Hojo Takatoki in exiling the Emperor 
Go-Daigo to a distant island. The textbook shows how 
Takatoki alienated the people by his personal 
extravagance and neglect of government business. On 
the other hand, the Emperor Go-Daigo is depicted as 
a devoted ruler who greatly resented the way in which 
the Hojo were behaving, especially the way in which 
they meddled in matters concerning the Imperial 
succession.
The bulk of the chapter is seemingly neutral in 
tone, but the title used in referring to the two lines 
of the Imperial family show how the Northern and 
Southern Courts crisis had left its mark, Go-Daigo's 
supporters are referred to as loyalists and his 
enemies as rebels. The Southern Dynasty is marked 
out as the one true line by referring to Go-Daigo 
as Tenno and to Kogon of the Northern Dynasty as In, 
The manual explains to the teacher that In is a 
posthumous or respect name. Although it acknowledges 
that Kogon was sometimes referred to as Tenno, it 
points out that this does not mean that he ever 
occupied the throne. It is likened to the case of
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the fathers of Emperors Mommu and Kokaku on whom such 
titles had been bestowed, though they had never sat 
on the throne. In this way, the manual and the textbook 
show that the Northern and Southern Courts are no 
longer regarded as coexisting as true centres of 
Imperial authority.
Illustrations: Nawa Nagatoshi greets the Emperor
Go-Daigo.
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22. The Kemmu Restoration
This chapter tells how the Emperor Go-Daigo was 
successful in restoring direct Imperial rule for a 
time, and how Ashikaga Takauji was finally able to 
reverse this and restore military government. The 
textbook tells this story without much comment on 
the political and military events involved.
The handbook instructed teachers to take a 
stronger line. They were expected to condemn 
Takauji's treachery. The manual, never so 
categorical in its judgments on men's behaviour, 
makes the point that for many years before the 
abortive restoration the warrior bushi were not fully 
aware of the correct relationship between sovereign 
and subject and did not understand the sanctity of 
the Emperor. The imperial restoration had stopped 
short at the overthrow of the Hojo and did not go as 
far as uprooting military government. Takauji was 
able to take advantage of this situation when the 
warriors grew discontented over the rewards and 
punishments of the court.
Illustrations: A portrait of the Emperor Go-Daigo.
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23• The Yoshino Court
The fact that the moral lessons inculcated by 
this chapter are of cardinal importance makes it 
eminently suitable as the concluding chapter in the 
course for the fifth year of the Ordinary Elementary 
School.
The essential points which the teacher was 
expected to stress merit quotation in full since the 
passage affords a rare instance of the handbook and 
manual using exactly the same form of words.
In this section show how the Kemmu 
Restoration failed and how the mischievous 
and slippery Takauji increased in strength; 
how he had members of the Imperial family 
in his power and acted as he pleased, and 
how the court had to move to Yoshino. Also 
show how Kitabatake, Nitta, Kusunoki, Nawa, 
Kikuchi etc. all performed loyalist acts 
with singleness of heart; show how from 
father to son, elder brother to younger 
brother they maintained their principles 
unchanged and how they singlemindedly worked 
for the restoration of Imperial rule. See 
that children respect these loyal subjects 
and foster the spirit of loyalty among them.
Now that it was necessary to make clear that 
only one true line of emperors existed in the Southern 
or Yoshino Court, the conflict between the courts 
took on a much more definitely moral aspect than in 
the unrevised version of this textbook. The story of 
successive battles and almost uninterrupted loyalist 
defeats is told in outline, not apologetically, but 
with an air of sad triumph. The heroes are 
1rightminded' heroes, not victors in the conventional
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sense. A typical story describes the way Kusunoki 
Masashige and his younger brother Masasue approached 
their death at the end of the battle of Minatogawa, 
when the loyalist cause appeared hopeless. When on 
the verge of death after they had stabbed each other, 
Masashige asked his brother whether he had a final 
wish, he replied, 'Only that I want to be born seven 
times as a man and destroy the enemies of the Court'.
The chapter ends with words which show how the 
events of the fourteenth century are treated to 
provide examples of good behaviour of timeless value, 
rather than as being important in themselves.
During this war many men died, even members of 
the Imperial family. Also, father and son, 
elder brother and younger brother, men like 
Kitabatake, Kusunoki, Nawa and Kikuchi, died 
in the Imperial cause, and their loyalty, 
bravery and nobility of soul is indeed an 
example to succeeding generations. Consequently, 
in the reign of Meiji we have posthumously 
rewarded their unswerving loyalty, conferring 
rank on them and reverencing them.
Illustrations: Kusunoki Masatsura pays his respects
to the grave of the Emperor Go-Daigo.
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Volume II
1. Ashikaga Yoshimitsu
Like Taira no Kiyomori in the first volume of the 
text, Yoshimitsu is a rare case of a personality being 
used to provide material for criticism. The textbook 
stressed his limitations, while the manual instructed 
the teacher to emphasise Yoshimitsu's extravagance 
and the way he confused moral duty. The handbook is 
more specific in emphasising both the good and the 
bad features of Yoshimitsu's behaviour. His merit in 
bringing the Northern and Southern Courts conflict to 
an end was not regarded as sufficient to outweigh 
his use of the proceeds of trade with China for 
personal ends and his contempt for the national entity 
when he accepted the designation 'King of Japan' in 
communications from the Ming Emperor.
Yoshimitsu is contrasted unfavourably with 
Hosokawa Yoriyuki who loyally served the Ashikaga 
house in Yoshimitsu's minority, thus maintaining 
the power and prestige of the Ashikaga.
Illustrations: Ashikaga Yoshimitsu and the Golden
Pavilion.
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2. The Onin War
In treating the years up to and including the 
Onin War a factual account is given of the conflict 
over inheritance within the Ashikaga family, in 
which the contending families of Hosokawa and Yamana 
became embroiled, Ashikaga Yoshimasa's behaviour is 
examined critically.
While the manual is less emotional about the 
war, which it attributes to the failure of the 
Ashikaga Bakufu to control the pride of the generals, 
the textbook is more graphic. The effects of the war 
on Kyoto are described and deplored, for 'the capital 
of flowers became a burnt field’.
The grounds for indignation with Yoshimasa are 
by now familiar since they have appeared in much the 
same form in the chapters on the Fujiwara family, 
Taira no Kiyomori and Ashikaga Yoshimitsu. He is 
said to have given himself up to luxurious ways and 
neglected politics. Since his income was not 
sufficient, he levied heavy taxes so that the people 
were in great distress, and although he too lived 
through the battles in Kyoto, he took no account of 
the privations suffered by the people.
Illustrations: The Onin War (a picture of a battle
scene)
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3 • The Warring States Period
After a brief introduction explaining the general 
situation of the period, the names of four of the most 
powerful warlords of the time are listed: Hojo Soun, 
Takeda Shingen, Uesugi Kenshin and Mori Motonari. The 
rest of the chapter is devoted to a summary of their 
actions, political and military. It is the style of 
history to which Fukuzawa Yukichi alluded in his 
parody of the battle of Kawanakajima, 'During the 
rainy season of June I876, three toads jumped out of 
that ditch, and three out of this ditch. They had a 
tremendous battle, each one blowing himself up as 
large as he could, but the struggle was indecisive1
The four warlords around whom the story is 
woven are not wholly ideal for moral instruction, and 
the manual does not suggest moral lessons which might 
be drawn. The handbook, however, makes the point 
that physical bravery, magnanimity towards opponents 
and a praiseworthy desire to unify the country under 
the emperor must be set against a tendency of the age 
which teachers were instructed to condemn. Children 
were taught that gekokuj o (domination of the lord by 
his followers) was contrary to respect for the national 
entity and especially to the principle of taigimeibun 
(true relations between sovereign and subject).
Illustrations: Portraits of Hojo Soun, Takeda
Shingen, Uesugi Kenshin and Mori 
Motonari,
Table showing when the warlords
___________ flourished.
1
Blacker, p.98.
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4. Oda Nobunaga
A different style is used in this chapter. 
Nobunaga's attempts to unify the country are presented 
as a flowing narrative and not merely summarised. 
However, while the presentation may be different, the 
pattern of loyal behaviour is familiar enough.
Nobunaga is represented as unselfish, brave even as 
a youth, and devoted to the well-being of the Imperial 
House which had fallen to a very low level. Nobunaga, 
so the text says, 'received the Imperial edict 
(ordering him to restore the fortunes of the Imperial 
House) and deeply moved, he determined to set the 
Emperor's mind at rest by pacifying the country',
As a loyal subject he is said to have followed the 
pattern set for him by his father. The manual makes 
more of this latter point by instructing teachers to 
point to the continuance of the loyalist spirit even 
during the preceding Warring States Period.
It is noteworthy that the handbook instructed 
teachers to use the demise of the Ashikaga Shogunate 
as an example of retributive justice, incurred not 
simply on account of the wickedness of the living 
representative of the Ashikaga family but of his 
ancestors back to the time of Takauji.
Illustrations: A portrait of Oda Nobunaga.
Oda Nobunaga repairs the Imperial 
Palace.
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5. Toyotomi Hideyoshi
Hideyoshi's military and political achievements 
are the subject of this chapter. For the most part 
it is concerned with the details of his military 
campaigns. In Japan he served the loyalist cause of 
national unification and continued the work which 
Nobunaga left unfinished at his death. In Korea, 
like the Empress Jingu, he made the reputation of 
the country shine brightly. The handbook instructed 
teachers to make sure that children appreciated the 
point made in the textbook about Hideyoshi rejecting 
overtures for peace made to him as 'King of Japan' 
and making this an occasion for war, thus 
demonstrating his appreciation of the correct 
relationship between sovereign and subject.
A portrait of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi watching the 
departure of the expedition for 
Korea.
Illus trations:
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6. Tokugawa Ieyasu
Whereas the two previous chapters treated the 
relations between the reigning Emperors and both 
Nobunaga and Hideyoshi, in this chapter the Imperial 
family is not mentioned at all. It is, after all, 
unreasonable to expect any government in the Meiji 
era to acknowledge the fact that the Tokugawa had 
also 'unified the country under the Emperor', when 
the Emperor himself was a living reminder of the 
Restoration and the overthrow of the Tokugawa regime.
The textbook is concerned with Ieyasu's military 
and political fortunes which are recounted without 
moralistic comment. Even the handbook makes few 
generalisations about behaviour indicating the values 
to be inculcated. The only comment in the handbook 
about Ieyasu's behaviour concerns his patience and 
fortitude, private virtues which the teacher is not 
especially enjoined to inculcate in the children.
Since the Imperial cause was not affected by the 
battle of Sekigahara nor by the fall of Osaka castle, 
no attempt is made to go beyond a simple factual 
account of the events. Only the manual makes it plain 
that Ieyasu's career was to be considered not simply 
as a study in itself but as part of the great work of 
unification started by Nobunaga and Hideyoshi.
Illustrations: A portrait of Tokugawa Ieyasu,
The Osaka summer campaign.
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7. Tokugawa Iemitsu
As in the previous chapter, no mention is made 
of the Emperors of the day, so that the formation of 
the Tokugawa Bakufu is not associated in any way 
with the Imperial line. Nor is the chapter centred 
on the personality of Iemitsu, so that its title is 
rather misleading. In fact, four topics are dealt 
with: control of the daimyo by the Bakufu, the effect 
of the introduction of firearms in the previous 
century, the early spread and later suppression of 
Christianity, and the policy of closing the country. 
Cause and effect rather than moral principles dictate 
the way the chapter is written. The final sentence 
of the chapter is typical of this approach,
Ithough the policy of closing the country led 
people to become unacquainted with the state 
of affairs in foreign countries, and though 
it is a pity that we fell behind the progress 
of the world, the Bakufu's aim of trying to 
check the diffusion of Christianity was 
finally achieved by this means.
The shift away from the personality-centred approach 
can also be seen in the handbook. It advised teachers 
not to criticise Iemitsu too strongly since the 
decision to close the country was inevitable under 
the circumstances.
Illustrations: The coming of Europeans,
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8, Tokugawa Tsunayoshi, Arai Hakuseki
The use of the personality-centred approach is 
somewhat extended in this chapter to cover cultural 
matters# Tsunayoshi's encouragement of learning is 
seen in the context of cultural developments in early 
Tokugawa Japan, such as the revival of Confucian 
studies, the writing of the famous history, the Dai 
Nihon Shi, and the work of scholars such as Nakae 
Toju, Yamazaki Ansai, Ito Jinsai and Ogyu Sorai. 
Although not stressed by the manual, the handbook 
instructs teachers to dwell particularly on the Dai 
Nihon Shi because it made clear the correct 
relationship between sovereign and subject,
With a deep interest in political and military 
matters, almost to the total exclusion of cultural 
and economic affairs, it is natural that the textbook 
should criticise Tsunayoshi's behaviour and that the 
Genroku period should be regarded as the result of 
his misrule which, in the words of the handbook, 
'paved the way for the deterioration of samurai 
discipline and for showiness of manners and customs'. 
Since Tsunayoshi's actions did not involve the 
Imperial line, he is not accused of the same 
shortcomings as Ashikaga Yoshimitsu for instance, 
but is simply regarded as a strange and superstitious 
per son.
On the other hand, Hakuseki is represented as a 
faithful and hardworking minister whose specific 
contributions to good government were three in 
number: children of the Imperial family other than
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the Crown Prince were no longer required to become 
priests; the reception of Korean ambassadors which 
had previously been 1 excessively cordial and had 
features which did harm to the reputation of the 
country' was now modified; he recommended 
improvements in handling the currency and foreign 
trade. This last point was probably not so important 
since teachers were told,in the handbook at least, 
not to put too much emphasis on these economic matters 
which were too difficult for the children to 
understand.
Illustrations: The procession of the Korean
ambassadors.
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9. Tokugawa Yoshimune
By way of contrast with Tsunayoshi, Yoshimune is 
portrayed as the repository of many of the civil 
virtues, but qualities unconnected with the Imperial 
line. The chapter provides a good deal of detail 
to support the main features of Yoshimune's 
administration, namely that he was practical, avoided 
ostentation, encouraged simplicity and prohibited 
luxury. In the process, economic measures are given 
some attention and since this illustrates a tendency 
to deal increasingly with matters other than military 
and political ones, the passage is quoted in full:
he developed wasteland, initiated irrigation 
projects, promoted the production of sugar 
by searching out sugar-cane seedlings and 
made people plant the sweet-potato as a 
precaution against bad seasons. As a result 
daimyo copied him in many respects, paying 
attention to encouragement of industry, so 
that the products of various parts of the 
country gradually increased.
Illustrations: A portrait of Tokugawa Yoshimune.
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10. The Idea that the Emperor should be reverenced
Despite the title of this chapter, it is not 
given over entirely to the loyalist theme. Attempts 
to reform the Bakufu administration are also 
mentioned, but the very failure of these efforts to 
effect lasting improvements is contrasted with the 
vigour of a resurgent loyalism.
Direct Imperial rule is put in historical 
perspective in the following way:
In the beginning it was made the principle 
of our Great Empire of Japan that one line 
of emperors for ages eternal would rule the 
country directly. However, about the middle 
of the Heian period the Fujiwara acted 
despotically and threw government into 
confusion, Finally this produced a change by 
which military generals gained power in the 
country. However, rule by the Bakufu 
continued for many years after Minamoto no 
Yoritomo set it up and its foundation became 
very secure. The Shogun ruled the people 
with almost unlimited power. The people got 
used to this and did not dream of questioning 
the situation. While people knew who the 
Shogun was, many of them knew nothing of the 
sanctity of the Imperial House.
This quotation from the textbook illustrates not only 
the emphasis on the continuity of the Imperial line 
as the rightful ruling house which is an important 
theme, but also a new development in the style in which 
it was written. The textbook now incorporated 
general statements of the kind previously left to 
the teacher.
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The remainder of the chapter is devoted to 
showing how the people gradually became aware of 
the character of the national entity and how the 
Tokugawa regime stood in the way of direct Imperial 
rule. Those who contributed most to the people's 
awareness were Kamo Mabuchi and Motoori Norinaga who 
'made abundantly clear the reasons for the excellence 
of our national entity and for the sanctity of the 
Imperial line'. The disciples of these men, and 
especially the 'Three Extraordinary Men of the 
Kansei Period', Gamo Kumpei, Takayama Hikokuro and 
Hayashi Shihei, are used to illustrate the spread 
of loyalist ideas.
Illustrations: Matsudaira Sadanobu makes a tour of
inspection of the coast (for defence 
purposes, an issue which is 
mentioned briefly in the textbook)
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11. The Coming of Foreign Warships and the_Idea that
Foreigners should be kept out
Keeping foreigners out was a temporary issue, 
and therefore less emphasised in teaching children 
than the idea that the Emperor should be reverenced, 
which was a permanent objective. Therefore, while 
both these ideas were linked in the famous slogan 
Sonno Joi (Revere the Emperor, Expel the Barbarians), 
no attempt is made to use the idea of keeping 
foreigners out as a means of inculcating anti-foreign 
ideas.
This chapter relates in some detail events of 
the period from the coming of Perry to the failure 
of the second Bakufu expedition against Choshu. The 
manual also concerns itself with the events of the 
period.
The handling of two events deserves particular 
attention since the carrying out of Imperial orders 
is at issue. The first occasion was the action of Ii 
Naosuke in concluding a treaty of commerce with the 
United States without Imperial sanction. In the 
handbook, Ii's action is regarded as inevitable and 
the teacher was urged to see that pupils did not feel 
indignant with him. At the same time the teacher had 
to make it plain that Ii Naosuke ought not to be 
absolved from responsibility for disobeying an 
Imperial decree. The second occasion was the action 
of Choshu in carrying out an Imperial command to 
expel foreigners, an order which had just been 
countermanded under pressure from opponents of Choshu
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at court. The teacher was to explain that in following 
the original Imperial command against later Imperial 
orders, the Choshu forces were simply displaying 
'natural feelings of patriotism1.
Illustrations: The American naval squadron enters
Tokyo Bay.
The Sakuradamon Incident (the 
assassination of Ii Naosuke)
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12. The Handing Back of Power to the Emperor and 
the Mei.ji Restoration
In this and in subsequent chapters, historical 
events are given greater prominence than all 
personalities other than the Emperor Meiji. At first 
sight it might seem proper that the behaviour of 
Tokugawa Keiki, whose renunciation of office saved 
the country so much bloodshed, would be specially 
commended, but in the textbook it simply says that 
he could not check the trend of the times. In the 
handbook, more credit for the Restoration is given 
to Japan's 'incomparable national entity1.
No Meiji statesman is allowed to overshadow the 
brilliance of the Emperor, For example, the events 
of the early years of Meiji are dealt with in some 
detail but quite impersonally, and only at the end 
of the chapter does the following sentence appear:
Many men made signal contributions to the 
great work of the Restoration, but among the 
most important were: Sanjo Sanetomi, Iwakura
Tomomi, Saigo Takamori, Kido Takayoshi and 
Okubo Toshimichi.
The impersonal approach of these later chapters 
can be accounted for partly by an editorial policy 
which puts less and less emphasis on personalities, 
and partly by a deliberate attempt to focus 
children's attention on the national entity and the 
Emperor rather than on the actions of individual 
statesmen. The manual makes this point clear when 
it draws a comparison between the Taika Reform and 
the Meiji Restoration, distinguishing between them
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on the grounds that whereas the Taika Reform was the 
work of a few statesmen, the Meiji Restoration was 
founded on the consciousness of the people. The 
teacher was to tell the children of services to the 
state by the people as a whole and how reverence 
towards the Emperor and patriotism had gradually 
increased, although there were some people who 
confused right and wrong.
Illustrations: Soldiers about the time of the Meiji
Restoration.
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13 * The Expedition against Taiwan and the Satsuma
Rebellion
As the title indicates, the chapter falls into 
two parts. These parts are of unequal value in 
inculcating the primary virtue of loyalty. The first 
part, in the opening words of the chapter, tells how, 
’When Imperial Government had been restored, the Court 
summed up the world situation and resolutely laid 
down a policy of friendship with foreign countries'.
It goes on to describe in some detail the way in 
which this friendship was spurned by both the 
Taiwanese aborigines and by Korea.
The second part of the chapter relates the story 
of Saigo Takamori's activities after his resignation 
from the government, how he founded a school and 
later raised an army in Kagoshima and how his rebel 
army was eventually defeated. Finally it tells how, 
'on the day of proclamation of the constitution the 
Emperor, bearing in mind Saigo's meritorious services 
at the time of the Restoration, expressly withdrew the 
name "rebel" and awarded him Third Court Rank Upper 
Class'. It is left to the teacher to amplify the 
significance of these events in terms of loyalty and 
disloyalty, for the textbook states facts only.
Though the manual does not do so, the handbook pays 
a great deal of attention to the matter. It first 
makes the point that both those who supported and 
those who opposed the invasion of Korea did so out 
of natural feelings of loyalty to the Emperor,
Saigo is not blamed for his stand at that time.
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Concerning his later activities in Kagoshima, he is 
praised rather than blamed for the high moral 
influence he exerted thro ugh his school, for in the 
battles which followed, 'not only did the fifteen 
thousand young men not regret being killed, but not 
a single one of their families bore a grudge'.
However, teachers were also instructed to make sure 
that children did not mistake the meaning of loyal 
duty, for at the last Saigo had been mistaken. Only 
by taking the Saigo of the Restoration period, and 
honouring him, could the stigma of 'rebel' be expunged. 
As the handbook had it, the act of exonerating Saigo 
reflects as much credit on the Emperor as on Saigo. 
Teachers are instructed to 'cause children to feel 
deeply that the Imperial benevolence is boundless'.
Illustrations: The expedition against Taiwan
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14. The Promulgation of the Constitution
The Emperor is kept at the centre of attention by 
regarding the Constitution as the fulfilment of the 
Imperial will expressed in the Five Article Oath.
"While the activities of Goto Shojiro, Itagaki Taisuke 
and Eto Shimpei are mentioned, the central actor is 
the Emperor. It was he who issued an edict announcing 
that he would convoke a national assembly and he who 
sent Ito Hirobumi abroad to make preparations for the 
Constitution. The insertion of two long quotations 
from the Preamble to the Constitution and from the 
Emperor’s speech at the first session of the Diet 
keeps the Emperor as the focus of attention. The point 
of the second quotation, as interpreted in the handbook, 
is that the Emperor always respected his ancestors 
and loved the people dearly. The people, in turn, 
were to be grateful. In the final sentence of the 
textbook, pride in Japan's international standing is 
mixed with gratitude for the Emperor’s concern for the 
people. It reads: 'In this way the Imperial wish to
determine affairs by public opinion was realised and 
Japan became the only country in the East with a 
constitution’.
Illustrations: The opening ceremony of the first
Die t ,
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15 * The Sino-Japanese War and Treaty Revision
Apart from declaring war in 189^* the Emperor 
plays no part in this chapter and no attempt is made 
to use the material for teaching moral lessons. The 
chapter is a straightforward account of relations 
between Japan, China and Korea in the 1880s and 
1890s, dealing in particular with the Sino-Japanese 
War, its causes and results, and the circumstances 
surrounding treaty revision.
One matter on which comment might have been 
expected is the Three Power Intervention. In fact, 
it is reported without emotion in the following way:
Three countries, Russia, Germany and France 
advised us to return the Liaotung Peninsula 
to China, on the grounds that its territorial 
acquisition by Japan was a threat to the 
lasting peace of the East, The Japanese 
government accepted this advice, since it had 
no choice, and returned the peninsula to 
China, receiving as compensation an 
additional 30 million taels.
A full account of the salient facts of international 
relations needing little comment from the teacher 
seems to be the distinctive feature of this chapter.
Illustrations: The battle of Seoul.
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16. The Russo-Japanese War
As an example of the full narrative treatment 
which omitted mention of the Imperial line and did 
not try to inculcate moral attitudes directly, the 
second half of the chapter is quoted in full. With 
its emphasis on fact, it might be supposed that the 
textbook needed no real comment from the teacher, 
and this is borne out in the manual and the handbook. 
The manual maintained that Japan was trying to 
preserve peace in the East and to guarantee the 
security of Japan. The handbook instructed teachers 
to make it plain that victory was due not only to 
the Emperor's authority but also to the singleminded 
loyalty of the people, and secondly, that teachers 
should not persist in an arrogant attitude and refuse 
to have anything to do with Russians now that the 
war was over.
As soon as diplomatic relations between Japan 
and Russia were severed, hostilities commenced 
and on the 10th of this month (February) the 
Emperor issued a declaration of war. 
Subsequently, our combined naval squadron 
put pressure on the enemy's Port Arthur 
squadron, making frequent bombardments and 
attempting to blockade the harbour entrance.
It also announced a blockade of the coastal 
strip. Finally, on August 10th we defeated 
Russia decisively in the Yellow Sea. Then the 
Japanese Special Squadron met the Vladivostock 
Squadron off Urus an and also inflicted a heavy 
defeat on it. As a result the Japanese navy 
was able to hold sway over Eastern waters.
Our army also expelled the Russian army from 
Korea and advanced, fighting battles at various 
places on the plains of Manchuria, repeatedly 
forcing the enemy northwards. In June the
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Manchurian Supreme Command was set up. From 
late August till September, there was hard 
fighting for a number of days. Finally, we 
took Liaoyang and in the following month 
again defeated the enemy at Shaho. Again, 
in a separate action culminating in January 
I9O5, our army beseiging Port Arthur took 
that vital base, which the enemy regarded as 
impregnable, making more than twenty thousand 
of the enemy army prisoner. After this, the 
beseiging army again moved north and joined 
the Manchurian Army. From the end of February 
till the 10th March we fought at Mukden 
against a great army of more than 600,000 
men and more than 1,300 guns, and finally 
inflicted a heavy defeat on it taking more 
than 40,000 prisoners. Just at this time, 
the enemy had despatched a big squadron to 
the East, consisting of thirty eight ships, 
and at the end of May 1905* they finally 
appeared in Japanese home waters. The Japanese 
navy then met it in the Japan Sea and a fierce 
battle followed lasting two days. We sank 
twenty enemy vessels and captured five, 
disabling the rest, almost completely destroying 
the squadron in the end. This action took 
place on May 27th and May 28th. Then in July 
our special forces took Karafuto. Our forces, 
by enduring all kinds of hardship and fighting 
bravely, won victories on both land and sea.
The land battle of Mukden and the battle of 
the Japan Sea can be called the greatest battles 
in history.
Illustrations: The Manchurian Supreme Command enters
Mukden,
The battle of the Japan Sea.
Ill
17 * The Peace Treaty and the Annexation of Korea
The narrative approach to events was also 
adopted in this chapter in all except the final 
paragraph. Since the broad moral theme it expounds 
is explicitly stated, neither the manual nor the 
handbook make any comment.
In this way our country has gradually enhanced 
its prestige abroad and finally reached the 
stage where it ranks with the powers of the 
world. Not only is this due of course to the 
Emperors' virtue and to the people's unselfish 
offering of loyalty and courage for the common 
weal, but it is also the result of the 
benevolence displayed by our one eternal line 
of Emperors in generation after generation, who 
have devoted their attention to promoting the 
prosperity of the nation and the felicity of 
the people, and to the people who in unity have 
from age to age exhibited loyalty to their ruler 
and love of their country. Thus we the people, 
living in this brilliant age, knowing well the 
source of this success and realising that the 
weight of our responsibilities will increase, 
must fulfil our duties and add more and more 
lustre to the brilliant history of our country.
No illustrations.
CHAPTER III
The early years of the period from mid-Taisho to 
early Showa, from the end of the First World War until 
19^5» are commonly characterised as ’liberal- 
international' and the later years of this period as 
'militaristic1. This characterisation is certainly 
not borne out by the official textbooks for National 
History published in this period. The third, fourth, 
fifth and sixth in the series of National Textbooks 
in use from 1921 to 19^ +5 instilled values virtually 
the same as those in the Second National Textbook 
used in schools between 1911 and 1920, But while the 
values remained the same, the manner in which they 
were presented changed remarkably.
After the First World War the government expressed 
greater interest in the teaching of Japanese History, 
but it did not reformulate the aims of history teaching. 
The wording of the syllabus in the 'militaristic'
1930s was the same as it had been in 1900. Only in 
1941 did the Ministry of Education add aims reflecting 
wartime conditions. Teachers were then instructed to 
instil a greater sense of national mission and a 
greater willingness to participate in national defence, 
in addition to pursuing traditional aims.
The textbooks could be expected to register current 
preoccupations more faithfully than the very simple 
syllabuses of pre-war Japan. The changes that were 
made did, in fact, reveal some shifts in emphasis among 
the values identified in the Second National Textbook,
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From the time of the publication of the Fourth 
National Text in 1933» textbooks placed more emphasis 
on the participation of all Japanese in national 
defence as the highest expression of loyalty to the 
Emperor. In the Sixth National Text of 19^3 this 
became a major preoccupation. In the critical 
instance of the Mongol Invasions, the Fourth National 
Text also stressed the divine protection enjoyed by 
Japan alone. The Sixth National Text went on to 
introduce the idea of a mystical bond between the 
land of Japan and its people, to further reinforce 
a closed-world view. The Fifth National Text is 
marked by a closer interest in the activities of 
both Japanese and Europeans in South East Asia, but 
the Ministry of Education did not thereby transform 
a basically closed-world view into an open-world 
view.
The greatest changes in history textbooks after 
the First World War are to be found not in the values 
to be instilled but in the manner in which they were 
presented. The third, fourth and fifth textbooks in 
the National Textbook series, in use between 1921 and 
19^3 > bear a strong resemblance to one another, their 
full explanatory style contrasting with the Second 
National Textbook. With each revision after 1920, 
textbooks aimed at conveying the full significance 
of the lessons to be learned by the young in ever 
more effective ways. The Sixth National Textbook, 
standing apart from the others by no longer being 
personality-centred, carried this tendency furthest.
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It is written in a style at once conversational and 
vivid in its imagery. The most 'poetic' textbook 
was written during Japan's greatest war.
Why did the Ministry of Education fail to adopt 
a more 'liberal-international' approach to the aims 
of history teaching in the early 1920s, when 
conditions seemed so favourable? The question itself 
presupposes that the government was prepared to 
adopt new aims in keeping with those liberal 
tendencies which are supposed to distinguish the 
1920s from the other decades. Yet the government had 
in these same years taken countervailing measures 
against radical movements supported by people whose 
values were not those officially approved. The Peace 
Preservation Law of 1925 is the most notable of these 
measures. The National Textbook for Japanese history 
appears to have been regarded by the government as 
a less overtly restrictive 'countervailing measure', 
as a means of control over minds open to the 
suggestion that their nation was something other than 
a moral emperor-centred entity. The preventive role 
of history teaching had been recognised by the 
government in 1911. The fact that the government 
resolved the Northern and Southern Courts Question 
in the wake of the Kotoku trial by ordering the 
revision of the offending textbook implies that it 
recognised the part that could be played by the 
teaching of Japanese History in containing radical 
opinion and violent action. The need for moral 
education stressing loyalty to the Emperor, was felt 
more acutely now that the Emperor Meiji had been 
succeeded by a weak son. Moreover, the need was felt
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to be a continuing one in an age when 'one man' s image
1of the nation came to differ radically from another' s' . 
It seems that enthusiasm for democracy and socialism, 
the incidence of strikes and riots, together with 
the frighteningly successful models of foreign 
revolutions in the years from 1917 to 1920 confirmed 
and strengthened this official view. Under these 
circumstances the government held fast to 
traditional values in the years after the First 
World War.
In a purely formal sense, the first revision of 
the history textbook after 1918 offers a contrast to 
the previous revision in I9H. It was undertaken 
after months of deliberations by a high-level 
government committee which considered the teaching 
of history in the context of a full review of the 
educational system.
The committee, known as the Rinji Kyoiku Kaigi 
(Special Educational Conference), met on 112 days 
between October 1917 and March 1919» Formally under 
the jurisdiction of the Prime Minister, it was charged 
with the task of reporting the opinions of its 
members on questions put by him. In his formal opening 
speech, Prime Minister Terauchi reflected official 
preoccupation with Japanese involvement in the current 
war in Europe and possibly with the turn of events
1
Fairbank, John K., Edwin 0. Reischauer, Albert M. 
Craig, East Asia, The Modern Transformation (Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin, 1965) p .492.
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in Russia, when he made it plain that the educational 
system was required to produce loyal subjects devoted 
to the defence of their country. He proposed to 
achieve this end by nurturing moral character among 
students, by improving their knowledge and 
strengthening their bodies.'*'
The general terms of the Prime Minister1 2s address
keyed the discussion on the teaching of history in
the Ordinary Elementary School by members of the 
2committee. No one opposed the main aim of the » 
history syllabus, unchanged since 1891» namely that 
it should emphasise 'the essentials of the kokutai 
and what it means to be a Japanese'. More surprising, 
in view of the remarkable changes which occurred in 
the presentation of history after the committee had 
submitted its report, is the fact that members 
repeated and re-emphasised existing policy without 
relating it in any way to classroom practice. The 
background of members of the committee who spoke on 
the subject probably accounts for this anomaly. They 
included the Minister of Education, two Diet members, 
three members of the House of Peers, the Vice- 
Minister of Finance, the head of a teachers' college,
1
Kaigo Tokiomi (ed.), Rinji Kyoiku Kaigi no Kenkyu 
[Studies on the Special Educational Conference](Tokyo, 
Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, i960) p,3^» This book will 
be referred to as Rinji Kyoiku Kaigi.
2
Rinji Kyoiku Kaigi, pp.301- H  contains the relevant 
recommendations, excerpts from evidence and comments 
of the sub-editor.
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the Vice-Minister of Education, the Governor of Tokyo 
and the head of a medical school, but no professional 
historians or educationalists and no practising 
teachers.
In an interim report dated 1 May 1918, the 
committee recommended that, 'it is necessary to try 
to accomplish the main aim of promoting the morality 
of the people, placing more emphasis on the subject 
of national history and improving methods of teaching 
it' Giving its reasons, the committee insisted
that it was necessary to impress the essential 
features of both the national entity and the spirit 
of the founding of the country on children's minds.
It is significant that they recommended an increase 
in the number of hours devoted to history while 
urging that the total burden in the last two years 
of elementary school be reduced. The committee did 
not, however, specify any changes in the method of 
teaching history, leaving it entirely to the Ministry.
In 1920 and 1921 the Ministry of Education 3published a new history textbook in two volumes.
T ”
R'inji Kyoiku Kaigi , p . 301 •
2
Rinji Kyoiku Kaigi, p.302. The recommendations to 
increase the time allotted to history were put into 
effect under regulations dated March 29> 1919 which
provided for two hours for both geography and history 
instead of three hours per week which had been 
allotted to the subjects jointly in 1907» The 
regulations of 1919 showing the change may be found 
in Meiji Iko Kyoiku, V, 126.
3The full text may be found reprinted in Kaigo and 
Naka, XIX, 617-739-
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The striking feature of this book was its increased 
size. The Second National Text used from I9H  to 
1920 had contained 182 pages of text including blank 
spaces and illustrations, while the Third National 
Text contained 313 pages. Only three entirely new 
chapters were added, so that nearly all the increased 
number of pages can be accounted for by a new 
editorial approach favouring a fuller narrative and 
explanation of events. The new textbook demanded 
that the children read more and listen less to what 
the teacher had to say.
The full and sufficient explanatory style of the 
children's textbook had possible political 
implications. At the time when the book was written 
(the last volume appeared in April 192l) the 
government was disturbed by a sudden resurgence of 
socialist thought, strike action, and a wave of 
enthusiasm for democracy.'*' So suddenly did this 
boom sweep the country after the end of the First 
World War that no mention is made of it in the records 
of the committee's discussion on the teaching history 
up to May 1918, as one would have expected. The 
textbook which was published in the wake of the
1
The educationist John Dewey, who stayed in Japan 
between February 9 and April 28, 191-9» indicates the 
suddenness of the change in recording the reaction 
of a long-term American resident that 1 there has been 
more alteration in the spirit of Japan in the prior 
six months than he had seen in the whole fifteen 
years of residence1. John Dewey, Characters and 
Event s, Popular Essays in Social and Political 
Philosophy (New York, Henry Holt 1929) 1 , 149 *
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committee's report gave the Ministry of Education an 
opportunity to speak more directly than before to 
every school-child in the country, leaving less to 
be explained by the teacher and obviating the danger 
of some of the wilder deviations in which less 
politically reliable teachers might indulge. Since 
the National Textbooks were used compulsorily and the 
text was so explicit in its exposition of values, 
teachers who departed from the text would have had 
great difficulty in justifying their actions if 
challenged by the authorities. The children's 
textbook was written in such a way that it is not 
surprising to find that the Ministry did not produce 
a teachers' manual to go with it.'*'
The second feature of the textbook, next to its 
greater size, was the extended use of the personality- 
centred chapter. This trend reflects the 
recommendations of the report favouring the increased 
use of history as a means of moral instruction. It 
finds expression in the wealth of examples of desirable 
behaviour in chapters with new headings. In revising 
its chapter headings, the Ministry eliminated or
T
The editorial prospectus for the new textbook was 
intended as a work of reference for teachers, It 
listed broad changes in presentation but did not 
provide the sort of detailed guidance noted in the 
previous chapter. Mombusho [Ministry of Education]
Jinjo Shogaku Kokushi Jokan Hensan Shuisho [Editorial 
Prospectus for Volume I Ordinary Elementary School 
National History] (Tokyo, 192l) and an equivalent 
volume for the second volume of the school textbook, 
published in 1922,
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played down those examples of undesirable behaviour 
which could only distract the Imperial subject who 
was to be impressed with the 'might, majesty, 
dominion and power' of the Imperial line.
The following list shows the extent to which 
this change of editorial policy affected presentation, 
while the appearance of emperors, loyalists and 
military men in increased numbers indicates that the 
value orientation of the Third National Text was 
that of the Second,
Chapters in which desirable 
models have been emphasised 
in the Third National Text 
of 1920-21
Corresponding chapters in 
the Second National Text 
of 1911
Volume I.
Ch,ll. The Emperor Kammu and) Ch,12. The Emperor Kammu 
Sakanoue no )
Tamuramaro
Ch.12. Kobo Daishi
Ch,l4. The Despotism of the ) Ch.l4, The Splendour of
Fujiwara ) the Court and the
) Rise of the BushiCh,15* The Emperor Go-Sanjo j -----
Ch,20, The Retired Emperor 
Go-Toba
Ch,19* The Jokyu
Disturbanc e
Ch,21. Hojo Tokimune Ch.20, The Mongol Invasions
Ch,22. The Emperor Go-Daigo Ch,21. The_Fall of the 
(in part) Hojo
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Ch.22. 
Ch,23.
Ch.23.
Ch.24. 
Ch.25.
Ch. 26 .
Volume 
Ch.29 . 
Ch.30.
Ch.31. 
Ch.32.
Ch.34. 
Ch.33.
Ch.36 . 
Ch.37*
Ch.39• 
Ch.40. 
Ch.4l. 
Ch.42.
The Emperor Go-Daigo) Ch.22. The Kemmu
(in part) ) Restoration
Kusunoki Masashige ]
(in part) <
Kusunoki Masashige ) Ch.,23. The Yoshino Court
(in part) )
Nitta Yoshisada \
Kitabatake Chikafusa) 
and Kusunoki )
Masatsura )
Kikuchi Takemitsu \
II.
Hojo Ujiyasu )
Uesugi Ken shin and < 
Takeda Shingen l
Mori Motonari )
The Emperor Go-Nara <
Ch. 3» The Warring States 
Period
Toyotomi Hideyoshi ) Ch. 3* Toyotomi Hideyoshi
Toyotomi Hideyoshi (
(continued) <
Tokugawa Ieyasu ) Ch. 6. Tokugawa Ieyasu
Tokugawa Ieyasu |
(continued) \
The Emperor Go-Komyo) Ch. 8. 
Tokugawa Mitsukuni |
Öishi Yoshio )
Arai Hakuseki '
Tokugawa Tsunayoshi 
and Arai Hakuseki
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Ch.44. 
Ch.45.
Ch,46.
Ch. 49 -
C h . 51. 
1 
2
3
4
56
7
8
Matsudaira Sadanobu ))
Motoori Norinaga
Ch.lO. The Idea that the 
Emperor should be 
reverenced
Takayama Hikokuro )
and Gamo Kumpel )
The Emperor Komei Ch.12. The Handing Back
of Power to the 
Emperor and the 
Meiji Restoration 
(in part)
The Emperor Meiji 
The Meiji Restoration 
The Satsuma Rebellion 
The Promulgation of 
the Constitution 
The Sino-Japanese War 
Treaty Revision 
The Russo-Japanese 
War
The Annexation of 
Korea
The Death of the 
Emperor (new)
C h . 12. The Handing Back of 
Power to the Emperor 
and the Meiji 
Restoration
C h . 13. The Expedition against 
Taiwan and the 
Satsuma Rebellion
C h . 14, The Promulgation of 
the Constitution
C h . 13. The Sino-Japanese War 
and Treaty Revision
Ch.16. The Russo-Japanese 
War
C h . 17. The Peace Treaty and 
the Annexation of Korea
In the same vein, the Ministry altered the 
headings of three chapters which had carried no 
particular moral lesson in the Second National Text 
(Chapters 6, l6 and 18 below) and two which had been 
centred on men whose behaviour was deplored (Chapters 
17 and l ) , In the case of Chapter 17 in the old 
book, the Ministry substituted a virtuous son for a
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deplorable father and in the others, substituted a 
number of chapter headings which were neutral in tone 
to cover ground bare of figures with desirable 
qualities.
Chapters in which 'neutral! Corresponding chapters in 
or undesirable models have the Second National Text, 
been de-emphasised revised edition (l9H)
Third National Text (l92l)
Volume I.
No equivalent Ch. 6. The Mononobe clan and 
the Soga clan
Ch.17. The Sudden Rise of 
the Taira
Ch,l6, Taira no Kiyomori
Ch. 18 . Taira no Shigemori Ch.17. Taira no Kiyomori 
(continued)
Ch.19. The Rise of Military 
Government
Ch.18. Minamoto no Yoritomo
Volume II.
Ch.28. The Fall of the 
Ashikaga Family
Ch. 1, Ashikaga Yoshimitsu
The new chapter on Taira no Shigemori exemplifies 
more clearly than any other, the continuing stress on 
the values of loyalty and of filial piety. It is, in 
addition, the best example of the new style of 
presentation, combining a fuller narrative with 
excerpts in direct speech to heighten the immediacy 
of the tale, and more explicit treatment of the values 
being inculcated. This chapter tells how Shigemori 
reacted to his father’s lack of principle in his 
dealings with the Imperial House. It reads in part 
as follows:
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He (Kiyomori) decided to confine the tonsured 
emperor again. When he called his family 
together, they came in military attire and 
gathered at his mansion, Shigemori alone came 
in his usual dress and arrived late. His 
younger brother Munemori saw him and catching 
at his sleeve said, 'In this grave situation 
why haven't you come equipped with arms?
Even father has already put on armour'.
Shigemori replied, 'What do you mean by 
"grave"? Where are the enemies of the court?
I am the commander of the Imperial Guards,
Unless it is a matter of vital concern to the 
court, we should not bear arms without good 
reason',
(Shigemori then confronted his father)
Shigemori, with tears running down his cheeks, 
said, 'Those beings that know a debt of 
gratitude are men: those that do not are birds
and beasts. Of these obligations, the highest 
is the debt of gratitude to the ruler.
Moreover, our house, though it is descended 
from the Emperor Kammu, for a time fell very 
low. However, when you came on the scene, we 
reached the peak of wordly fame, and even 
stupid people like us attained the highest 
offices. All this is due to the benevolence 
of the Emperor. Now if we forget these 
obligations and make light of Imperial authority, 
divine punishment will swiftly visit us and our 
family will shortly be destroyed. If you do 
not take notice, father, I shall lead an army 
and protect the tonsured emperor. However, as 
a son I could not bear to oppose my father. 
Therefore if you are determined to carry out 
your plan, first cut off my head', As might be 
expected Kiyomori, when he heard this 
admonition, desisted. A man like Shigemori 
truly carries to perfection the way of loyalty 
and filial piety.^
Kaigo and Naka, XIX, 647-48,
1
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The range of values was extended slightly in the 
new material. For example, this textbook introduced 
stories about the childhood and youth of many of the 
heroes and so illustrated desirable attitudes and 
actions in a way attractive to young readers. At 
least sixteen historical figures were the subject of 
new stories or of old stories presented in more 
detail: Prince Yamato-takeru (physical bravery and 
guile), Minamoto no Yoshiie (personal bravery and 
magnanimity towards a defeated opponent), Minamoto 
no Yoshitsune (desire to restore family fortunes), 
Taira no Tanemoto and Hojo Tokimune (skill at arms), 
Hojo Ujiyasu (overcoming timidity), Mori Motonari 
(ambition), Oda Nobunaga (self-control), Toyotomi 
Hideyoshi (interest in military matters), Tokugawa 
Ieyasu (shrewdness and realistic attitude), Arai 
Hakuseki (devotion to learning), Tokugawa Yoshimune 
(generosity), Takayama Hikokuro (filial piety and 
loyalty), Matsudaira Sadanobu (self-control), Tokugawa 
Nariaki (love of learning and military arts) and the 
Emperor Meiji (steadiness of character). Only one of 
these stories attempted to inculcate loyalty or 
filial piety and only the last one told a story 
about an emperor.
Many of the stories told about more adult heroes 
are concerned with military adventure or skill at 
arms or bravery of one kind or another. In the 
chapter entitled 'Hojo Ujiyasu' for example, the 
story of the mock deer hunt by which Hojo Soun 
obtained entry into Odawara castle is told fully.
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In the Second National Text it simply said, 'he 
entered Sagami, took Odawara castle and made it his 
base'. ^  Similar examples could be multiplied, 
particularly from the three chapters which replace 
the single one in the Second National Text which was 
entitled 'The Warring States Period',
Two of the entirely new chapters entitled 'The
Emperor Go-Komyo' and 'Oishi Yoshio' relate stories
which do not touch directly on the ideal of loyalty
to the Emperor but indicate what the Ministry meant
by correct relations between sovereign and subject,
lord and retainer. The Emperor Go-Komyo is said to
have liked to fence. The Bakufu representative in
Kyoto, the Shoshidai Hakura Shigemune tried to stop
him, saying, 'If the matter comes to the attention
of Edo, they will certainly take offence. If you do
not desist, I will have to commit suicide'. To which
the Emperor ungenerously replied, 'I have never seen
the suicide of a military man. Would you prepare
the place and commit suicide. I myself would like 
2to see it' . The writer of the textbook apparently 
thought that this was the way emperors ought to 
behave to overmighty subjects. In the other chapter 
'Oishi Yoshio', which tells the story of the Forty 
Seven Ronin, fidelity to the principle of loyalty 
to one' s feudal lord is held up for admiration. The 
closing words of the chapter distil the essence of
T
Kaigo and Naka, XIX, 591«
Kaigo and Naka, XIX, 695«
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loyalty to one's superior in the lines, 'Obligations 
to one's lord are heavier than a thousand mountains: 
one's life is lighter than a hair'.^
It is the chapters which retain the same 
headings which show most clearly the way in which 
the new method of presentation was used to inculcate 
familiar values. The opening chapter of the Third 
National Text is translated below as an example. 
Three stories not related in the Second National 
Text: the Cave of Heaven, the Divine Sword and the
loyalty of Prince Okuninushi, transform its 
counterpart in the Third,
We call the present Emperor's ancestor 
Amaterasu Ömikami, She was a person of 
the very highest virtue, and being the 
first to have rice and grains planted in 
fields and to cause silkworms to be kept, 
she bestowed favours on the people.
Omikami's younger brother was called Prince 
Susanoo. He often behaved violently, but 
Omikami always loved him and did not find 
fault with him. However, when the Prince 
polluted Omikami's weaving shed, she 
finally lost patience and went into the 
Cave of Heaven, shut the stone door and hid 
inside. The many gods were sorry about 
this and in order to get Omikami out, they 
gathered outside the stone door, hung the 
Jewel (Yasakani no magatama) and the Mirror 
(Yata no kagami ) i n  the branches of a sakaki 
tree and began to perform sacred music and 
dances. Then, since the way Prince Amenouzume 
danced was amusing,"the laughing voices of 
the gods shook the heavens.
Kaigo and Naka, XIX, 6 99*
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Omikami wondered what this was and when she 
opened the stone door a little, the gods 
quickly proffered the sakaki tree and 
Omikami' s figure was reflected in the Mirror 
hanging in the branches. Omikami thought 
more and more how marvellous the reflection 
was and emerged a little from the door.
Prince Tajikarao who was hiding at the side 
took her hand and led her out and the gods, 
raising their voices, rejoiced.
Prince Susanoo was driven out by the gods and 
descended to Izumo. He killed the Eight­
tailed Serpent in the headwaters of the River 
Hi and saved the people. At this time he 
obtained a sword from the tail of the Serpent. 
This was a miraculous sword so that he offered 
it to Omikami. The Sword was known as Arne Ho 
murakumo no tsurugi.
Prince Susanoo's son was called Prince 
Okuninushi. He pacified the Izumo region, 
but in other regions bad men were still 
numerous. Omikami sent down her Heavenly 
Grandson, Prince Ninigi, wanting him to bring 
this country under control. She first sent 
messengers to get Prince Okuninushi to offer 
her the territory which he had pacified. The 
Prince was delighted and complied with the 
request. Omikami turned to Prince Ninigi and 
gave this instruction, 'This country is the land 
where my descendants are to be rulers. You, 
my Heavenly Grandson, go and rule it. May the 
prosperity of the Imperial Throne, like Heaven 
and Earth, endure for ever'. We received the 
blessings of an endless line of emperors, and 
the foundation of our national entity, which 
will never change, was fixed by this event.
Omikami gave Prince Ninigi the Jewel (Yasakani 
no magatama), the Mirror (Yata no kagami)and 
the Sword (Arne no murakumo no tsurugi),
These are known as the Thrp.e Sacred Treasures, 
The Prince received them reverently and 
descended to Hyuga, leading a great number of
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gods. From this time, the Sacred Treasures 
have been the symbols of Imperial office for 
successive emperors, generation after 
generati on,
When Omikami gave the Sacred Treasure to the 
Prince, she said, 'Regard this mirror as if 
it were myself and always respect it'. Thus 
the Kodai Shrine of Ise which honours Omikami, 
taking this mirror as its object of worship, 
is the shrine which successive generations of 
Emperors and Japanese people deeply revere.^
In such ways, the Third National Text fulfilled 
the recommendations of the Special Educational 
Conference, to pursue moral education through a 
greater emphasis on history taught with improved 
materials. It is fitting that a book so different 
in appearance should be published under a new title; 
but on closer examination the change of title means 
little in terms of value orientation. Both pre-war 
writers, and post-war Japanese commentators like Kaigo
and Naka have made much of the way the title of the
2 -book was changed. Karasawa Tomitaro quotes with 
apparent approval a pre-war opinion that a distinction 
was thereby made between an objective approach to 
history which regarded Japan as part of a world 
community, as indicated by the term Nihon Rekishi 
(Japanese History) in the title of the Second National 
Text Jinjo Shogaku Nihon Rekishi, and a subjective 
approach which regarded Japan as a unique entity, 
as indicated by the term Kokushi in the title of
1
Kaigo and Naka, XIX, 622-23«
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 592.
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the Third National Text, Jin .jo Shogaku Kokushi,~*~ 
However, in the light of the previous chapter, the 
change of title confirms an attitude rather than 
marks a change.
The Third National Text remained in use for
thirteen years, which covered a period of great
social, economic, cultural and political change.
The fact that the Ministry of Education did not
rewrite the history textbook during this period is
revealing, for in ignoring the contemporary scene
as a starting point for the teaching of history, it
was also ignoring the most advanced Western
educational theory. Very nearly all the material
drawn from the 1920s, which is thought to be
significant enough to include in the textbooks of
the early 1960s, was irrelevant to the most important
aims of history teaching at that time. No attempt was
made to include new material on government by
political parties, universal manhood suffrage, the
growth of capitalist combines, social unrest and new
trends in literature. Yet these issues were the
stuff of contemporary Japanese social life. Among
advanced educational thinkers, John Dewey at least
thought that 'some present situation with its 
2problems' ought to be the starting point of history,
T
Karasawa Tomitaro, Kyokasho no Rekishi [a History of 
Textbooks] (Tokyo, Sobunsha, I960) p ,409,
2
Dewey, John, Democracy and Education, an introduction 
to the philosophy of education(New York, The 
Macmillan Company, I916)paperback edition 1964, p,2l4.
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The reason why Dewey1 2s ideas, which were known at 
the time, were not adopted by the Ministry of 
Education during the 1920s points to a continuing 
assumption about the kind of nation the Ministry of 
Education wished to preserve.
An indication of the government 1 s attitude
towards the latest educational theory may be gained
by the fact that of two translations of John Dewey's
book 'Democracy and Education' which appeared in
1918 and 191 9> the second one omitted the word
'democracy' from the title so as to avoid problems
with the government authorities,"*" 'Democracy' was
regarded as a dangerous thought. Indeed, Dewey's
thought challenged the basic assumption of official
Japanese educational philosophy. For example, in
the course of his remarks on the teaching of history
in 'Democracy and Education', Dewey expressed
particular interest in economic history, saying, 'it
deals not with the rise and fall of principalities
and powers, but with the growth of the effective
liberties, through command of nature, of the common
2man for whom powers and principalities exist1, 
Official Japanese educational policy turned Dewey 
on his head. In the official view it was for his 
country that the common man existed,
1
Kobayashi, Victor Nobuo, John Dewey in Japanese 
Educational Thought (The University of Michigan 
School of Education, 1964) p.l60,
2
Dewey, Democracy and Education, p,2l6 (my 
underlining).
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In 1930-31 a leading figure in the field of 
progressive education in America, Carleton Vashburne, 
was able to estimate the extent of the influence of 
Dewey and the New Education generally over two 
decades. Interviews with some of Japan's leading 
educationalists revealed how little they were 
influenced by such ideas. Before he ever set foot 
in Japan, Vashburne had been told by Professor Count 
Hayashi, Vice-President of the World Federation of 
Education Associations, that:
Our aim in education is to make character 
in accordance with Japanese nationalism or 
imperialism. The Emperor is like the 
father of the family. Our people are 
descendants of the Imperial dynasty.
Imperialism must have good subjects, so 
self-realization is identical with national 
education. Education must be both individual 
and social. The individual must realize the 
ideal of the nation.^
Washburne found once he got to Japan that ' the
conflict between child-centred education and education
based upon the demands of society does not seem to be
a vital question in Japan, as it is in America...
intellectual and moral training are in terms of
2society's demands'. It was one thing for Washburne 
to find that among the people with whom he discussed 
Japanese education, Okada Ryohei, who had been
1
Washburne, Carleton, Remakers of Mankind (New York, 
The John Day Company, 1932) p . 23«
2
Washburne, p.35*
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Minister of Education at the time of the Special 
Educational Conference, was unsympathetic to 
progressive education; it was quite another to find 
that there was a fair degree of unanimity about the 
ultimate aims of education in a group which included 
not only Okada Ryohei but two founding vice- 
presidents of the New Education Fellowship,
Teachers who showed any enthusiasm for the 
New Education were, in the main, interested in 
teaching techniques.'*’ However, those few teachers 
who were interested in changing the aims of 
education had a greater measure of success in 
disturbing the composure of the Ministry of Education 
than the country's more distinguished educationists.
In 1934, the Ministry of Education took the 
unusual step of publishing a collection of left-wing 
views on education, under the title Puroretaria 
Kyoiku no Kyozai (Teaching Materials for Proletarian 
Education), The preface stated that an increase in 
the number of incidents involving left-wing
1
Kobayashi, John Dewey in Japanese Educational Thought, 
Chapter 4, pp,68-111 gives the best review in English 
of the impact of progressive education in pre-war 
Japan. He concludes the chapter by saying that, 
'Although many educationists studied the social ideas 
of Dewey and compared them with the socialist thinker 
Natorp, in particular, the "progressive education 
boom", like the previous "booms" in the Pestalozzian 
object lesson and Herbartianism, involved enthusiasm 
for formalized teaching techniques; teachers were 
not primarily interested in abstract social ideas and 
new ethical theories'.
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organisations had prompted the Ministry to make 
available a book, for restricted circulation, to 
acquaint officials with the sort of ideas being put 
forward.
The section in Puroretaria Kyoiku no Kyozai 
on National History for elementary schools was quoted 
verbatim from the notes of an elementary school 
teacher named Wakita Hidehiko.^ He was said to have 
been connected with the Shinagawa branch of a type 
of trade union called the Nihon Ippan Shiyonin 
Kumiai Kyoiku Rodo Bu (Education Workers Division, 
Japan General Employees Association). This union 
had been founded in May 1931 with the aim of 
improving conditions, opposing and exposing
reactionary education and spreading the ideas of
2the New Education. On November 12, 1931 Wakita
and his teaching licence withdrawn, and he remained 
under a cloud until December 23, 1931 when his case 
was marked 'not proceeded with'. Wakita's notes 
were written while he was under investigation by the 
prosecutor's office and, moreover, the editors of 
the Ministry's book commented on the degree to which
1
Mombusho Gakusei Bu [Ministry of Education, Students 
Division] Puroretaria Kyoiku no Kyozai [Teaching 
Materials fbr Proletarian EducationJ (Tokyo, 1934) 
marked confidential. The notes are to be found on 
pp.292-311» Personal details on Wakita and on how 
the notes came to be written can be found on p,136.
2
Nihon Kindaishi Jiten [a Dictionary of Modern Japanese 
History] (Tokyo, Tokyo Keizai Shimpo Sha, 1959) p»118.
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he had recanted left-wing views and adopted more 
moderate opinions as he wrote. It is thus possible 
to regard his notes as a tenkosho (a document of 
recantation), even though the Ministry did not 
describe them as such.
The Ministry was aware that by the time Wakita 
came to write on National History, his views had 
moderated from the more left-wing position he had 
taken up when writing about Shushin (Morals). 
Nevertheless, his views were thought to be 
characteristic of the proletarian approach. He 
maintained that the proper study of historians was 
the culture of the people themselves, by which he 
meant the re-creation of the experience of the people, 
and, in particular, of the way they lived. He 
insisted that the study of the culture of the Japanese 
people should be undertaken in the context of world 
history, not as something apart. He claimed that 
National History was deliberately written from such 
a different point of view in order to save it from 
'scientific criticism' and characterised the Third 
National Textbook as a history book without a 
historical viewpoint.
The significance of these ideas is not that 
they had the practical effect of forcing any 
reconsideration of the aims of history teaching, but 
simply that the Ministry felt impelled to note them. 
Only after 19^5 did the Ministry of Education adopt 
a similar open-world view and approve the writing of 
history from the viewpoint of the common people.
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The new textbook, the Fourth National Text, 
which appeared in 193 +^> was almost identical in 
content and presentation to the Third National Text. 
While the burgeoning militarism of the early 1930s 
confirmed the need for strengthening awareness of 
'the essentials of the kokutai and what it means to 
be a Japanese', the Ministry did not feel the need 
to go on to reinterpret relations between Japan and 
the foreign powers.
In presentation, the most remarkable change in 
the Fourth National Text is the style in which it 
was written. Meiji period bungotai, or literary 
style, was abandoned in favour of the colloquial 
style of the day, known as kogotai, in keeping with 
a continuing effort to make the textbook more 
intelligible to the children without too much 
explanation from the teacher. As in the case of 
the Third National Text, there was no teachers' manual 
provided.
The greater length of the new book can be 
accounted for largely by the necessity of bringing 
the Third National Text up to date. The editors 
did not change the earlier part of the book in any 
significant way. At the end of the book two 
additional chapters, entitled 'The Emperor Taisho' 
and 'The Accession of the Present Emperor' offered
1
The full text is reprinted in Kaigo and Naka, XX,
5-121.
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the familiar mixture of factual detail and moral 
exhortation. The treatment of the Washington 
Conference, the end of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, 
the Manchurian Incident and the London Naval 
Conference was in no instance emotionally charged. 
More attention than might have been expected from 
previous books was given to the accession of the 
present emperor, to the enthronement ceremonies, 
and to the Imperial Rescript issued on the occasion, 
but there was nothing essentially new in the ideas 
or in the way they were presented in these chapters.
The book is so very nearly the same as its 
predecessor that small changes in emphasis might 
easily be overlooked. The closed-world view was 
strengthened significantly in the chapter on the 
Mongol Invasions. The term kamikaze (divine wind), 
a strongly emotive word charged with the special 
meaning of a land under divine protection, was used 
for the first time in National Texts when referring 
to the typhoon which scattered the Mongol fleet.
It replaced an objective term, gufu, used in the 
previous text. Again, at the end of section on the 
Sino-Japanese War, an extra paragraph was added, 
as follows:
In December 1.895> those who had fallen in 
the war were enshrined together in the 
Yasukuni Shrine at Kudan, Tokyo. The Emperor 
graced the enshrinement ceremony with his 
presence. The Yasukuni Shrine was established 
at the beginning of the Meiji period and is 
the shrine where subjects of unswerving 
loyalty who gave their lives in national
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disturbances from the time of the Meiji 
Restoration to the present day are deified 
regardless of social rank or occupation.
The Emperor has paid repeated visits up 
to this time.l
No essentially new ideas were introduced in this 
latter example since the value of loyal service 
acknowledged by the Emperor was well established. 
Nevertheless, the emphasis on the absence of social 
division among Imperial subjects, in addition to 
providing evidence of a continuing effort to adopt 
historical material suitable for the education of 
the masses, accords well with the social ideals of 
the military men who were playing an increasingly 
important part in politics.
The final chapter shows how the Ministry 
succeeded in finding new methods of inculcating 
familiar values. Whereas previously the last few 
lines of the National Texts had been devoted to a 
broad but explicit moral theme, an entire chapter 
was now expanded into a recapitulation of the essential 
ideas underlying the book as a whole. The new chapter 
was called Kokumin no Kakugo (The People's Creed).
It expounded in simple form what can be presumed to 
be the essential features of the national entity, 
namely: continuity of the Imperial line; the Divine
Instruction to Rule the Country; the compassion of 
Emperors down the ages, as instanced in four cases
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 108 (the present writer's 
underlining).
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(Kameyama, Komei, Nintoku and Go-Nara), loyal service 
rendered by illustrious subjects (Fujiwara no 
Kamatari, Wake no Kiyomaro, Sugawara no Michizane 
and Kusunoki Masashige); and finally, the bond 
between sovereign and subject which is likened to 
the relationship between parent and child. In this 
way the same values that had been expressed in the 
concluding paragraphs of past National Texts were 
now set out in fuller, clearer form so that the 
point should not be missed by the young reader.
The Fifth National Text,^~ with the title Shogaku 
Kokushi Jinjokayo, appeared in two volumes, Volume I 
in 19^0 and Volume II in 1941.
For the most part changes were small and seem 
to have been prompted by the need to present familiar 
material more effectively. The only new material 
which the Ministry introduced added to the story of 
Japan's relations with Europeans and with South East 
Asia. This new emphasis does not alter the fact 
that the Third, Fourth and Fifth National Textbooks 
are more remarkable for their similarities than for 
their differences.
The most noteworthy change in presentation was 
the insertion of the 'Divine Instruction' after the 
table of contents at the beginning of the book. In 
previous National Texts, as in this one, the
1
The full text is reprinted in Kaigo and Naka, XX,
125-244.
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Instruction was incorporated in the text of Chapter I 
itself. In the Third National Text, the Instruction 
had been paraphrased in the same style as the rest of 
the book, Meiji period bungotai. In the Fourth 
National Text it had been rendered in bungotai so 
that it stood out from the rest of the chapter, which 
was written in kogotai. In the Fifth National Text, 
however, the Instruction was rendered in much more 
formal and awe-inspiring Nara style Japanese, 
contrasting even more sharply with the colloquial 
style in which the rest of the book was written. In 
this way the impact of the idea of the divinely 
guaranteed continuity of the national entity was 
heightened by striking presentation.
Most of the small changes in the text do not 
affect the values to be inculcated and are not 
considered here. An exception is a new tendency to 
emphasise the special characteristics of Japanese 
culture. The works of Murasaki Shikibu and of Sei 
Shonagon were mentioned for the first time in National 
Texts, and further notes on art and architecture 
were included.
Elimination of material, mainly of a biographical 
character unconnected with important moral lessons 
relating to the Imperial line, was balanced by the 
inclusion of the story of Japanese activities in 
South East Asia, in keeping with the war situation 
in the late 1930s. The chapter in this textbook 
entitled 'Relations with Various Foreign Countries', 
replaced the chapter called 'Tokugawa Iemitsu'.
l4l
In this new chapter the few personal anecdotes about 
Iemitsu disappeared. Instead, the narrative opened 
with Marco Polo who introduced Japan to the West as 
a fabulous country. It then told how Europeans 
attempted to reach the East by ship from both east 
and west. This meant that more attention was now 
given to the activities of Europeans in Asia prior 
to their landing on Tanegashima, which hitherto had 
been the starting point of the story. This textbook 
also introduced the deeds of Yamada Nagamasa who 
distinguished himself not only as leader of the 
Japanese community in Siam, but as an influential 
figure in the government of that country.
Chapter 40 yields further evidence of interest 
in Western activities in Asia and in the history of 
national defence. The decline of Portugal, Spain 
and Holland in the eighteenth century was noted 
along with the rise of England, France and Russia. 
Considerable attention was devoted to Hayashi Shihei, 
an early advocate of coastal defence. From his 
childhood interest in learning and the military arts, 
he developed a special interest in maps. Later, he 
made the acquaintance of Dutchmen in Nagasaki from 
whom he learned about foreign countries and became 
convinced of the necessity of coastal defence, A 
quotation from his work Kaikoku Heidan (Essay on the 
Military Problems of a Maritime State) was included 
in the text, which further tells how he was punished 
by the Bakufu and his work suppressed on the grounds 
that the people would be disturbed.
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Though chapters dealing with more modern times, 
that is up to the 193 0s, did not devote more space 
to matters of war and national defence, comment 
tended to be more pointed. For example, in a shorter 
version of the section on the Russo-Japanese War, the 
significance of the war was summed up as follows:
'It greatly quickened the self-consciousness of 
countries in East Asia which up till this time had 
been oppressed by European powers and America' .
A picture of western oppression had been built up in 
previous chapters, while Japan's behaviour had been 
characterised as restrained and aimed at securing 
peace. Of the Three Power Intervention of 1895» 
for example, the text reported:
At this time the Emperor issued an edict 
stating that the country would accept the 
recommendations of the Three Powers for 
the sake of peace in the East, and, in 
addition, warned the people not to behave 
rashly. The people received the Imperial 
command and, choked with tears, swore that 
henceforth they would overcome all 
difficulties and lose no time in setting 
the Emperor's mind at rest.^
As a final example of the more critical line being taken 
in the book, the claim that the Washington Conference 
was partly intended to control the expansion of Japan 
can be instanced.
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 223»
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 218-19»
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Little effort was needed to make the events of 
the late 1930s, now covered for the first time, fit 
the purpose of arousing greater interest in national 
defence and war. Japan's withdrawal from the League 
of Nations when it would not recognise Japan's 'fair 
spirit and justifiable actions' and the Marco Polo 
Bridge Incident provided suitable material.
The final chapter was entitled 'The People's 
Creed', as in the Fourth National Textbook. It was 
not so much rewritten as altered in parts. The most 
significant alterations are quoted here because they 
typify the approach taken in the textbook as a whole 
which confirmed the pattern of established values, 
presenting them in slightly different form, and 
emphasised the need for all Japanese to participate 
in the defence of their country.
In both the Fourth and the Fifth Texts the first 
sentence is about the foundation of the country, but 
while the Fourth National Text had used the word 
wagakuni (literally 'our country'), the Fifth used 
the word kokoku (the Imperial land). For the passage 
in the Fourth National Text which had read:
In this way, the relationship between the 
Emperor and his subjects has been like that 
between parent and child, so that the vast 
Empire has continued peacefully to this day 
like a family. During this time government 
has been advancing and culture has been 
developing steadily.1
1
The final chapter of the Fourth National Text is to 
be found in Kaigo and Naka, XX, 120-21,
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the Fifth National Text substituted:
In cases where trouble has arisen with foreign 
countries, the people have all become inspired. 
Not only officers and men on the battlefield, 
but also people on the home front have stood 
together in unity and faced the enemy well, so 
that our national prestige has come to shine 
abroad,^
In this way history books began to reflect wartime 
conditions,
2The Sixth National Text was written specifically 
for the new National Schools, known as Kokumin Gakko, 
An official consultative body known as the Kyoiku 
Shingikai, the successor of the Rinji Kyoiku Kaigi, 
recommended the establishment of the new school system 
on December 8, 1938."^  Finally, in March 194.1, the 
National School Ordinance was promulgated. In these 
new schools history became part of the new program 
of National Studies, a composite subject which 
covered moral education, Japanese language and 
geography as well as history. Regulations laid down
1
The final chapter of the Fifth National Text is to 
be found in Kaigo and Naka, XX, 234-36.
2
The text is reproduced in full in Kaigo and Naka, XX,
245-383.
3Kindai Nihon Kyoiku Seido Shiryo Hensan Kai 
[Editorial Committee for Materials on the Modern 
Japanese Educational System], Kindai Nihon Kyoiku 
Seido Shiryo [Materials on the Modern Japanese 
Educational System] (Tokyo, Kodansha, 1956) XXXV,
362. This series will be referred to as Kindai 
Nihon Kyoiku.
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that as far as National Studies were concerned:
one should, as the main aim, make people 
feel the joy of having been born in the 
Imperial land and comprehend the true 
meaning of reverence and public service, 
in particular through clarifying the 
essence of the kokutai, through fostering 
the national spirit and promoting ^
awareness of the mission of the Empire.
Two features of the new syllabus for National 
History, the first since 1900, deserve particular 
notice: the creation of a sense of national mission,
and a new stress on the dutiful response of the whole 
country. Teachers were instructed to see that 'the 
essential points of the history of Japan are 
understood and to promote awareness of the historic 
mission of our Empire'. In the Ordinary Elementary 
School teachers were to see that pupils were
...aware of the progress of the Empire, 
based on the historical facts of the vast and 
far-reaching foundation of the country, the 
never-ending line of emperors, the glorious 
achievements of the Imperial line, evidence 
of loyal and wise men and the historical ^
fact of the public duty of the whole country.
1
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, II, 229-30.
2
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, II, 231. History was also part 
of the course for the upper level of the National 
School, At the same time compulsory education was 
extended two more years to make a total of eight,
These two years comprised the upper level while the 
lower level comprised the first six years of schooling 
and therefore corresponds to the Ordinary Elementary 
School course referred to earlier in this chapter.
Since the new period of compulsory education was never 
enforced, due to war-time difficulties, and no textbooks 
were written, it does not come within the scope of 
this thesis.
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The textbook which appeared in 1943 lor use in 
the National Schools was written in a style strikingly 
different from that of the other books mentioned in 
this chapter. Although it was still kogotai 
(colloquial style), it was much more conversational 
than the Fifth National Text, not to say sentimental 
or poetic, according to one's taste. Its presentation 
by chapters offered as bold a contrast. The table of 
contents was completely redrafted and the material 
itself rearranged. This change marked the end of an 
era dating back to the 1890s, when textbooks based 
on personalities were first published in any number. 
The first chapter in the new textbooks, for example, 
was entitled ’The Divine Land' with three sub­
sections, 'The Peak of Takachiho', 'The Palace of 
Kashihara' and 'The Isuzu River' and contrasted with 
the opening chapters of all the other National 
Textbooks, in which the first four chapters had 
invariably been ' Amaterasu Omikami' , 'The Emperor 
Jimmu', 'Prince Yamato-takeru' and 'The Empress 
Jingu'.
The first section of the first chapter, for 
example, opened in the following way:
The green of the pines of Ouchiyama 
celebrates the prosperity of Imperial 
reigns, and the clear current of the 
Isuzu River communicates to us a living 
picture of ancient Japan.
Long, long ago in the age of the gods,
Izanagi no Mikoto and Izanami no Mikoto 
produced eight islands, beautiful in both 
mountain and river scenery. These are
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known as the Eight Great Islands (Öyashima).
The islands, set in the ocean which foams 
with the Black Current, are drawn up like 
floating fortresses. They (the two gods) 
gave birth to a succession of gods. Finally, 
Amaterasu Omikami was born to be ruler of 
all under heaven (ame no shita) and she^laid 
the foundation of the country of Japan,
In this way, the Ministry tried to create a stronger 
emotional and mystical bond between the young reader 
and the land itself through its enduring physical 
features. The Ministry was apparently trying to 
reinforce the sense of continuity and feeling of awe 
impressed by those now familiar means: emphasis on
the continuity of divine favour, the existence of a 
line of emperors coeval with heaven and earth, and 
fixed principles governing the relationship between 
sovereign and subject throughout history.
As one means of heightening the immediacy of past 
events, shrines commemorating the deeds of past heroes 
and the benevolence of the gods towards the country, 
were now more frequently mentioned. In the following 
example, which is typical of the text as a whole, 
Nature is again called upon. At the end of the 
second section of Chapter 1, the children were told 
that when paying their respects at the grave of the 
Emperor Jimmu or at the Kashihara Shrine and 
recalling his deeds, 'the mere sound of wind in the
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 248.
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pines tells what it was like 2,600 years ago and one 
feels very strongly the joy of having been born in 
J ap an' . ^
Throughout the book naturalistic imagery and 
symbolism conveyed the idea that if Japan were in 
danger the gods would protect it. The first clear 
instance of this is concerned not with a threat from 
abroad, which would be more typical of the text, but 
with the attempted usurpation of the Emperors' power 
and position by the Soga family in the seventh 
century A.D. The protection of the Sun Goddess and 
the gods, plainly stated as the reason for the 
advent of Nakanooe no Oji and Fujiwara no Kamatari 
at that critical time, is implied in the following 
passage,
The Soga family, whose misdeeds had 
luxuriated like summer grass, were in 
this way finally destroyed. The black 
clouds which had hung over the land of 
Yamato cleared completely and in the ^
capital Asuka the sun shone refreshingly.
Also implicit in this natural imagery is the idea 
that the one true emperor resumed his rightful 
place and the world returned to normal.
The theme of the benevolence of the gods was 
expressed in more concrete ways to appeal to children. 
To the familiar story of Amaterasu Omikami introducing
T
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 252.
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 260.
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rice-planting, the keeping of silkworms, the spinning 
of thread and the weaving of cloth, was added an 
evocative picture of the cycle of the seasons:
In the Spring, the peaceful sound of 
shuttles weaving could be heard; in the 
Autumn, the waves of new heads of rice 
flickered like gold; and happy, calm 
days followed one after another.^
On the other hand, the famous stories of the Cave of
Heaven and the Eight-tailed Serpent were not related
at all. The point of these stories is made plain in
the following way: 'We can reverence the deep
blessings and unsurpassed virtues of Omikami in the
stories of the Cave of Heaven and the Eight-tailed 
2Serpent1. These examples reveal a departure from 
the story-book approach used since 1921 and associated 
with the heroes of Japanese history. The more 
impersonal approach reflected in the new titles of 
the chapters found its expression in the text in a 
greater wealth of impersonal detail. But if the 
presentation differed, the points themselves were not 
unfamiliar.
Nurturing a sense of service to the Emperor was 
a 1 ong- standing aim of the Ministry. Given the war 
situation in 1943» when the books were published, it 
is understandable that the Ministry tried to foster 
an even greater sense of service among the people as
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 248.
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 248,
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a whole. Since service to the Emperor was still 
regarded as part of a reciprocal relationship 
rewarded by Imperial and divine recognition, the 
call for greater efforts by the people called for a 
heightening of their awareness of the benevolence 
of the gods and of the Imperial line. The event in 
Japanese history which provided the happiest example 
for the textbook writers of the early 1940s was the 
Mongol Invasion.
For the first time in a National Text, the 
chapter on the Mongol Invasion was entitled 
1 Kamikaze 1 (Divine Wind). The text made it plain 
that the Mongols, who had posed the greatest threat 
to the country since its foundation, were defeated 
because Japan was the 'Divine Land' under the 
protection of the gods, unable to be defeated by 
military force of strategy. No attempt was made to 
apportion credit between men and gods. The efforts 
of young and old, of the merchants who knew the 
urgency of the matter and brought back news of 
Mongol activities from China, of Kamakura bushi and 
especially of the Kyushu warriors were represented 
as the human counterpart of divine protection in a 
successful 'combined operation'. Moreover, the 
invasion was presented not as a unique event which had 
occurred 65O years before, but as the prime 
illustration of the sanctity of the country and of 
the spirit of the people in its defence, This point 
was hammered home in the final paragraph which reads 
as follows:
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When we now visit the East Park in Fukuoka 
and seek out the statue of the retired 
Emperor Kameyama, looking out to the East 
China Sea in the distance, we think of the 
events of 650 years ago as if they were 
those of today and are deeply moved.^
Since national defence is a recurrent theme of 
great importance, it is worthwhile noting that this 
treatment of the Mongol Invasion was not unique.
Of the Kyushu defences in the Nara period, built up 
against threat of invasion from abroad, the text 
said that sacrifices were borne by the whole 
population, not only by officials and warriors.
While enjoying the benefits of the age, officials 
were prepared to sacrifice everything for the sake 
of the Imperial line. The border guards, who were 
commoners, left their home villages, their wives, 
children and parents and went off to Kyushu prepared 
not to return. They went, so the textbook said,
2'joyfully and bravely for the sake of the Emperor' .
Of those features of the Mongol Invasion already 
noted, only the divine character of the country was 
not mentioned.
Directly and indirectly this book encouraged 
young Japanese to defend their country and serve the 
Emperor. In the section entitled 'National Learning' , 
for example, children were told that:
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 286.
2
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 267.
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If by any chance foreign countries attack 
Japan, the most important thing would be 
for the people, appreciating the sacred 
character of the country, to unite and 
confront the enemy. To that end the people 
must pursue correct learning and firmly 
grasp the essence of the Japanese spirit 
for the sake of the country.^
Again, at the end of the book a new approach 
was made to fostering willingness to serve the Emperor, 
even to the point of death. The textbook told the 
story of Kusunoki Masashige's parting advice to his 
young son Masatsura, and appended a direct appeal to 
the young reader:
It is said that lions produce cubs and in 
three days throw them into a very deep 
ravine. If those cubs really have the spirit 
of the lion, they will spring up again and 
not die. You are already more than ten years 
old. If one word remains with you, do not act 
contrary to what I say. This might be the 
last time I will see you, since this battle 
is concerned with the well-being of the country.... 
If the enemy comes to attack, you must 
discharge your loyal duty to the utmost, even 
to the point of giving up your life. This is 
your greatest filial duty.
This was not a new story so far as the National Texts 
were concerned. The Third National Text had given 
the story in shorter form in the chapter on Kusunoki 
Masashige, but not, as in this text, in the final 
chapter. The very last words of the Sixth National
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 33^»
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 375»
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Text went on to tell young readers that they must 
'study hard and, like Masatsura, become fine subjects 
and serve the Emperor'.^
Just as the theme of national defence can be 
identified in the first page of the book, with its 
reference to the islands of Japan being 'drawn up 
like floating fortresses', so the first indication 
of a new emphasis on expansion abroad can be seen 
in what followed. The third paragraph on the 
sacredness of the Sun Goddess reads, in part, as 
follows: 'her blessings overflow Japan, cross the
2deep and supply the far extremities of the world'.
The theme of expansion was developed more explicitly 
later in the text.
Success against the Mongols was said to have 
inspired Japanese to venture abroad, at first for 
trade and then, when trade was hindered, in quasi­
military expeditions in bahansen (ships of the God 
of War). These expeditions were not presented as 
essentially war-like, as they were said to fight 
only if they were provoked. As they went further 
afield the people of lands to the south 'welcomed
the brave and steadfast Japanese and prized Japanese
3products'. In the long-run, however, Europeans 
were able to compete successfully against them since
1
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 375
2
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 248.
3Kaigo and Naka, XX, 299 *
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the Bakufu, most regrettably, did not give its official 
backing to these enterprises* Successful as the 
Portuguese and Spanish were in trade, they were said 
to have been deeply impressed that in Japan the 
Emperor was respected as a god, that the people 
excelled in bravery, were courteous and advanced in 
matters of learning*
The more official ventures of Hideyoshi were 
accounted failures. His ambition was said to have 
been the conquest of countries as far flung as the 
Philippines, India, China and Korea and to create a 
'Greater East Asia1 centred on Japan. Yet the 
failure of his plans, bearing so close a resemblance 
to current Japanese foreign policy, was not treated 
as an unqualified failure. On the final withdrawal 
from Korea the text makes the following comment:
'Thus Hideyoshi's ambition regrettably failed, but 
this was further stimulus to Japanese willingness to 
venture overseas' . ^
A more successful story of overseas expansion on 
the part of ordinary Japanese people was dealt with 
in a substantially new section called 'Japanese 
Towns'. Official encouragement by Hideyoshi and 
Ieyasu was not allowed to overshadow the spirit of 
the people themselves. Merchants of Kyoto, Osaka,
Sakai and Nagasaki as well as Kyushu daimyo were given 
credit for having faced up to both natural dangers and
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 318.
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competition from Europeans. The most outstanding of 
the seven heroes of this movement, besides Yamada 
Nagamasa, was Hamada Yahyoe, who upheld the honour of 
his country in resisting Dutch attempts to monopolise 
the wealth of Taiwan and hinder Japanese trade. Yet 
once again, 'the burning spirit for overseas expansion 
of the Japanese people1 was checked, on this occasion, 
by the Bakufu's decision to close the country. Such 
examples multiply in the modern period so that the 
generalised and diffuse sense of destiny imparted by 
Shinto attitudes of reverence toward the Imperial line 
and awe in the face of the divine foundation of the 
country, which can be noted in previous National 
Textbooks, was now channelled into a sense of mission 
in East Asia, demanding loyalty in the form of 
military service.
Up to this point, the teaching of Japanese 
history had set out to instil in the mass of school- 
children the idea that the common man existed solely 
for the benefit of the nation. Up to this time, 
efforts directed by the government to the attainment 
of national goals such as equality with the Western 
powers, economic development and victory in a 
succession of wars had been crowned with success, 
which could be taken as justification of the demand 
for complete subordination to the will of the Imperial 
state. However, the doctrine that the common man 
existed for the benefit of the nation had yet to be 
tried by adversity.
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CHAPTER IV
In August 19^5 Japanese faced the reality of a 
complete and unprecedented defeat and surrender.
Beaten by a combination of powers superior in 
technology and organisation, the Japanese could not 
pass off defeat as a mere logistic miscalculation.
They had hazarded not only troops and wealth, but 
belief in the nature and mission of their country.
In 19^ +5 they faced the future in the knowledge that 
the sense of national identity, as it had been 
fostered by officials in the Ministry of Education 
and inculcated in the schools, had disintegrated.
Their nation, once held to be inviolable, was 
occupied by foreign troops.
Belief in the power of propaganda to mislead 
and fai'th in the power of education to re-make the 
future through the minds of children led the 
Occupation to look critically at what was taken to 
be wartime propaganda in schools and to see that 
alternative materials were provided. The textbook 
for National History, as a highly visible support of 
the state ideology, came under American scrutiny at 
an early stage and was banned on the last day of 19^5» 
For at least another year the Occupation remained 
more concerned with preventing the dissemination of 
ideas of which it disapproved than of promoting any 
acceptably 'democratic' alternative to the wartime 
history course. In ordering the rewriting of Japanese
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history it simply provided an opportunity for historians 
outside the Ministry of Education to write history for 
children in a new way, without dictating what should, 
as distinct from what should not, be written. One of 
the historians chosen to write the first postwar 
textbook has declared quite plainly that ’co-operation 
with the Occupation's policy for reforming history 
education was an unexpected opportunity to put 
previously held beliefs into practice1 2
The Ministry of Education, in publishing the
new textbook under its own name and issuing an official
statement for the guidance of teachers, gave official
endorsement to a non-Marxist interpretation of the
idea expressed in the statement, 'principles that
inform correct historical study are at the same time
the principles that inform correct education in 
2history'. It further endorsed a value orientation 
that differed entirely from the prewar pattern 
described in previous chapters, as the latter part 
of this chapter will show.
A great deal was to happen before American 
officers, the Ministry of Education and Japanese
1
Ienaga Saburo, 'Sengo no Rekishi Kyoiku' [Postwar
History Education] in Iwanami Koza Nihon Rekishi 
[iwanami Series on Japanese History](Tokyo, Iwanami, 
1963) vol.XXII, Bekkan 1, p.319.
2
Inoue Kiyoshi, Kuni no Ayumi Hihan - Tadashii Nihon 
Rekishi [a Critique of 'Kuni no Ayumi' - Correct 
Japanese HistoryJ (Tokyo, Kaihosha, 19^7) P»7*
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historians between them put the first postwar history 
textbook into the hands of schoolchildren in October
1946.
For two months after the surrender on 2 September 
1945> initiative in banning materials unsuitable in 
the postwar situation lay in Japanese hands. While 
Japanese officials in the Ministry of Education must 
have been stunned by the turn of events, they had the 
advantage of familiarity with the educational system, 
including textbook revision. In addition to the 
habit of the well-trained public servant to get on 
with the job which he was trained to do, there was 
a strong desire, in the early days of the Occupation 
at least, to appease the occupying forces,^ A further 
motivation may be attributed to Japanese realism in 
accepting the fact of surrender and 'bearing the 
unbearable' .
Japanese made the first official moves to bring 
teaching materials into line with the new situation.
On 28 August 1945» two days before General MacArthur 
arrived in Japan, the Ministry of Education advised 
prefectural governors and school heads that,
Concerning textbooks and teaching materials, 
in the light of the objectives of the Imperial 
Rescript proclaimed on 14 August, due care 
will be exercised in their use and appropriate 
measures taken to omit parts of lessons.
1
Personal comment by George Caiger who served in Tokyo 
in the Allied Translators and Interpreters Section, 
S.C.A.P., from August 1945 to December 1945»
2
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, XVIII, 488.
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Again, on 20 September 19^5> a full month before 
the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (S.C.A.P.) 
and subordinate officers began to direct the course of 
educational policy, Ministry officials showed how they 
had adjusted themselves to the changed situation by 
issuing detailed orders which did not ban the use of 
wartime textbooks but ordered their amendment along 
certain lines:
Although it will be permitted until further 
notice to continue to use existing textbooks 
in Middle Schools, Youth Schools and National 
Schools, it is required that all teaching 
materials that are inappropriate in the light 
of the intentions of the Imperial Rescript 
proclaiming the end of the war be struck out 
in whole or in part or be handled with the 
utmost care, in accordance with what follows:
(1) The following are materials which ought 
to be used with care, amended or eliminated:
(a) Materials that emphasise national defence 
and armaments (b) Materials fostering the 
fighting spirit (c) Materials that may be 
harmful to international goodwill (d)
Materials that have become obsolete through 
being entirely removed from present postwar 
conditions and the everyday life of the 
students (e) Other materials that are not 
appropriate in the light of the Imperial 
Rescript.
(2) In cases where it is necessary to make
up for material omitted, select and supplement 
from the following subjects, keeping in mind 
place and circumstances: materials concerning 
the maintenance of the kokutai (national 
entity) and the establishment of high moral 
education; materials suitable for the education 
of the people of a civilized country; materials 
concerning increased agricultural production;
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materials fostering the scientific spirit and 
its practical application; materials on physical 
education and hygiene; materials on 
international peace.1
In view of the later American ban on the use of 
history textbooks and other wartime materials on the 
grounds that they inculcated Shintoism, ultranationalism 
and militarism, it is noteworthy that nothing which 
might be construed as Shintoism was condemned in this 
Japanese order. Again, in contrast to later American 
directives, an attempt was made to offer concrete 
suggestions on new material to replace the old, 
although it gave no clear indication of what it meant 
by ’moral education' and ’the maintenance of the 
kokutai 1 in the postwar situation.
The most striking effect of the Japanese order 
was the change it brought about in the wartime 
textbook, as teachers and students all over the 
country deleted objectionable passages with ink and 
scissors. The Ministry of Education itself did not 
stipulate which passages should be deleted from 
history textbooks.
After the independent Japanese moves of August 
and September 19^5» the initiative was taken by 
Americans. From late October, Occupation control 
over textbooks was gradually asserted in accordance 
with a policy of negative direction which culminated 
in the total ban on the use of wartime textbooks
T
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, XXV, 279»
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for Japanese History, amongst other subjects, on the 
last day of 1945*
The occupying forces started out with great 
disadvantages in dealing with their Japanese 
counterparts in the Ministry of Education. Very few 
Americans had any first-hand knowledge of the Japanese 
educational scene. The specialised arm of the 
Occupation in relation to education, the Education 
Division of the Civil Information and Education 
Section was headed for the first time by an officer 
with experience in Japan in December 1945* In 
addition, frequent changes of personnel made it 
difficult for officers to gain experience of Japanese 
educational affairs.
Lack of direct experience of Japanese educational 
practice enhanced the importance of official American 
directives as guides to action for these officials.
The most important statement was the United States 
Initial Post-Surrender Policy for Japan, dated 29 
August 1945, which reads in part:
In view of the present character of Japanese 
society and the desire of the United States 
to attain its objectives with a minimum of 
commitment of its forces and resources, the 
Supreme Commander will exercise his authority 
through Japanese governmental machinery and 
agencies, including the Emperor, to the 
extent that this satisfactorily furthers United 
States objectives.^
1
Government Section, Supreme Commander for the Allied 
Power s, Political Reorientation of Japan, September 
1945 to September 1948. (Washington, no date] p.423 *
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At first this policy was interpreted as endorsing 
the conduct of business through informal meetings 
between the Minister of Education and an American 
officer from what became the Education Division of 
the Civil Information and Education Section, The 
Minister during the postwar months of 19^5» Maeda 
Tamon, has recalled how he was visited by a Mr H. 
on 15 September and was told that G,H,Q, was 
satisfied with his policy statements and 'did not 
intend to issue directives pertaining to education'.
A month later Mr H, called again, this time in a 
state of high excitement, and explained that 
'Washington now says that such a casual arrangement 
will never do',  ^ On 22 October, shortly after this 
meeting, the first directive on education entitled 
'Administration of the Educational System of Japan' 
was issued to the Japanese government by General 
Headquarters, Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers,
As far as the course in History was concerned, 
the first American directive did no more than 
approve the ideas underlying the Japanese order of 
20 September already quoted. It was similar to 
the Japanese order but offered no real suggestions 
as to new aims for education.
Existing curricula, textbooks, teaching 
manuals, and instructional materials, the 
use of which is temporarily permitted on
1
Maeda Tamon, 'The Direction of Postwar Education in 
Japan', in Japan Quarterly, October-December 1956, 
III, 415.
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an emergency basis, will be examined as 
rapidly as possible and those portions 
designed to promote a militaristic or 
ultranationalistic ideology will be 
eliminat ed#^
As far as official American documents go, the 
matter stood thus until 15 December# On that day 
the occupation forces issued the important directive 
’Abolition of Governmental Sponsorship, Support, 
Perpetuation, Control, and Dissemination of State 
Shinto (Kokka Shinto, Jinja Shinto)' which forbad 
the future use of teachers' manuals and textbooks 
containing Shinto doctrine in any school supported 
by public funds.^
Then, on 31 December, the occupation forces 
banned the teaching of Japanese history, along with 
Shushin (Morals) and Geography,
in accordance with the basic directive 
AG 000#3 (l5 Dec 45) CIE proclaiming the 
abolition of government sponsorship and 
support of State Shinto and Doctrine; 
and inasmuch as the Japanese Government 
has used education to inculcate 
militaristic and ultranationalistic
1
Education Division, Civil Information and Education 
Section, Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, 
General Headquarters, Education in the New Japan 
(Tokyo, 1948) II, 27* Referred to henceforth as 
Education in the New Japan.
2
Education in the New Japan, II, 33
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ideologies which have been inextricably- 
interwoven in certain textbooks imposed 
upon students. 1
During the months of October, November and
December only one attempt had been made by the Ministry
of Education to take the initiative. On 28 Noveiriber
an official Japanese request was made for permission
to discontinue using textbooks for Morals, Japanese
History and Geography. It was refused, One month
later, as we have noted, the Occupation itself banned
the use of these books. The decision to reject the
Japanese request seems arbitrary, but the reasons for
this action were not as simple as Robert King Hall
tries to make them, when he calls it 'this remarkable
2concession to military bureaucracy and self-esteem' 
on the part of the Civil Information and Education 
Section of S.C.A.P, When the Occupation received 
the request it had not yet satisfactorily formulated 
principles on which to act. Moreover, there is good 
evidence that the Japanese made their request only 
when they heard that the Occupation itself was likely 
to act.
Nevertheless, Hall's opinion deserves close 
attention since he was a participant in the events 
of November 1945« In his book 'Education for a 
New Japan' he claims that the Japanese request to
1
Education in the New Japan, II, 36.
2
Hall, Robert King, Education for a New Japan (New 
Haven, Yale University Press, 19491 p . 476.
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discontinue using the three types of textbook 
mentioned was made on the grounds that their studies 
had revealed that
,,.so large a proportion would have to be 
eliminated, with a consequent physical and 
organizational mutilation of the existing 
texts, that it was considered impractical 
to continue using the expurgated copies.
They would be in tatters, and the deleted 
sections would direct attention to the 
censored material rather than prevent its 
dissemination.1
Hall mentions no other motivation for the Japanese 
proposal.
Another witness to these events, H.J. Wunderlich,
was even better placed to judge the motives of the
Japanese. On 27 November, the day before the Japanese
request, Hall was transferred from heading the
Education Division because of shortcomings in his
staff-work to a special assignment concerned with the
romanisation of the Japanese language. Wunderlich
took over the job of overseeing textbook and curriculum
problems. In his opinion, Japanese officials knew
from conferences with their American counterparts that
'a formal directive was forthcoming and had written
2 •one of their own1 2. It appeared to Wunderlich that 
the Japanese request was based partly on the wish
1
Hall, Education for a New Japan, p.475»
2
Wunderlich, Herbert John, The Japanese Textbook 
Problem and Solution, 1945-1946 (unpublished 
dissertation, Stanford, submitted July 1952) p.236.
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to please S.C.A.P, and partly to maintain their own 
prestige.
Wunderlich reports that the American decision 
to turn down the Japanese request was taken on the 
grounds that the study of textbook content initiated 
by Hall on 30 September had still not been completed,^ 
During November a team of nisei, Eurasians and 
Japanese nationals had been assembled to check 
educational materials. Takahashi Noboru, a history 
graduate of Columbia and a Japanese national, had been 
employed to make a survey of history textbooks. While 
he may have finished his own work by 28 November, the 
whole report was incomplete, according to Wunderlich.
The complexities of the wider problem of Shinto
doctrine and the means used to inculcate it claimed
the attention of Takahashi' s American superiors.
They experienced the greatest difficulty in identifying
Shintoism. Even the directive which banned the
dissemination of State Shinto did not define its
tenets. Wunderlich, who was responsible for the
identification of Shinto doctrine in textbooks,
testifies at length to the difficulties he encountered
and to the help received from sympathetic Japanese
scholars, especially Kishimoto Hideo and Kaigo Tokiomi,
2both professors at Tokyo Imperial University. The 
latter also headed an independent study of textbooks
1
Wunderlich, p.247*
Wunderlich, pp.249-50«
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undertaken by his graduate students which acted as a 
check on the work done by the Occupation's own team.
The difficulties brought about by the need to 
identify Shintoism were resolved by General Dyke, 
the head of the Civil Information and Education 
Section, On 5 December he laid down a policy of 
'cut first and create later',"*' Within two days a 
directive was drawn up banning the use of Morals, 
Japanese History and Geography textbooks in schools. 
Discussion arose as to whether the directive should 
be shown to the Minister of Education for his approval. 
When General Dyke heard that the head of the 
Education Division proposed that this should be done, 
he relieved him of his duties. The Ministry of 
Education was henceforth to be directed, not consulted.
Given this policy of firm American control, the 
best use was made of timing the announcement to show 
that the old order was at an end. The directive 
banning the use of the textbooks was made on the last 
day of the year of defeat. It is tempting to imagine 
that the Supreme Commander's subordinates deferred 
to his sense of occasion and histrionic flair by 
delaying the announcement until the full solemnity 
of the event could be highlighted.
The Americans did not leave it till the New Year 
to set about providing new materials to replace the 
old. By the same directive suspending the teaching
Wunderlich, p.248.
1
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of history they ordered the Ministry of Education to 
produce a plan for revising textbooks and teachers' 
manuals.'*' The plan was intended to produce temporary 
teaching materials for use in the spring term of 
1946. No positive direction was issued to the 
Japanese government as to what should be taught to 
children in history lessons at this time.
The initiative in formulating a philosophy for 
the new history books was left to the Japanese 
themselves. American policy deliberately followed 
the Potsdam Declaration and the Initial Post- 
Surrender Policy, which presumed the existence of 
democratic tendencies in Japan and committed the 
Occupation to working through the Japanese government. 
Initially, the task of reviving and strengthening 
'democratic tendencies' in textbooks was left to the 
Textbook Bureau of the Ministry, the very body which 
had compiled the prewar textbooks. The decision to 
use the existing textbook organisation within the 
Ministry prompted Wunderlich, who was still head of 
the Textbook and Curriculum Unit, to wonder whether 
'by inverting the hour-glass, perhaps the concepts 
and principles of democracy could be poured into the 
Japanese mind as easily as the concepts of
2totalitarianism, militarism and ultranationalism.' 
Apparently the Occupation had second thoughts about
T
Education in the New Japan, II, 37 and 39»
Wunderlich, p.257*
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allowing the Ministry to draw up new materials, but 
not before a draft of a new history textbook had been 
started.
The reminiscences of the historian responsible 
for writing the draft, Toyoda Takeshi, who was 
employed directly by the Ministry of Education for 
a time, provide material for a reconstruction of 
these events."*" Although he does not state the 
precise period when he was engaged in writing 
the Zantei Shotoka Kokushi Joan (Gempi) (Provisional 
Draft of an Elementary Level National History - 
Strictly Secret), the limits would be November 1945 
when Toyoda was first employed in the Textbook 
Bureau and May 1946 when the writers of the textbook 
which was finally published met for the first time.
In all probability most work was done after late 
December, when the Ministry formed a committee of 
scholars with whom Toyoda consulted as he wrote. He 
mentions four professors at Tokyo Imperial University 
who took an interest in the work: Sakamoto Taro,
Wada Kiyoshi, Imai Toshiki and Tsuchiya Takao. It 
was a sign of the times that Toyoda travelled all 
the way to Hiraizumi where Tsuda Sokichi had gone 
during the later stages of the war and talked with the
1
Toyoda Takeshi's statements in a symposium entitled 
'Rekishi Kyokasho to Sono Jidai1 [History Textbooks 
and Their Times] (no.l) in Rekishi Kyoiku Kenkyujo 
[institute for Research into History Education] ed. 
Kikan Rekishi Kyoiku Kenkyu [Quarterly for the Research 
into History Education] April 1964, XIX, 11-12.
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man whose books had been banned under the old regime. 
The philosopher Watsuji Tetsuro also gave him the 
benefit of his opinions and put them firmly, for 
sixteen years later Toyoda could recall being scolded 
by him. Backed by independent scholarly opinion 
Toyoda must have felt confident when he received 
nijumaru (full marks) from a responsible occupation 
officer to whom he showed the first section of the 
draft. Then, on a date which he does not mention, 
Toyoda was instructed to stop working on the draft.
In 1961, the only reason he could suggest was that 
some higher officer in the Occupation disagreed with 
his junior's earlier judgment.
%
It has not proved possible to bring home 
responsibility for the decision to stop work on 
the Ministry's textbook to any person or to state 
the precise reason for it. Given the lack of definite 
dates, the most reasonable explanation seems to be 
that either the United States Education Mission to 
Japan, which submitted its report on 30 March, or its 
advisers in the Civil Information and Education 
Section, were responsible for the decision on the 
grounds that 'the responsibility for the compilation 
of history and geography texts should not rest within 
the Ministry of Education'."*"
1
Report of the United States Education Mission to 
Japan, submitted to the Supreme Commander for the 
Allied Powers, Tokyo, 30 March 1 9 ^ 6 (Washington, 
United States Government Printing Office, 19^6) p. l6 ,
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However, the American decision to stop work on 
the draft by the Ministry of Education seems curious 
at first sight in view of the fact that the textbook 
which did appear with the approval of C.I.E. later in 
1946 was published in the name of the Ministry. Two 
factors make it less curious: no employees of the 
Ministry were engaged on the drafting of the latter 
book and the whole compilation process was under 
the control of the Civil Information and Education 
Section.
If the decision to stop work on the draft can 
be attributed to the United States Education Mission, 
the decision to start work on the later book certainly 
cannot. The Mission’s report envisaged the rewriting 
of textbooks not just by one group but by many in 
open competition on the textbook market. They 
postulated that this would not happen before years 
of scholarly work established 'authentic and objective 
sources for the rewriting of Japanese history', and 
suggested seven interim measures.^ Not one was put 
into effect. Instead, the Civil Information and 
Education Section undertook to oversee the work of 
Japanese scholars who would produce the first postwar 
textbook in Japanese History which was at the same 
time to be the last National Text.
The four scholars called to the Ministry of 
Education on 17 May 1946, were Ienaga Saburo, Morisue
1
Report of the United States Education Mission to 
Japan, pp.l5-l6.
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Yoshiaki, Okada Akio and Okubo Toshiaki. There they 
received instructions from an American called Trainor 
who laid down three conditions for the new book:’*’
1. It will not be propagandists.
2. It will not advocate militarism, 
ultranationalism and Shinto doctrine.
It will not be based on the view of Q 
history expressed in Kokutai no Hongi.^
1
Quoted_from_the notes of Ienaga Saburo in Karasawa 
Tomitaro,_Kyokasho no Rekishi [A History of Textbooks] 
(Tokyo, Sobunsha, i960) p .6l9 *
2
Since the translation of Kokutai no Hongi had been 
completed only the month before and is nothing if not 
diffuse and vague, it is likely that the criteria 
drawn up at a meeting on 4 February 1946 at which Lt 
Joseph Trainor was present, provided a readier guide 
for such a busy man. As quoted below, these criteria 
are taken from Wunderlich's personal record and are to 
be preferred to the slightly different version published 
later in Education in the New Japan, I, 240-41.
General principles or criteria for deletion were 
established and followed by the textbook staff of the 
Education Division. The following criteria were 
adopted:
In order to bring about the eventual establishment 
of a peaceful and responsible government in Japan which 
will respect the rights of other states, the following 
criteria are established, thereby marking for deletion 
in school textbooks those expressions of the spirit of 
militarism and aggression:
1 The glorification of war as heroic and normal 
activity for men.
2 The glory of dying for the Emperor and Nippon,
3 Soldierhood and the idealization of war heroes 
as the highest form of manhood.
(continued on next page)
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3. The deeds of the emperors are not the whole 
of history. One supposes that matters 
connected with economics, inventions, 
learning and the arts, and other things 
which arose among the people must have 
flourished. However, if certain emperors 
in fact left important works behind them, 
there is nothing to prevent them from 
being included. Emperors should not be 
written about simply because they were 
emperor s.
2 ( continued)
In order to develop friendly relations among 
nations based on respect for the principles of equal 
rights and self-determination of peoples, the following 
criteria are established for deletion of ultra- 
nationalistic material from school textbooks:
1 Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere doctrine 
of expansion.
2 Japan-centric, 'world under one roof (Hakko 
Ichiu) doctrine of Japan leading the world.
3 Yamato Spirit of sacrificing one's life, as the 
cherry blossoms lose petals, in defence of the 
Emperor and for advancement of the nation.
4 Subject matter which conflicts with the purposes 
and principles of the Charter of the United
Nat ions.
In order to revive and strengthen democratic 
tendencies among the Japanese people and encourage a 
desire for individual liberties and respect for 
fundamental human rights, the following criteria are 
established for deletion of materials in school 
textbooks which relate to the Emperor system:
1 Emperor as one of divine origin compelling 
wor ship.
2 Civic duty to die for the Emperor in his 
defenc e.
3 Unquestioning obedience and will to follow 
the Emperor's orders.
(Wunderlich, pp.261-2)
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In considering the effect that these injunctions 
might have had on the final product, we have the 
advantage of contemporary notes written by one of 
these historians, who has become well known, Ienaga 
Saburo.^  Regrettably, there exist no similar 
accounts by Morisue, Okada and Okubo, who were 
assigned the Kamakura and Momoyama periods, the Edo 
period, and the Meiji and modern periods respectively. 
Ienaga was assigned what was probably the most 
difficult part of the text to write, the opening 
section from ancient times to the end of the Heian 
period. To compound his difficulties, Ienaga found 
that he had to produce a manuscript for the printers 
within six weeks. His lack of experience in 
elementary education also made the task more difficult 
since he distrusted his judgment on questions of 
child development and the vocabulary, style and level 
of ideas suitable for children of eleven and twelve. 
Due to pressure of time and an understandable lack of 
confidence, Ienaga used the banned wartime textbook 
and the Ministry's own draft on which work had been 
stopped by the Occupation,
Comparison of the Ministry of Education's 
'Provisional Draft' and that section of the new 
textbook for which Ienaga was responsible shows them 
to be remarkably similar. Generally speaking the 
draft is more detailed and is not written in so terse
Quoted in Karasawa, Kyokasho no Rekishi, pp,618-28,
I
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a style as the textbook, but in many places the 
wording is identical. As he wrote, Ienaga departed 
more and more from the pattern of organisation which 
Toyoda had followed in the draft, but very nearly the 
same material appears under slightly differently 
worded headings arranged in different order.
The main differences between the first part of 
the draft and Ienaga's contribution to the textbook 
lay in Ienaga's greater emphasis on the life of the 
people (he mentions the existence and works of the 
Imperial line and of the aristocracy less frequently 
and employs fewer honorific terms than the draft) 
and in his rejection of the story-book approach to 
history. He omitted the legends which the draft had 
related about the Emperor Jimmu’s conquest of the 
East and the stories of the Emperor Nintoku's 
benevolence and Sugawara no Michizane's exile in 
Dazaifu. In the story about the Emperor Jimmu,
Toyoda had taken great care to distinguish between 
archaeological evidence and mythology, making it 
plain that the story of Jimmu which he recounted was 
legendary. Ienaga included an outline of Jimmu's 
activities using his more obscure name Kamuyamato 
Iwarehiko no Sumeramikoto, thereby avoiding the common 
'godly' associations of the name Jimmu, stating that 
he unified the country after establishing his palace 
at Kashihara. However, Ienaga gives the impression 
that Jimmu actually existed. Since emphasis on the 
life of the people was plainly in line with Trainor’s 
instructions and since any mention of mythological
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stories about emperors, even if they were so labelled, 
could be construed as putting emphasis on emperors for 
their own sake, it can be suggested that Ienaga altered 
the Provisional Draft in these two respects in order 
to please the Occupation. However, we have his word 
that he did no more than put his previously held 
beliefs into practice.
Ienaga and his fellow scholars submitted their 
drafts at a series of weekly meetings held at Tokyo 
Imperial University. There, both Japanese and 
American officials amended the draft to suit their 
ideas about child psychology and educational practice. 
The problem of communication at these meetings was 
heightened by the fact that the American 
representative knew no Japanese. The Americans 
were assisted by a Japanese national whom Ienaga 
refers to simply as ’T*, probably Takahashi Noboru 
who was mentioned in a similar context by Wunderlich.
’T' read the drafts in Japanese and made some changes, 
for example, in the use of honorifics. Ienaga and the 
other writers then corrected the drafts in the light 
of what had been said and submitted them to the 
Ministry of Education for translation into English.
The American representative read the full draft in 
English and explained his objections at further 
meetings through 1 T ’ , who translated for him. There 
was ample opportunity for mutual recrimination about 
the lack of speed and the inconvenience of this 
pr oc e s s.
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In this incomplete account, American objections 
to Ienaga' s work alone can be considered. As listed 
by Ienaga they were four in number.
1 Sentences explaining the tradition of the 
Imperial succession were caused to be 
omitted.
2 No account of matters pertaining to Shinto 
was permitted, with the result that it 
appeared that Japan’s unique folk religion 
had never existed at all.
3 The Occupation was very sensitive about 
religions, not just Shinto, but Buddhism 
and Christianity as well, not permitting 
anything on the grounds that such 
explanation was outside the sphere of 
lessons in history. Consequently it 
became impossible to explain culture 
concretely in terms of religion.
4 Ienaga found that he was unable to 
emancipate himself from the old emotional 
expressions implying judgment. Subjective 
words had to be made more objective, 
impartial and scientific.
Of these objections, the third alone was not 
well covered by the initial instructions that he had 
received so that Ienaga had particularly good grounds 
for feeling that Americans had limited his freedom to 
write. Moreover, this objection would probably have 
affected Ienaga’s approach to his work more seriously 
than it would that of most other historians, 
considering the years of research he had spent on 
the history of Buddhist thought.
Yet, despite the three injunctions and the four 
objections, Ienaga maintained in his notes of that
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time and has stated more recently that 1 co-operation 
with the Occupation's policy for reforming history 
education was an unexpected opportunity to put 
previously held beliefs into practice1
It is noteworthy that the Americans apparently 
did not instruct Ienaga to include any material which 
he had ignored or rejected. However, according to 
Ienaga, this was not true of all the authors. It is 
necessary to add that Americans did ask for the 
inclusion of two sentences and two paragraphs and an 
amendment to the table in the final few pages of the 
book. Ienaga has denied that this was a strong 
request. Two sentences supporting the idea of 
co-operation between the occupation forces and the 
Japanese people and two extracts from the Emperor's 
New Year Message for 19^6, renouncing his divinity, 
were included on request. Perhaps the most subtle 
change was made in the time-line at the back of the 
book which was itself an American idea. The draft 
came to the Americans showing that the Emperor held 
real power after the Meiji Restoration. It was 
altered by them to show that the Imperial power was 
weak up to early Showa and did not exist thereafter, 
or, in other words, that the emperor was not 
responsible for the course of events after 1931*
1
Ienaga Saburo, 'Sengo no Rekishi Kyoiku' [Postwar 
History Education] in Iwanami Koza Nihon Rekishi 
[iwanami Series on Japanese History](Tokyo, Iwanami, 
1963) vol.XXII, Bekkan 1, p-319.
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The new textbook was first published in October 
1946. It appeared under the title Kuni no Ayumi (The 
Progress of the Country), Ironically, this name was 
chosen by Maruyama Kunio who had been an official of 
the Textbook Bureau since 1929* Echoes of the prewar 
textbook system can be detected also in the fact that 
the textbook was published in the name of the Ministry 
of Education not in the names of the four contributing 
authors, although the names of the authors involved 
were known for the first time in the history of 
National Textbooks,
For about two years, Kuni no Ayumi was the only 
textbook permitted for use in the teaching of history 
in elementary schools, Volume I being used in the 
fifth year and Volume II in the sixth. After 1947 
when Social Studies displaced History in elementary 
schools it found a place in the teaching of history 
in the new lower secondary schools, for which many 
teachers thought it more suitable.'*'
While the Ministry of Education did not publish 
a teachers' manual it did provide a short guide to 
the new aims of history teaching, entitled Kokushi 
Jugyo Shido Yoko ni tsuite (Concerning Guiding 2Principles for Instruction in National History),'
1
Kikan Rekishi Kyoiku Kenkyu, XIX, 15«
2
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, XXIII, 10-16, The document is 
translated in digest form only in Education in the 
New Japan, II, I78-8O.
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It is significant that, unlike later syllabuses, it 
was not published as a guide for the writers of 
textbooks. It was published a month after the 
textbook itself appeared. In this way the Ministry 
endorsed the values of non-official historians.
The Guiding Principles opened with a general 
statement that differed in almost every way from the 
prewar aims of history teaching. Japanese History 
was no longer part of a larger group of subjects 
taking a great deal of its character from the Shushin 
(Morals) course. For the first time since it begai 
to lay down such aims, the Ministry assumed that 
history teaching was governed by the code of the 
historian as it had evolved under western influence 
since Meiji times. Pursuit of historical truth 
became the Ministry's principal aim in teaching history. 
The qualities of rational understanding and critical 
judgment, now thought to be so desirable, stood in 
sharp contrast to emotional commitment to the Imperial 
line and to the country itself which the wartime 
book had tried so hard to foster.
The Ministry directed the attention of teachers 
towards society in a variety of aspects, and not 
simply towards that vertical relationship between the 
Imperial line and its subjects which had marked their 
prewar approach. Whereas it had been concerned up to 
this time wholly with a range of political and 
politico-religious matters related to the behaviour 
of sovereigns and subjects, the Ministry now widened 
its view to include cultural, social and economic
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considerations as well as politics. It was now concerned 
not so much with correct behaviour as understanding 
based on correct facts. Whereas in prewar days the 
unchanging principles underlying correct behaviour 
discounted the importance of change in .Japanese 
society, the Ministry now insisted on an understanding 
of social, economic, cultural and political aspects of 
Japan’s historical development.
As far as Japan’s historical relations with the 
rest of the world were concerned, the Ministry of 
Education stressed economic and cultural rather than 
political and military considerations. Teachers 
were expected to cite historical facts concerning 
’international friendship, co-existence and co- 
prosperity, and exchange of culture’ with the aim of 
fostering world peace and the development of the 
culture of mankind. They were no longer expected to 
inculcate a sense of uniqueness of the country; 
indeed, they were instructed to remove all traces of 
ultranationalism and Shintoism which had been such a 
distinctive feature of prewar teaching.
The Guiding Principles went on to apply these 
general ideas to particular aspects of Japanese 
history: ancient times, the medieval and early modern 
period, modern times, the dating of events, and the 
Imperial House, A summary of these comments is 
presented here, together with salient features of the 
textbook illustrative of the values being inculcated.
The Ministry advised teachers about the dating 
of events according to the Western calendar and
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cautioned them about the way they were to present the 
Imperial House in Japanese history. These two issues 
had been linked in prewar days through the method of 
dating events from the accession of the first (and 
legendary) Emperor. Now, historical facts alone 
were to be taken into consideration when teaching 
about the Imperial line and the dating of events 
was to be determined by scholarly research. The use 
of the Western calendar had an additional advantage 
since it might encourage students to take an open- 
world view of Japan's national history.
In relation to ancient history, teachers were 
expected to maintain a calmly critical attitude on 
controversial matters and to keep in mind the results 
of scholarly research. The findings of archaeologists 
and sociologists, and evidence from Chinese records 
were to provide the facts, now regarded as the basis 
of history teaching. Myths and legends, drawn from 
the ancient Japanese histories the Ko.jiki and the 
Nihon Shoki, were excluded so that they would not be 
confused with historical fact. On the question of 
the origin of the Japanese people, where the 
foundation of fact was thought to be inadequate, 
teachers were instructed to refrain from coming to 
definite conclusions. On the other hand, they were 
urged not to use too much archaeological detail when 
teaching about the early impact of foreign 
civilisation. The Ministry expressed a new interest 
in the process of social change in singling out for 
special mention the social effects of the introduction
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of rice-farming. Lastly it urged teachers to get away 
from political events in the period of Fujiwara 
dominance and to consider instead the cultural and 
social consequences of such rule.
The opening paragraphs set the tone of the book 
with a rational account of the beginnings of 
civilisation in Japan based on material evidence.
It contrasts sharply with the wartime textbook with 
its mysticism and sentimentality, and even with the 
more sober Second National Textbook.
In the sea to the east of the Asiatic continent 
there are islands which stretch from north to 
south in a long thin line. These are the 
islands of Japan where we live. The heat and 
cold are not extreme; rain falls in good 
measure; the trees and grasses grow thick, 
and the scenery in each of the four seasons 
has a different appearance.
It was in very ancient times that our ancestors 
settled down in this country. We do not know 
just when it was, but without a doubt it was 
at least several thousand years ago. All over 
the world, in times when culture was not 
developed, man still did not know how to use 
metal. He made tools of stone and used them.
This period is known as the Stone Age, 
Occasionally when we are walking on the warm, 
southern side of hills we see shells scattered 
about, gleaming white in the fields. These are 
salt-water and fresh-water clams which the 
people of those days collected, ate and then 
piled up. We call these shell mounds. From 
shell mounds, besides shells, the bones of fish 
and tools ordinarily used by the people of 
those days are dug out. From these finds we  ^
can tell how the people of ancient times lived.
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 388.
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Neither the Sun Goddess nor her Heavenly 
Grandson appeared in the first chapter of Kuni no 
Ayumi. Mythology now had no place between the same 
covers as objective history.
Only one mythological figure was included, the 
Emperor Jimmu, and even then he was presented in an 
undramatic way and in the guise of fact, under a 
less common name.
Yamato is the region corresponding to the 
present Nara prefecture. It is a compact 
basin encircled by verdant hills. The most 
powerful men of those times arose within 
this basin and gradually unified Japan.
The man who started this great work and 
ascended the throne as the first Emperor in 
the palace of Kashihara at the foot of 
Unebiyama is known as Kamuyamato Iwarehiko 
no Sumeramikoto.^
The Emperor Nintoku, who was traditionally held 
up as a paragon of benevolence and personal economy, 
was transformed into the occupant of one of the 
largest burial mounds in the country. This is an 
instance, and one of many, of the general shift away 
from interest in individual behaviour towards 
knowledge of developments in material culture.
When the society evolved further they made 
a practice of building fine tombs, piling 
earth up high# These are now known as 
kofun. They are generally round, but there 
are also key-hole shaped ones such as are 
not seen on the continent. Among them,
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 389#
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those of the Emperor Öjin and of the Emperor 
Nintoku are exceptionally large. In these 
tombs haniwa (clay figures) representing 
houses, people and animals have been discovered, 
and mirrors, jewels, swords, armour, helmets 
etc have been unearthed. When we see these 
articles we can well understand the way of 
life of the people of those days.l
These quotations incidentally reveal one of the 
characteristics of the range of facts employed in the 
new history. Reference is made twice, in the opening 
passage of Kuni no Ayumi and in the last section on 
burial mounds, to 'the way of life of the people'.
These are early indications that the authors of the 
first postwar textbook ignored the vertical bond 
between emperor and subject and attempted to direct 
the attention of the young to the activities of ordinary 
people in society.
On the broader 'international' scene, the 
uniqueness of the national entity, so closely 
identified with ultranationalism and Shinto was no 
longer apparent. In its place came a new emphasis 
on cultural and economic contact with foreign peoples 
which overshadowed political and military relations.
This new emphasis further extended to an interest in 
the social consequences of such contact, including, 
most significantly, the emergence of the Imperial line 
itself.
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 390»
1
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Changes in the Way of Living
...ways of ploughing fields, planting rice and 
making tools from metal were introduced from 
across the sea. At the time when our ancestors 
were still using stone tools, in neighbouring 
China they were using bronze tools made from 
mixing copper and lead, and finally they came 
to use iron tools. These were introduced into 
Japan and we too began to use tools of metal. 
Bronze swords and halberds were made and also 
iron tools. In pottery, also, new things 
came to be made.
The Beginning of Agriculture
The people’s way of living took a step forward 
because agriculture began. When the method 
of planting rice in paddy fields spread, people 
were compelled to live together in a fixed 
place in order to cultivate the fields year 
after year. Thus, here and there, villages 
were built where people lived together. The 
people of the village combined their efforts 
and worked hard at planting time and harvest. 
They also pooled their efforts in digging 
ponds and ditches and channelling water, 
opening up virgin land and making paddy fields.
Along with the progress of society, outstanding 
people began to emerge who united a large 
number of villages and gave orders. This 
consolidation occurred everywhere. Powerful 
men appeared, particularly in North Kyushu and 
in the Yamato region, which had early been 
civilised, and among them emerged men who had 
been to the continent and introduced Chinese 
culture. The Yamato court was-^the one which 
united Japan into one country.
Within the first five pages of Kuni no Ayumi 
Japan's contact with Korea was dealt with, and in the
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 388-9»
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same factual style. The Empress J ingu did not appear 
in this account. Rather, the textbook related how 
writing was introduced, along with Confucianism and 
Buddhism, and how immigrants brought new techniques 
like metal working, sewing, weaving and silk-worm 
raising from their continental homelands. The 
textbook went on to say,
The court welcomed these people kindly and 
conferred important duties and high rank on 
able people, encouraging ability to flourish 
greatly. In this way, since they introduced 
a variety of new articles of culture, the 
way of living advanced from day to day and 
people's minds were gradually improved.1
Japan's cultural horizons were shown to have widened 
further as technological, artistic and religious 
ideas were brought across the sea. It was not only 
China and Korea with whom Japan was in contact, but 
with India to the south, Bokkai in the Manchurian 
area to the north, and Persia and Arabia to the west. 
It is a significant example of the new open-world 
view that the Chinese, not Japanese, Buddhist priest 
Ganjin was used to illustrate the difficulties 
surmounted by the bearers of culture.
Politics were not ignored in Kuni no Ayumi, but 
political activities involving the Imperial line 
ceased to be of major interest. The loyalist heroes 
of the prewar books were mentioned but lost their 
dramatic appeal, as the treatment of Sugawara no
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 391.
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Michizane will show. The textbook made no mention of 
the cause which he was supposed to have upheld nor the 
traditional honour paid to him as a righteous and 
loyal man. Instead, the power-holders attract 
attention. It is symbolic of the postwar attitude 
towards the history of Japanese politics that 
Michizane should appear in a section entitled 
'Michinaga and His Son',
The Emperor Uda, besides making use of the 
Fujiwara family, employed Sugawara no 
Michizane, an outstanding scholar, although 
he was of low birth. The next Emperor,
Daigo, also employed him in the government 
as Minister of the Left. However, the 
Fujiwara family disliked a man of another 
family gaining power and sent him to Dazaifu.
Thus the power of the Fujiwara gradually 
increased. Its most brilliant period was in^ 
the time of Michinaga and his son Yorimichi.
Having commented on ancient history, the Guiding 
Principles went on to deal with medieval and early 
modern times.
Teachers were expected to explain how government 
by the military families came into being and to 
describe the society that resulted. All the effort 
which had been made in prewar days to distinguish 
the true Southern Court from the Northern Court was 
made irrelevant by the new instruction to treat the 
Kemmu Restoration as a social movement and to explain 
the co-existence of the two dynasties with frankness.
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 400.
1
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Stories of war and war heroes were to be eliminated 
except in so far as they touched on the way of life 
of the people. More attention was to be devoted to 
those men who contributed to community progress, to 
culture among the common people, the development of 
commerce, industry and towns and the way of life of 
the farmers. Connections with the present day were 
to be pointed out.
In line with this policy, the textbook portrayed 
the first bushi as communal leaders, not as outstanding 
individuals who performed the duties of the central 
government in putting down rebels.
When the provinces fell into disorder, people 
in agricultural villages would have had no 
peace if they had not equipped themselves 
with arms, pooled their strength and defended 
themselves while daily cultivating their 
fields. Under these circumstances, the 
people who led the villagers were powerful 
landlords living on the shoen. Finally, at 
some point in time, the main function of these 
people came to be the bearing of arms rather 
than farming. This was the way the bushi 
came into being.
About half the chapter entitled 'Military 
Government', covering the early part of the Kamakura 
period, was made up of an entirely new section called 
'Society and Culture'. After reading this section, 
children were expected to answer the questions at the 
end of the chapter about the kind of life the bushi 
led; about the houses they lived in; the reasons why
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 402.
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new Buddhist sects came into existence; and what 
emakimono were. Besides providing the information 
relevant to these questions, the textbook treated 
economic developments of the period and the spread of 
culture among the bushi.
Especially noteworthy is the treatment of Taira 
no Kiyomori, execrated in prewar textbooks, and his 
son Shigemori, who had been regarded as a paragon 
of loyalty and filial piety. The textbook presents 
a case for and against Kiyomori on grounds quite 
different from those put forward in prewar textbooks, 
but makes no final judgment. It reports that 
Kiyomori
built a port at Hyogo, made efforts to 
trade with Sung China, the successors of 
the T*ang, opened up the Straits of Ondo 
in the Inland Sea so that ships could pass 
through, and performed services for the 
country. However, because he relied 
greatly on force, discontent arose and he 
was not able to flourish for very long,
On the other hand, the virtuous Shigemori was not 
even accorded an honourable mention.
Impartiality and lack of concern for moral 
aspects of behaviour were raised to a new peak in 
considering the events surrounding the Kemmu 
Restoration and the struggles between the Northern 
and Southern Courts. In the prewar textbook 
Ashikaga Takauji was portrayed as the archetypal 
villain and Kusunoki Masashige as the hero non-pareil.
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 403-4.
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In the postwar textbook their behaviour was held up 
neither for praise nor for blame. I t  simply says:
'From this  time (l336  AD) aris tocrats  and warriors 
served both courts as they pleased and continued 
fighting among themselves'.  ^ Neither the Northern 
nor the Southern Court was portrayed as the true one. 
The Emperor Komyo of the Northern line, like his 
Southern counterpart, was referred to as Tenno.
With lack of interest in the correct behaviour to be 
observed between sovereign and subject, the problem 
of correct t i t l e s  for emperors was of no importance.
In the same way the failure  of the Kemmu Restoration 
was attributed to the estrangement of aristocrats and 
warriors and was not made the occasion for dilating 
on the evils of disloyalty.
In contrast to the prewar textbook of whatever 
period, military action was not described in detail 
in Kuni no Ayumi, but simply noted. The consequences 
of war receive more sympathetic attention. The 
treatment of the Onin War is particularly  interesting 
since i t  must have le f t  Kyoto a scene of devastation 
much like that witnessed by the textbook writer as 
he went about his business in Tokyo in 1946. The 
war was not condemned directly , such is not the way 
of Kuni no Ayumi. I t s  concern is  with reconstruction.
The capital, which had flourished up to this 
time, was completely burned down and became 
a wilderness. But from the burnt remains a 
new strength was born and in i t s  place a new 
world came into being.^
T
K a i g o  a n d  N a k a ,  XX, 4ll .
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The case of Toyotomi Hideyoshi and his years of
dominance provides a small scale test of the changing
balance between economic and social considerations on
the one hand and military and political ones on the
other, which could be observed on a larger scale in
the textbook's treatment of the period of the Onin
War. Hideyoshi1s military exploits were briefly
related but the measures that he took to regulate
the country's economic and social life to ensure
stability and peace were given greater prominence.
The impression is given that the measures themselves
were regarded by the writer as more important than
the personalities involved. Having read the chapter,
children were expected to be able to answer the
question: 'When Hideyoshi had unified the country,
what sort of things did he do?'  ^ The textbook
provided relevant information on the land survey,
the standardisation of measures of area and distance,
the minting of coins of good quality made possible
by improved mining methods, and the breaking down
of barriers to trade such as poor roads and
monopolistic groups. Finally, the Sword Hunt was
given special prominence. His military exploits,
both in the course of unifying the country and in
attacking Korea were described briefly. However,
in the concluding sentence about the Korean
expeditions, a rare but clear expression of opinion
was offered, 'This war, which lasted for seven years,
simply wasted the lives of many men and a great 
2deal of money' .
T
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 422,
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The Guiding Principles then went on to comment 
on modern history- Officials who compiled it were 
emphatic that the new society yet to be built should 
be based on a correct understanding of modern 
history. The facts of modern history which seemed 
to the writers particularly relevant to this 
undertaking included the progress of science, and 
the development of both capitalism and constitutional 
government. As far as foreign relations were 
concerned, teachers were urged to consider the matter 
from the viewpoint of promoting international 
friendship and to beware of teaching anti-foreign 
ideas- Teachers were asked to treat Japan's wars 
with China, Russia and the allied powers carefully, 
since the primary aim was to build a peace-loving 
country -
The period following the Meiji Restoration 
provided an opportunity for Okubo Toshiaki, who was 
assigned this section of the textbook, to deal at 
length with facts connected with 'international 
friendship, interdependence and exchange of 
civilisation for mutual benefit', He set the tone 
of the chapter called 'The Mei.ji Restoration' with 
this comment on the Five Article Imperial Oath.
Thus in order to foster closer relations, the 
government announced the Restoration of 
Imperial Rule to all foreign countries- The 
people were also encouraged to be friendly 
to foreigners from this time on- Up to this 
time foreign policy had not been settled so 
that various awkward incidents had arisen,
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but now the government co-operated with 
foreign countries, adopting their good 
points and planning the advancement of 
the country.1
In keeping with this new attitude, an entirely 
new section entitled ’Cultural Developments’ was 
added. The introduction of foreign ideas was seen 
as giving an impetus to the setting up of a new 
system of schools and a university open to all, 
irrespective of social class. The establishment 
of girls' schools was said to have weakened men' s 
sense of superiority over women. In choosing 
Fukuzawa Yukichi and Tanaka Fujimaro as the only 
figures in the world of education to mention by 
name, Okubo expressed a clear bias in favour of non- 
traditional, Western-oriented figures. The success 
of the country's learned investigations in fields 
as widely separated as law and literature, medicine 
and agriculture, was attributed to the importation 
of Western ideas. Finally, at the end of the 
section, facts were given about changes in dress, 
hairstyles, food, reading-matter and buildings, 
aspects of material culture affected by foreign 
example.
Another new section on the history of the Meiji 
Restoration, entitled 'Towards a New Society' was 
devoted to matters which received no attention before 
the war: the newly established equality of the four
feudal classes, freedom to buy and sell land, the land
T
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 447*
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tax, the new currency, developments in sea and land 
communications and new industries.
The final section in the chapter dealt with 
constitutional government in a new way. Instead of 
the Emperor being the centre of attention in an 
account of the Five Article Oath and the Imperial 
Constitution, as in prewar textbooks, Kuni no Ayumi 
stressed the principles of the Oath and gave an 
account of the making of the constitution that 
mentioned both the role of the government and of the 
opposition. The Emperor was depicted as playing 
only the most formal role in the promulgation of the 
Oath and the Constitution. Two clauses of the Oath 
were stressed: that things should be done in the way
most people thought best, and that they should seek 
knowledge throughout the world. Far from praising 
the Emperor's benevolence and quoting his speeches 
at length, the new textbook gave an account of the 
making of the constitution, provoking the question 
posed at the end of the chapter: 'Why did the
government and the people want to create a 
constitution and a national assembly?'^
The balance of the following chapter, called 
'The World and Japan', is not as dramatically 
weighted in favour of economic and cultural matters 
as the questions at the end of the chapter would 
indicate. Two sections described foreign relations
Kaigo and Naka, XX, 452.
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and the wars of the Meiji period, while two more were 
entitled 'The Development of Industry' and 'Meiji 
Culture'. Although the last-mentioned sections were 
much shorter, six questions out of seven required 
knowledge of economic and cultural changes.
Strange to say, the final chapter entitled 
'From Taisho to Showa' is not typical of Kuni no Ayumi 
as a whole. A resume of wars and diplomatic action 
is presented without any consideration for changes 
in society since 1912, nor for the further development 
of the economy or cultural innovations since that 
time. Even the final quotation from the Emperor's 
speech renouncing his divinity is incongruous in a 
book which did not otherwise mention the relationship 
between the Emperor and the people. It may be 
recalled that this quotation was one of the very few 
inserted at American insistence.
The textbook, which owed more to a pre-war 
Japanese tradition in historical scholarship than to 
the post-war pressure of the American authorities, 
recalls the protests of the early Meiji period that the 
people were 'slaves at heart'. These protests had 
been drowned by the acclaim for national success.
The collapse of 19^ +5 gave the intellectual 
inheritors of people like Nakamura Keiu and Fukuzawa 
Yukichi the first opportunity to tell all the school- 
children that the national identity lay in the common 
man and not in the Imperial line.
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CHAPTER V
For nine years after the publication of Kuni no 
Ayurni, the Ministry of Education made no real effort 
to stress the teaching of Japanese history. Yet, in 
1955» when the nation's history was emphasised once 
more, the Ministry continued to follow the principles 
formulated by the writers of Kuni no Ayumi in 1946.
It is the constancy of the Ministry in supporting the 
values formulated in the immediate postwar years 
under American supervision that forms the main theme 
of this chapter, devoted largely to the post- 
Occupation period.
The failure of the Ministry to stress the teaching 
of the nation's history, using either Kuni no Ayumi or 
privately published textbooks, is striking when set 
against the important role assigned to the subject in 
the years after 1920. It may have stemmed partly from 
a reaction against the prewar stress on Kokushi 
(National History). Be that it may, in the years after 
1945 the Ministry was not forced to recognise in the 
teaching of Japanese history any strong sense of 
national identity generally held within the
community at large and expressed with assurance.^
_
It is interesting to compare the impressions of the 
anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn at the war's end and the 
more recent work of Ezra Vogel. They are suggestive 
but in no way conclusive. Writing in an article 
entitled 'Education, Values, and Anthropological 
Relativity' Kluckhohn related the following story.
One experience left a deep impression on
me when I was in Japan after the war.
(continued on next page)
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The tiny minority of Marxist historians who did speak 
with assurance did not win mass support.
Indeed, part of the Ministry's failure to stress 
the teaching of history may well stem from the lack 
of sympathy shown by the government to the Marxist 
interpretations of history that dominated the postwar 
historical world. At the same time non-Marxist 
intellectuals, to whom officials in the Ministry could 
listen more sympathetically, were much less confident 
than their Marxist colleagues in the early postwar 
years and do not appear to have found anything in 
the nation's history with which they could create a 
new national identity. Marxist and non-Marxist
1 (continued)
The Japanese, particularly some of the Japanese 
intellectuals, were shocked by the fact that few 
of us could utter even a coherent sentence or 
two about our national values beyond a vague 
reference to the Declaration of Independence or 
something of that sort. Japanese after Japanese 
said to me in substance, 'Why, I even asked a 
Colonel in your Army, and he couldn't tell me 
what Americans believed as a nation and what cLthe long-term objectives of American policy were'.
The assurance with which Japanese could express 
themselves on the subject of national values, doubtless 
a function of their formal schooling in prewar Japan, 
does not seem to have carried down through a period of 
disenchantment with all that was Japanese to the years 
when national confidence began to rise with international 
acceptance and economic prosperity. On the basis of 
studies made from 1958 to i960, Vogel stressed the lack 
of certainty in expressing attachment to their country 
shown by^group interviewed.*3
a See Kluckhohn, Richard (ed.), Culture and Behavior, 
Collected Essays of Clyde Kluckhohn (New York, Free 
Press of Glencoe, I962) p.298-9•
b See Vogel, Ezra F., Japan's New Middle Class, The 
Salary Man and His Family in a Tokyo Suburb(Berkeley, 
University of California Press, T963) especially 
pp.86-7 *
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historians alike were apt to stress Japan's 
intellectual and spiritual short-comings in the 
early postwar years, offering little help to the 
Ministry of Education, concerned as it was with 
rebuilding the future through the minds of children. 
It is indicative of the general disillusionment with 
'nationalism' that the question of inculcating 
patriotism in schools did not become a matter of 
serious controversy until the early 1 9 5 0 s.^
A further explanation for the insignificance of 
the role assigned to the teaching of history and 
official commitment to postwar values can be found 
in the new social studies course adopted by the 
Ministry in 19^7«
1
It is noteworthy that Funayama Kenji in his book 
Sengo Nihon Kyoiku Ronso Shi [A History of Postwar 
Controversies in Japanese Education] (Tokyo, Toyokan 
Shuppansha, 1958) when presenting viewpoints on the 
inculcation of patriotism in schools (pp.245-67) 
draws material from the early 1 9 5 0 s, not the 1940s.
The best known of the early expressions of interest 
in the teaching of Japanese history was the statement 
made by Yoshida Shigeru, who was Prime Minister at 
the time, to members of the Jiyu To (Liberal Party) 
on 1 September 1952, 'we should tighten our rearmament 
both from the material and spiritual point of view. 
Thus, from the spiritual side of education, through 
the teaching of history, the crowning glory of every 
country, and geography, revealing the beauty of the 
land, we should foster patriotism, the foundation 
of military preparedness'. (Quoted by Funayama p.246 
from the Asahi Shimbun, 2 September 1952). While 
this was a highly provocative statement, its 
significance for the postwar aims of history teaching 
is minimal, judging by the Ministry's subsequent 
statements and actions.
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In 19^ +7 the government declared, in the 
Fundamental Law of Education, that it was resolved 
to 'contribute to the peace of the world and welfare 
of humanity by building a democratic and cultural 
state'.^ The social studies course, introduced 
from America, promised to serve the new aims of 
education more effectively than any refurbished 
history course. The new subject was drawn up in 
America with a democratic society in view. It was 
drafted so that it could be taught to all school 
grades. It also touched on a wider range of social 
experience than did the history course, raising 
matters like the individual's role in the family, 
in the school and in the community, as well as in 
national life, all roles that had been called in 
question, and for which democratic answers were 
currently sought.
An additional reason can be suggested to explain 
why the history course was not given greater 
prominence. The model used most extensively by the 
Ministry in drafting its social studies course was
the program for the state of Virginia, which was, in
2turn, directly influenced by John Dewey. In 
adopting this program so whole-heartedly, the Ministry- 
adopted a view antipathetic to the teaching of history
T
Education in the New Japan, II, IO9.
2
Kobayashi, John Dewey in Japanese Educational 
Thought, pp.127-30.
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in a chronological manner and, incidentally, one 
which strongly favoured the postwar values described 
in the last chapter. John Dewey himself did not 
believe in the study of the past for its own sake.^ 
Dewey was concerned with history only in so far as 
it served wider social purposes; he was interested 
in the past to the extent that it could help to 
remake the future, a democratic future. The adoption 
by the Ministry of this approach entailed the 
selection of only such historical facts as would help 
to accomplish the goal of building a 'democratic and 
cultural state'. The teaching of history in a 
traditional manner would seem to be a comparatively 
wasteful way of achieving this goal, hence the 
relatively unimportant role assigned to the teaching 
of Japanese history.
In 1947, when compulsory education was extended 
to nine years, under American pressure, social studies 
was incorporated with apparent enthusiasm into the 
curriculum for every year of both the elementary 
school (covering the first six years) and the lower 
secondary school (covering the final three). In the 
elementary school, history was replaced entirely by 
social studies; but in the lower secondary school, 
Kokushi (National History) was allotted one hour 
per week in the second last and two hours per
1
Neill, Thomas P., 'Dewey's Ambivalent Attitude 
Toward History' in John Blewett S.J. (ed.), John 
Dewey: His Thought and Influence (New York, Fordham 
University Press, i960) p.150.
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week in the last year of the nine year program. Social
studies was allotted four hours per week in each of
these years and as much as five or six in previous 
1years.
How did the 1947 syllabus for social studies 
suggest that historical material be used in the 
teaching of elementary and lower secondary school 
pupils? Unlike the wartime National Studies program, 
in which National History was a distinct subject, 
this new program permitted none of the traditional 
divisions into subjects. Unlike the 'New Education' 
of prewar days, which introduced new methods into 
the teaching of established subjects, this postwar 
product of the 'New Education' required new materials 
to be taught in new ways. The social studies syllabus 
of 1947 was child-centred, in the sense that the pupil 
was expected to widen his own social experience as he 
confronted social problems and attempted to resolve 
them in the classroom. This approach was posited on 
the belief that 'social experience that results from 
these activities becomes the true knowledge of the 
pupils and moulds their abilities and attitudes', and 
rejection of the belief that learning is brought
about by ' simply explaining things which adults think
2important and seeing that they remember them'.
1
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, XXIX,200 and 208, for a list of 
subjects and the time allotted for elementary and 
lower secondary schools respectively.
2
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, XXIX,470.
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Great emphasis was put on social change and on 
man as the master of his environment.
The Ministry produced general guides for teachers 
unfamiliar with the new subject.'*' Each of the nine 
years of compulsory schooling was assigned an area 
of social experience to be dealt with in units or 
problems. In some years as many as ten problems 
might be assigned for consideration and in others, 
six, A survey of the syllabus suggested for each of 
the nine years of compulsory education reveals some 
reference to the past in the problems and study 
activities in practically every school grade. Yet 
no attempt was made to present an ordered, 
chronological picture of Japanese history. The 
historical elements in this material emphasised the 
same sort of cultural, social and especially economic 
developments as appeared in 19^6 in Kuni no Ayumi, 
but greater interest was shown in religious matters.
The real impact of the social studies approach 
on the teaching of historical material lay in the 
encouragement it gave children to be more critical 
of the established social order and to see their 
role in society as an active one, remaking the 
future.
1
Mombusho [Ministry of Education], Gakushu Shido 
Yoryo, Shakaikahen I (Shian) [study Guide, Social 
Studies Section~I (A Tentative Plan)], Volume I 
was published on 20 May 1947* A second volume 
appeared on 25 July 19^7«
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It soon became evident that the performance of
teachers unfamiliar with the methods demanded by the
social studies course displeased experienced teachers
and administrators. Whatever the hopes of some
people, and their hopes were still high in 1 9 5 0 ,^
the Ministry of Education stated plainly that 1 2it
can hardly be said that well-grounded and effective
2education is made in this subject area' . In 1951
the Ministry attempted to give more guidance to
bewildered teachers by showing them how social
3studies could be taught more effectively. It ceased 
to list National History as a separate subject in 
the lower secondary school curriculum and made it an 
optional part of the social studies program.
A short statement of aims for the teaching of 
Japanese history was included in the 'syllabus' of 
1 9 5 1 » It is noteworthy that the statement, which is
1
The Japanese Education Reform Council, the highest 
official advisory body, stated in 1 9 5 0 : 'it is evident
that the former education could not succeed in 
educating us for life in society. Attaining morality 
for collective perfection is a task which we must 
accomplish, for the growth and development of our 
democratic society. Taking this point of view, people 
expect much from the social studies', quoted from 
Education Reform in Japan, The Present Status and The 
Problems Involved (no place of publication, 1 9 5 0 ) p . 59 »
2
Ministry of Education, Progress of Education Reform 
in Japan (no place of publication, 1 9 5 0 ) p.18.
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, XXIX,5 6 6 .
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translated below, endorses the presentation of social, 
cultural and economic history, as well as political 
history; that it is interested in the community, not 
in authoritarian relationships; that it maintains an 
open-world view, and views history as a process of 
change, in much the same manner as the Guiding 
Principles published by the Ministry in 1946. It 
differs in two ways, firstly, in displaying a new 
approach to the periodization of history that is 
doubtless Marxist in origin, and secondly, in adopting 
a much more questioning attitude towards contemporary 
society and encouraging participation in the 
resolution of social problems. The statement is 
manifestly pupil-centred and problem-oriented in the 
best social studies manner,
1 Understanding of the fact that broadly 
speaking Japanese society has passed 
through a primitive stage, an ancient 
stage, a feudal stage and has finally 
evolved into a modern society; and of
the fact that these various social stages 
differ essentially,
2 Contribution to solving our present-day 
problems through an understanding of 
people's lives in various stages of society 
and the solution of their problems,
3 Understanding of the fact that government, 
economics, culture and the way the people 
live are closely connected in all societies; 
cultivation of the ability to consider and 
co-ordinate them.
4 Cultivation of an ability to consider Japan's 
special qualities and to understand present- 
day social problems in the context of world
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history, as well as an understanding of 
the development of Japanese society, 
always against the background of world 
his tory.
5 Understanding of the shape of Japan's 
social development through aspects of 
history in the pupils' own environment.
6 Cultivation of interests and attitudes 
leading to a correct evaluation of our 
cultural legacy; respect for and a 
positively friendly attitude towards 
this legacy.
7 Cultivation of habits and attitudes 
fostering personalities respected by 
others, that will co-operate positively 
in the development of society, through 
the example of our ancestors who 
contributed to the progress of society.
8 Cultivation of abilities and attitudes 
in people who, in addition to holding 
deep love and respect for their birthplace 
and their country, will associate in a  ^
friendly way with people of all countries.
The recovery of autonomy in 1952 enabled Japanese 
officials, if they so wished, to repudiate the aims 
and methods of the social studies program, popularly 
and rightly associated with the United States, the 
state of Virginia and the name of John Dewey. In 
1955 > much to the annoyance of progressive 
educationists, the Ministry broke with the social 
studies approach, at least in the lower secondary 
school, and split what was still called the social
Kindai Nihon Kyoiku, XXIX, 570.
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studies course into three parts: Geography in the 
first year, History in the second and Politics, 
Economics and Society in the third. Social studies 
thereby became less diffuse and the Ministry satisfied 
the complaint, a serious one in Japan, that 
examination results and entrance to institutions of 
higher learning were being jeopardised.^
The wording of the 1955 syllabus, reinstating 
Japanese history as a separate subject, does not 
reveal any sudden rise in patriotic fervour. Yet 
the suspicion remains that the Hatoyama cabinet's 
action in dismantling the lower secondary school 
social studies course was connected with a revival 
of national pride after the recovery of independence. 
There is evidence from the syllabus itself that it 
was used to check left-wing thought; it offered no 
encouragement to those who wanted to teach 
revolutionary social theory, or to those who slighted 
Japan's traditional culture and denounced her foreign 
wars as purely aggressive. Be that as it may, the 
statement of aims shows no hint of a retreat by the 
Ministry from the postwar values endorsed in 19^6 and 
1951» The aims of the history course are translated 
here in full:
1
Zadankai 'Rekishi Kyoiku no Shomondai' [A round­
table conference on 'The Problems of History 
Education'] in Nihon Rekishi [Japanese History] 
no.123, September 1958, p.10.
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Historical Division
Concrete Aims
1, See that they reflect on the fact that our life 
at the present day is founded on historical 
circumstance, and see that they understand how 
very important it is to think about all matters, 
including both those close to themselves and 
broad social problems, from an historical 
standpoint.
2, While cultivating an attitude of thinking about 
Japanese history in the way it relates to and 
compares with world history and seeing that they 
understand an outline of unique development in 
Japanese history, see that they understand that 
there are common developments and human emotions 
and aspirations at the bottom of the historic 
activities of humanity far and wide in every 
part of the world, and cultivate an attitude 
which seeks to understand the problems of 
everyday social life from the broad viewpoint
of world history.
3. See that they understand that the development 
of social life throughout the world differs in 
various ways according to the time and place.
4. See that they understand how regions both within 
Japan and in the world as a whole gradually unite 
through the growth of culture, the development
of industry, and the progress of transport and 
communications, and how life in the regions 
concerned goes on to develop still more as a 
result; in line with this, see that they are 
aware that lack of freedom in cultural inter­
change, industry and communications is a 
disaster for the way of life of humanity.
3. See that they understand that the way we live
nowadays is the result of the unremitting effort 
of earlier generations to improve social life 
and utilise our natural environment, and see 
that they think how they may make their efforts 
effective in developing our way of life in the 
future,
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6, The history of Japan and of every part of the
world can in general be seen from the viewpoint 
of politics, economics and culture, but 
cultivate an attitude of seeing and thinking 
about history in a comprehensive manner, not 
seeing it from just one of these angles.
7# Through studying the flow of Japanese history 
and outlines of the development of social life 
in the world at large, see that they understand 
the respective roles of politics, economics, 
culture etc in human life, and see that they 
realise that they must make an effort to build 
good institutions and practices and see that 
people develop these correctly.
8. See that they understand how social life has
developed historically, producing along the way 
distinctive periods; and as well as seeing that 
they understand the historical significance of 
each period, see that they realise how the life 
of each period exerts an influence on our way 
of life at the present day.
(1) While making comparisons with an outline 
of the genesis and development of man's 
social life, the appearance of human 
culture and ancient world civilisations, 
see that they understand how the life of 
the ancestors of us Japanese began.
(2) See that they understand the stages by 
which, after the country of Japan was 
created, its content and form gradually 
took shape, and see that they understand 
the development of culture and life in 
ancient Japan and their special 
characteristics, with the ancient history 
of Asia as a background.
(3) See that they understand the way in which 
the bus hi gained power and society changed, 
drawing comparisons with foreign countries; 
and in addition, see that they understand 
the special features of the Kamakura and 
Muromachi Bakufu government^ and of the life 
and culture of the people of those days.
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(4) See that they understand how the early-modern 
Japanese feudal system reached its final form 
and understand the special features of the 
life and culture of the people of that period, 
while drawing comparisons with the formation 
of various modern European nations and their 
advance into Asia,
(5 ) In relation to the state of affairs 
surrounding the Meiji Restoration, when 
Japan was born as a modern state, make clear 
its special characteristics, while making 
comparisons with the genesis of the modern 
European state. See that they understand 
what road post-Meiji Japan followed from 
then on in developing her life and culture, 
while alluding to the general circumstances 
of the colonisation of Asia by European 
countries and changes in Japan's international 
posit ion.
(6) Explain the situation in Japan and in the 
world at large around the time of the Second 
World War, and against this historical 
background direct their attention to the 
question of what political, economic and social 
problems present-day Japan faces.
9« See that they understand that each of the problems
of present-day social life in Japan and in the world 
at large has its historical dimension.
(1) See that they reflect on the fact that 
factors from earlier periods, such as feudal 
elements, still remain in our present social 
life and ways of thinking, and cultivate a 
positive attitude of wanting to remove bad 
point s.
(2) See that they understand how society has 
changed as a result of the development of 
modern industry and a modern economy, and 
how in turn Japan’s industry and economy have 
changed.
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(3) See that they understand the facts of the 
universal extension of modern European 
society, and see that they think about the 
way Asian regions, which were backward in 
modernising, have been affected by this, 
and about the difficulties experienced as 
a result and what efforts are being made at 
present.
10. Make them conscious of the fact that everyone 
has a responsibility to fulfil his obligations 
toward the development of social life in Japan 
and in the world at large, through an 
understanding of the fact that history is 
something which progresses through the efforts 
of mankind.
(1) Cultivate an attitude of understanding and 
respect for the achievements of our 
forebears who built up culture, contributed 
to the progress of social life, and worked 
for the nation and the people.
(2) See that they understand how thought, 
learning, religion and art produced by 
outstanding people has exerted throughout 
history a great influence on society.
(3) Beginning with the people who made an effort 
to introduce foreign culture, surmounting 
difficulties, see that they know about the 
achievements of the people in the past who 
began the adoption of foreign culture in 
Japan, and cultivate an attitude of wanting 
to learn from this.
(4) See that they are aware that in every age 
and every society men build a life and 
culture with distinctive features, but in 
that life and culture are hidden the 
activities of many men stemming from common 
human emotions and aspirations striving for 
material and spiritual happiness.
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(5) As well as seeing that they understand that 
in the development of social life there is 
always human activity directed toward giving 
freedom and happiness to as many as possible, 
see that they are aware that this manifests 
itself in a variety of ways according to the 
state of society, the people’s way of 
thinking, the standard of education etc. at 
the time.
(6) By an historical study of human life, see 
that they pay attention to the fact that the 
state of affairs under which peoples' 
freedom and fundamental human rights are 
not guaranteed is out of step with the 
progress of the age.
(7) As well as seeing that they understand the 
fine characteristics which modern democratic 
government has in comparison with other 
forms of government, cultivate abilities
and attitudes which will try to put democracy 
into actual practice in everyday life,
(8) See that they learn from the achievements, 
thought and beliefs of people who have 
striven for the maintenance of peace and 
respect for humanity in Japan and in the 
world at large, and see that they consider 
how they might put this into practice in 
their own lives.
(9) Through an understanding of the historical 
facts of treaty revision and of Japan1s 
foreign policy from the Meiji period on, 
see that they realise how fundamental a 
matter the independence of the country is 
both for their own happiness and for world 
peace.
(lO) See that they understand how important
world peace is in our lives, and how peace 
is not something given from outside but 
is achieved only through our positive 
efforts; and see that they consider the
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fact that the holding of racial prejudice 
and mutual suspicion between countries 
hinders international friendship and world 
peace. In connection with this, see that 
they think in particular about relations 
between Japan and Asian countries in modern 
times,
11, See that they correctly understand and appreciate 
the cultural heritage of learning, religion, art 
etc; and cultivate the ability and attitude of 
wanting to protect and respect it and to develop 
culture anew.
(1) See that they are aware of the fact that 
there is a variety of special features in 
the form of culture, according to the period 
and the society,
(2) As well as seeing that they think about the 
beliefs held by Japanese in ancient times, 
their manner of looking at things and way 
of thinking, through the substance of 
Japan's myths and legends, touch on these 
factors in foreign countries and see that 
they are aware of their differences and 
similaritie s.
(3) See that they understand that the influence 
on the development of Japanese culture of 
culture coming from abroad has been 
considerable.
(4) As well as seeing that they understand the 
special features of eastern and western 
culture and the facts concerning their 
transmission and exchange, by touching on 
such examples as Japan's period of national 
isolation, draw their attention to the fact 
that superior culture spreads despite 
geographical difficulties, and brings people's 
lives and ideas into a closer relationship
on the international plane.
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(5) Through an understanding and appreciation 
of the best culture of each period and its 
special features, foster an attitude of 
striving to develop new Japanese culture 
through each making the most of his 
abilitie s.
(6) See that they realise that understanding 
of and co-operation between the peoples of 
the world is necessary for the maintenance 
and development of precious human culture.
12. See that they develop attitudes and abilities
which will use historical materials correctly
and regard them critically.
(1) Cultivate attitudes and the ability to 
understand the historical significance of 
remains, relics etc., to take a sympathetic 
attitude toward them and respect them, and 
to protect them,
(2) Cultivate attitudes and the ability to 
understand myths, legends etc. in a 
scholarly manner and to handle such material 
in a scientific fashion and so make use
of them for an understanding of history.
(3) Cultivate attitudes and the ability to read 
historical maps and to draw them, and to 
make chronological and other charts based 
on accurate materials.
(4) See that they develop the ability to collect 
materials on the past from far and wide, and 
foster a concern and interest in preserving 
them and arranging them historically, and 
also sow the seeds of the ability to view 
such materials critically from a comprehensive 
developmental point of view,
(3) In connection with historical phenomena, 
cultivate the ability to use a variety 
of dictionaries, chronologies, yearbooks 
and other reference works effectively.
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13* In relation to historical matters, cultivate an
attitude of first and foremost getting the actual 
facts straight; and, as well as cultivating an 
honest attitude toward learning and research, of 
seeking after the true facts, avoiding general 
and abstract theories about historical change, 
foster the positive desire to put into practice 
in their own lives the skills and attitudes which 
they have acquired through their school-work.x
Opponents of the ruling conservative parties in 
postwar Japan resisted, as a matter of course, any 
attempt to dismantle institutions and to reverse 
policies initiated in the immediate postwar years* 
They had become symbolic of the new freedom enjoyed 
by critics of the government* The social studies 
syllabus was part of this postwar settlement* The 
Nihon Kyoshokuin Kumiai (The Japan Teachers' Union), 
itself the creation of postwar labour laws and the 
most violent and persistent critic of the Ministry, 
made a statement on the revised syllabus to the 
effect that it meant giving up the study of society 
in favour of a history course aimed at the 
inculcation of a reactionary morality and fragmentary 
knowledge, without a proper interpretation of social 
change * ^
1
Mombusho [Ministry of Education] Chugakko Gakushu 
Shido Yoryo, Shakaika hen, Showa 30 nendo Kaiteiban 
[Lower Secondary School Study Guide, Social Studies 
Section, Revised Edition, 1955] (Tokyo, 1956) 
pp * 18-23 *
2
Statement reported in Shuppan Rodo Kumiai Kondankai 
[Conference of the Publishing Workers' Union] Genko 
Kyokasho Seido no Shomondai, Kokuteika o Meguru 
Ugoki [Problems of the Present Textbook System, the 
Trend Towards the Creation of a National Textbook 
Scheme] (Tokyo, Iwanami, 1955) P*53»
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The more practical action taken by the Teachers' 
Union at this time was the publication of a set of 
standards to help teachers in making their selection 
from textbooks authorised by the Ministry,^" If the 
fifteen questions listed by the union are asked of 
the new syllabus and not of the textbooks, only one 
would certainly have been answered in a manner 
totally unsatisfactory to the union. Far from 
determining by means of 'laws' the epochs of social
1
Teachers were asked to check textbooks to see that 
they had the following desirable features: (l)
periodisation not linked to the seat of political 
power, (2) epochs of social development determined 
by laws, (3) myths not connected with ultranationalist 
ideas; myths better eliminated altogether, (4) material 
survivals from ancient times dealt with in connection 
with society in those times, (5 ) aristocratic 
government linked with the emperor system, (6) the 
nature of military government linked with the way of 
life of the people, (7) Kemmu Restoration and Northern 
and Southern Courts conflict linked to the trend of 
the times, no praise of Kusunoki Masashige, (8) 
farmers protests dealt with, (9) Meiji Restoration 
not centred on the Emperor, emphasis on short­
comings in modernization, (lO) no hint of militarist 
thinking in connection with aggression against the 
continent, (ll) no prejudice in favour of America 
or Russia, (l2) Meiji Constitution dealt with 
critically when dealing with the postwar 
constitution, (13) moral code of bushido - simplicity, 
frugality, devotion, loyalty etc. - not presented in 
modified form, (l4) selfless patriotic service, 
loyalty etc not advocated, (15) traditional family 
morality not praised and presented as the morality 
for society. The questions, taken from Nihon Kyoiku 
Shimbun of 16 June 1955i are translated from Nihon 
Minshu To (Japan Democratic Party), Ureubeki 
Kyokasho no Mondai [The Problem of Deplorable 
Textbooks] (Tokyo, Nihon Minshu To, 1953) I? 50-51«
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development, the Ministry advised teachers to avoid 
'general and abstract theories about historical 
change'.^  This one point of certain disagreement 
directs attention to a Marxist interpretation of 
change which remained perhaps the chief issue on 
which left-wing historians attacked the Ministry 
over its history syllabus. This criticism should 
not lead us to conclude that the Ministry was 
attempting to return to the prewar view of history, 
emphasising its continuities. The reformist Ministry 
was emphasising gradual, not revolutionary, change.
In reserving its more detailed criticism for 
textbooks and not the syllabus, the Teachers' Union 
pointed to the ground on which conflicts of opinion 
on the proper aims and content of the history course 
were fought in the postwar period. Textbooks and not 
syllabuses were at the centre of the controversy 
over what should be taught. The next history 
syllabus appeared after three years of controversy 
over the authorisation of textbooks, in 1958.
The textbook problem became a matter for lively 
discussion in the years 1955 and 1956, when right- 
wing politicians attacked the left-wing bias of many 
social studies textbooks.
These attacks can be traced back to February 
1955 > to the election campaign that brought the
1
See Clause thirteen of the aims of the 1955 
syllabus as quoted above.
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second Hatoyama cabinet to power. Subsequently the 
matter was raised in a committee of the House of 
Representatives known as the Gyosei Kansatsu 
Tokubetsu Iinkai (Special Committee for Investigation 
into Administration). Since the authorisation of 
privately compiled textbooks, the subject under 
consideration, was itself part of the postwar 
settlement (set up in 1948 under American guidance), 
this helped to raise the emotional level of discussion 
from the viewpoint of the government's critics. 
Government supporters, for their part, directed 
criticism at certain social studies textbooks. The 
final report of the committee, completed on 12 March 
1956 included a section entitled 'Concerning Bias in 
the Content of Textbooks' drawing heavily on the 
evidence of a former vice-chairman of the Ministry of 
Education's Textbook Investigation Committee, Ishii 
Kazutomo. He took the Ministry to task for approving 
the publication of three types of social studies 
textbook: the labour movement type, the Marxist-
Leninist peace-movement type and the kind that 
praised China and Russia. Responding to the charge 
that the bias that he had detected came from the work 
of left-wing writers alone, he claimed that if he 
came across textbooks which extolled the Emperor as 
they used to do and contradicted the present 
constitution guaranteeing the sovereignty of the 
people, he would raise the matter, but that as far 
as he knew no such textbooks existed at that time.
In an amendment to the draft of the report, added 
at the last moment, Ishii warned the committee that
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many textbook writers were connected with the left- 
wing Japan Teachers' Union,
Despite the critical tone of the summary of 
evidence included in the report, the committee made 
no direct recommendation concerning the aims of the 
social studies course or the future content of 
textbooks. It simply suggested administrative measures 
that might be taken to tighten up methods of approval 
and to prevent the commercialisation of textbook 
production, which it deplored.^"
The political impact of the committee's report 
was blunted by the prior publication of a right-wing 
pamphlet called Ureubeki Kyokasho no Mondai (The 
Problem of Deplorable Textbooks) in three volumes in 
September, October and November 1955» In compiling 
this pamphlet, the Nihon Minshu To (Japan Democratic 
Party) drew on evidence presented to the House of 
Representatives' committee, adding more detail and 
presenting it in a more provocative way. The pamphlet 
was an extended attack on the Japan Teachers' Union, 
claiming that textbooks were currently regarded as 
commodities edited so as to please the union. To 
the three types of textbook described in the 
committee's proceedings, this pamphlet added a fourth,
1
Shugi in Gyosei Kansatsu Tokubetsu Iinkai Giroku 
F u r o k u [Houseof Representatives Special Committee 
for Investigation into Administration, Supplement 
to the Record of Proceedings], dated 12 March 1956* 
especially pp.6-7 and pp.20-21.
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the type that supported the Teachers' Union 
unconditionally. Labelling these textbooks 1akai 
kyokasho' ('red textbooks'), it traced connections 
between the writers of such textbooks and the union.^
Although it was aimed at the Teachers' Union, 
Ureubeki Kyokasho no Mondai roused historians to a 
spirited defence of their freedom to write history 
for schoolchildren on their own terms. The pamphlet 
raised the prospect of tighter control by the right- 
wing governing party of textbooks written by 
historians, who were not all extreme in their views. 
The more outspoken declared, in effect, that history 
was one and the same whether written for children 
or adults, that scholarship and education were not 
separable, and that any limitation on the writing of 
textbooks not stemming from 'scientific' criticism 
was an infringement of academic freedom.
Ienaga Saburo, one of the writers of Kuni no 
Ayumi, promptly wrote an article published in October 
1955 in the journal Rekishigaku Kenkyu, pointing out 
the fact that the pamphlet Ureubeki Kyokasho no Mondai 
had been compiled by the largest party in the Diet 
and represented a serious challenge to 'scientific'
1
Nihon Minshu To [japan Democratic Party], Ureubeki 
Kyokasho no Mondai [The Problem of Deplorable 
Textbooks^], especially I, 10, 18- 9 »
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education.^ In the following month the journal 
published a more considered declaration on the 
textbook problem by the society (Rekishigaku Kenkyu 
K a i ) itself. It now declared that
the unjustified abuse in this pamphlet is a 
violation of the fundamental principle that 
history teaching must be based on the results 
of historical study. It is, moreover, closely 
connected with an attitude that pays little 
respect to the pursuit of truth in historical 
research and seeks a basis for the understanding 
of history outside science. This society has 
already declared in the first clause of its 
constitution: ’We do not recognise any authority
apart from scientific truth, and we must insist 
on the absolute independence of learning and 
freedom of research'. Consequently, standing 
on this principle, we firmly oppose the threat 
to freedom in education and academic research, 
which can be seen in the slanders that the 
Japan Democratic Party has inflicted on 
textbooks and in the anti-academic way of ^
thinking about history permeating the pamphlet.
By the time the special committee of the House 
of Representatives submitted its report on 13 March 
1 9 5 6 , the publicity that the textbook problem had
1
Ienaga Saburo, 'Minshu To no 1Ureubeki Kyokasho no 
Mondai' - Kagakuteki Kyoiku ni taisuru. Kozen no 
Chosen' [The Democratic Party's pamphlet 'The Problem 
of Deplorable Textbooks' - an Open Challenge to 
Scientific Education] in Rekishigaku Kenkyu [Historical 
Studies] no,188, October 1955» pp.27-30,
2
Rekishigaku Kenkyu Kai [Historical Studies 
Association] 'Kyokasho Mondai ni kansuru Seimei' [A 
Declaration on the Textbook Problem] in Rekishigaku 
Kenkyu [Historical Studies] n o , 189* November 1955*
p » 5 3 *
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received from both the ruling party and its opponents 
had generated strong public feeling. This feeling was 
compounded by the association of this problem with a 
proposal by the government to make local boards of 
education, another part of the postwar settlement, 
appointive instead of elective. The government 
proceeded to introduce two bills, the Kyokasho Hoan 
(Textbook Bill) and the Chiho Kyoiku Gyosei no Soshiki 
oyobi Unei ni kansuru Horitsuan (Bill concerning the 
Organisation and Conduct of Local Educational 
Administration) into the House of Representatives.
Both passed the lower house. While the bill concerning 
local boards of education was passed by the House of 
Councillors, despite desperate resistance by the 
Opposition, the Textbook Bill lapsed when the session 
of the upper house ended on 3 June without a vote 
being taken.
When the Diet failed to pass the Textbook Bill, 
the government resorted to strengthening administrative 
machinery within the Ministry of Education to achieve 
greater control. A great deal of attention was 
attracted in 1956 by what was popularly called the 
'F Purge' directed against left-wing textbooks
1
The subject of the content of textbooks is not 
mentioned in the outline of the aims of the bill 
given in Shugi in, Sangi in [House of Representatives 
and House of Councillors] Gikai Seido Nanajunen Shi, 
Kokkai Shi [Seventy Years of the Parliamentary System, 
A History of the Diet] (Tokyo, Okurasho Insatsukyoku, 
196i ) II, 409-11.
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written for school use in 1957'^ In 1956, for the 
first time, a further opinion was sought in certain 
cases where the judgment of the five original 
textbook investigators proved unsatisfactory for
1
The extent of the 'purge' should not be exaggerated. 
The government did not introduce a National Textbook 
Scheme by administrative means. In the nine years 
between 1955 and 1963, the Ministry approved the use 
of 209 history textbooks for use in lower secondary 
schools. More books were approved for 1957 (the 
'purge' year) than for any other.
For use in the school Number of textbooks approved 
year... for use in history classes in
lower secondary schools
1955 22
1956 2 6
1957 31
1958 27
1959 28i960 25
1961 24
1962 14
1963 12
The figures for the years 1955 to 1962 were supplied 
in a personal communication to the writer by the 
Textbook Authorisation Section, Primary and Secondary 
Education Bureau, Ministry of Education, The figure 
for 1963 is taken from Mombusho [Ministry of 
EducationJ Showa 38 nendo shiyo, Kyokasho Mokuroku, 
Chugakkoyo [A List of Textbooks for use in Lower 
Secondary Schools in 1963] (Tokyo, I962) pp,7~8 .
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some reason. These investigators, known as kyokasho
chosain, were not permanent officials but experts
chosen by the Ministry from other institutions.
Although the use made of this sixth 1 opinion' caused
a stir at the time, probably of greater long-term
importance was the appointment in October 1956 of
officials within the Ministry of Education called
kyokasho chosakan (textbook investigation officers)
The continuing interest taken in the views of these
men by people concerned with history teaching is an
indication of their importance. The views of Murao3Jiro, in particular, have attracted attention.
In the view of Tokutake Toshio, the permanent 
textbook investigation officers were an essential
1
An idea of the operation of 'Opinion F' may be 
gained from Jansen, Marius B., 'Education, Values and 
Politics in Japan' in Foreign Affairs, vol.35> July 
1957f p.671* A much fuller account will be found in Oda Jiro (Tokutake Toshio's pen-name) Nihon no 
Kyokasho [japan's Textbooks] (Tokyo, Sanichishobo, 
I960) pp.124-58,
2
Oda Jiro, Nihon no Kyokasho, p,2l4.
3For example, a critique of Murao's article 'Rekishi 
Kyoiku wa köre de yoi ka - Rekishi Kyoiku ni ataeta 
Marukusu Shigaku no Eikyo ni tsuite' [is History 
Education all right as it is? - concerning the 
Influence of Marxist History on History Education], 
which appeared originally in Ronso [Controversy] in 
February 1962, is to be found in Rekishi Hyoron 
[Historical Review] vol.l42, June 1962, pp,26-8.
The unnamed reviewer took particular exception to 
Murao's idea that there was a need to re-examine the 
good points of the old National History education.
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part of the authorisation process for textbooks,
together with the kyokayo-tosho kentei kijun
(standards for textbook authorisation) and the
syllabus.’*' One of the three mandatory requirements
for textbook authorisation to be observed by officials
in the Ministry was the requirement that textbooks
conform to the aims of the particular subject as laid
down in the syllabus. It is noteworthy that these
2standards were revised in November 1956.
1
Tokutake Toshio, Shin Kyokasho Ron [A New Essay on 
Textbooks] (Tokyo, Sanichishobo, 1961) p.198,
2
The three mandatory requirements, as of December 1958, 
were
(1) Conformity with the aims of education.
Is it in conformity with the aims and policies of 
education laid down in the Fundamental Law of 
Education? In addition, does it conform to the 
appropriate aims for schools laid down in the School 
Education Law?
(2) Conformity with the aims of the subject.
Does it conform to the aims of the particular subject 
laid down in the syllabus?
(3) A fair viewpoint.
As far as politics and religion are concerned, is 
there evidence of ideas and subject matter favouring 
particular political parties or religious groups, or 
evidence of criticism of or propaganda in favour of 
such ideology or beliefs.
In pointing out the ways in which the Ministry of 
Education tightened up the wording of these standards 
in 1956, Ienaga Saburö has made two points: firstly, 
that it no longer stated specific educational aims to 
which the textbooks had to conform, namely: respect 
for the spirit of peace, truth and justice, respect 
for the value of the individual, stress on work and 
responsibility and the nurturing of an independent 
spirit; secondly, that in expressing the idea that
(continued on next page)
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All these changes drew the attention of textbook 
writers and left-wing historians to the wording of 
the new history syllabus when it appeared and 
sharpened their critical faculties.
When it appeared in 1958, the new lower 
secondary school syllabus caused as much alarm by 
the manner of its publication as by its content.
For the first time it was published in the Official 
Gazette, giving it a legal binding power; it was no 
longer put out in the form of suggestions to teachers 
about the way they might organise their courses. The 
syllabus thus acquired even greater formal authority, 
although, it must be admitted, official suggestions 
had always been taken seriously.
Administrative action taken to strengthen the 
Ministry's control of textbook authorisation had 
already raised the suspicions of the government's 
critics about its intentions in regard to the aims 
and content of the course in Japanese history, but 
they were raised further by the re-introduction of a 
separate morals course into the curriculum in 1958. 
The new subject was not called Shushin but Dotoku, 
a name not associated with the prewar course. Dotoku
2 ( continued)
textbooks had to conform to the syllabus a stronger 
form of words was used. While the first point is 
well taken, the second ignores the fact that the 
form of words to which he objects in the 1956 
revision was the same as the original wording of the 
standards used in 19^9 (see Kindai Nihon Kyoiku,
XXV, 395)*
See Ienaga Saburo, Kyokasho Kentei [Textbook 
Authorisation] (Tokyo, Nihon Hyöronsha, 1965) p.77*
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did not head the list of subjects, dominating the 
others, as Shushin had done before 19^5> but was now 
separately listed.^ More important for our present 
purposes, the re-introduction of a morals course did 
not affect the rewritten history syllabus in any 
demonstrable way, as the statement of aims shows:
Aims
(l.) As well as seeing that they understand on what 
historical foundations our present social life 
has taken shape, foster an attitude of trying 
to think historically about matters with which 
pupils are closely acquainted and various 
problems confronting present-day society.
(2) As well as seeing that they grasp clearly a 
general idea of each period in history and 
understand historical changes in a well- 
rounded way, see that they understand the 
historical significance of each period and get 
them to think how each period influences our 
social life now.
(3) See that they correctly understand the history 
of our country from the viewpoint of world 
history and through it, see that they think 
about the special qualities of the traditions 
of the nation and the people, and of Japanese 
culture. Make them conscious of the role that
we ought to play in relation to the international, 
community and aim to nurture a feeling of being 
a member of the nation.
1
Mombusho Chosakyoku [Research Bureau, Ministry of 
Education] Chugakko, Gakushu Sh.ido Yoryo, Showa 
33 nendo Kaiteiban[Lower Secondary School Study 
Guide Revised Edition, 1958] (Tokyo, 1.958) table 
of contents.
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(4) Emphasise the study of modern history and 
especially see that they understand the genesis 
and development of democracy, the build-up of 
modern industry, changes in international 
relations, the growth of modern culture etc.
(5) See that they understand that in addition to 
there being special features in the historical 
development of mankind stemming from race, time 
and area, at bottom there is a quality of 
common humanity. Also, get them to think 
about the history of exchange of culture and 
international co-operation, and cultivate the 
attitude and will of wanting to co-operate and 
advance toward the realisation of world peace.
(6) See that they understand that the fact that 
history advances is attributable to man's work 
on his natural environment and to his 
unremitting efforts to improve social life. 
Encourage an attitude of respect for and 
understanding of the achievements of our 
ancestors who did their best to promote the 
development of culture, of the community and 
the nation.
(7) Foster an attitude and will which will want to 
understand the cultural heritage of learning, 
religion, the arts etc through study of the 
times in which they were produced, and to 
respect it, thinking about their significance, 
and to create and develop a new culture.
(8) Foster an attitude of wanting to pursue the 
truth and develop an ability to think 
historically and to judge impartially through 
various study activities based on authentic 
historical facts.1
1
Chugakko, Gakushu Shido Yoryo, Showa 33 nendo 
Kaiteiban, pp.32-33»
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As a source of left-wing comment on the aims of 
the history course, the journal Rekishigaku Kenkyu 
remained authoritative after 1955» Writing in this 
journal, Sato Nobuo pointed out that the 1958 
syllabus adopted values that were unsupported by 
scientific history. He objected that the nurturing 
of 'a feeling of being a member of the nation' and 
encouragement of 'an attitude of respect for and 
understanding of our ancestors' was not the proper 
task of history teaching, but was in fact 
preaching of a religious or moralistic kind.  ^ As a 
characterisation of the syllabus as a whole, Sato's 
statement is too strong. The Ministry remained 
committed to a rational approach to history.
However by drawing attention to clause six in the 
statement translated below, Sato pointed to an 
important difference between the 1955 syllabus and 
the syllabus of 1958. While there is no more 
emphasis on respect for the past in 1958 than in 
1955, comparison of the two syllabuses reveals a partial 
retreat from the social studies approach to history 
and from the spirit that found its extreme form in 
the declaration of one textbook writer that, 'history 
education is not an education that causes you to know 
the facts of the past, it must be an education that
I
Sato Nobuo, 'Gakushu Shido Yoryo no Kaitei ni tsuite' 
[Concerning Revision of the Study Guide] in 
Rekishigaku Kenkyu [Historical Studies] no.227»
January 1959» P»51»
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causes you to create the future’ . In the 1958 
syllabus the Ministry no longer set out to utilise 
a feeling of respect for the achievements of past 
generations to provoke criticism of contemporary 
society and to inspire action to resolve particular 
problems. Children were to be taught facts about 
the past to make them realise that they were the
heirs of the past, not to make them realise that
2they were the creators of the future.
For its part, the Japan Teachers' Union objected
particularly to the phrase 1rekishi no utsuri-kawari'
(historical changes) in clause two, claiming that the
Ministry was simply cataloguing changes without3interpreting them. By failing to link historical 
change with social structure, the Ministry offended 
not only the Teachers' Union but important left-wing 
historians as well. Toyama Shigeki, a prominent
1
Osada Arata, 'Rekishi Kyoiku no Kompon Mondai' 
[Fundamental Problems in History Education] in Rekishi 
Kyoiku [History Education] vol.III, part 1, January 
1955 > p.4. It is interesting to note that a textbook 
edited by Osada was taken by the special parliamentary 
committee mentioned above as typical of the Marxist- 
Leninist peace-movement type.
2
While this point is valid in the present context, it 
should be noted that the Ministry did not drain all 
criticism from the textbooks that it authorised 
thereafter. The chapter that follows shows this to 
be true.
3
Nihon Kyoshokuin Kumiai Kyoiku Bunka Bu hen [The Japan 
Teachers' Union, Department of Education and Culture] 
(ed.) Nihon no Kyoiku Katei [The Educational 
Curriculum of Japan] (Tokyo, Kokudosha, 1959) pp.186-7»
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supporter of the union's position, saw in this aspect 
of the 1958 syllabus a denial of the greatest need of 
contemporary Japanese education, namely the 
encouragement of children's critical judgment and the 
preservation and development of the systematic study 
of scientific knowledge. He believed that the 
syllabus actually aimed at weakening a critical and 
objective social consciousness among children by 
presenting them with an array of historical facts 
for memorization.
The considered criticism of the Teachers' Union 
turned mostly on the philosophy underlying the 
content, not the aims, laid down in the syllabus. 
Moves in the direction of suppressing an objective 
outlook, from the union's viewpoint, were detected 
in such phrases as 'the hard work undertaken for the 
independence and development of the country by those 
concerned in the Meiji Restoration', and the 
instruction:
show, through the study of the Sino-Japanese 
War, the Russo-Japanese War, treaty revision 
etc, how Japan's position improved in a 
complex international situation, with the 
development within the country of government, 
the economy, culture etc.^
1
Toyama Shigeki, 'Shakaika Kyoiku no Ryoiki to 
Naiyo - Rekishi' [The Sphere and Content of Social 
Studies Education - History] in Iwanami Koza, Gendai 
Kyöikugaku, 13* Shakaikagaku to Kyöiku II [Iwanami 
Series, Modern Education, 13> Social Studies and 
Education II] pp.70-2.
2
Nihon Kyoshokuin Kumiai, Nihon no Kyoiku Katei,
pp,186-7«
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These passages apparently offended against its ideas 
on the nature of absolutism and imperialism in the 
history of modern Japan.
Nevertheless, the criticism of the Japan 
Teachers’ Union and left-wing historians cannot be 
taken to signify that the Ministry had abandoned its 
commitment to the postwar values formulated by the 
writers of Kuni no Ayumi in 19^6.
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CHAPTER VI
We are told that 1 in postwar Japan the most 
important ideological change was negative: the
destruction of the socio-political identity that had 
functioned as the basis of orthodoxy until 19 ^ 5 ' « ^
In so far as the basic value system of prewar Japan 
had not been replaced by a new, codified system of 
values, this statement rings true. Yet not all 
postwar intellectual change was a simple rejection 
of the past.
This study has shown how in the early postwar 
years the writers of the textbook Kuni no Ayumi 
formulated a new set of values out of their scholarly 
experience in prewar Japan. It then went on to show 
how the Ministry of Education freely adopted these 
values, after all reason for suspecting American 
coercion had disappeared. The present chapter 
further demonstrates the Ministry's support of these 
values, suggesting that in the history course for 
lower secondary schools, which was the most 
sophisticated material presented to all schoolchildren 
concerning the national identity, the government had 
over the seventeen years from 19^ +6 to I963 come to a 
settled view. A new national identity had been formulated.
1
Fairbank, Reischauer and Craig, East Asia, The 
Modern Transformation , p ,830.
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This chapter has been written because doubts 
about the stability of the values upheld by the 
Ministry of Education in the history course remain. 
These doubts are not prompted by criticism of left- 
wing historians but by the absence of a basic value 
system, formally codified and openly accepted. The 
stability of prewar, as distinct from postwar, values 
contained in the aims and content of the course in 
Japanese history owed something to their being an 
integral part of that system. It was difficult to 
conceive of the Ministry altering the values taught 
in prewar Japan in any drastic way since they were 
part of an integrated system of values, hallowed in 
the Imperial Rescript on Education, To the extent 
that the Ministry in postwar Japan has been free to 
alter its emphasis on values taught to children 
without being confronted, as it was in 1911> by the 
charge that it was not living up to the values that 
it formally and openly professed, there are good 
grounds for testing the constancy of the Ministry at 
frequent intervals.
The textbook Atarashii Shakai (New Society),"^ 
authorised by the Ministry in 1961 has been chosen 
to test the constancy of the Ministry to the values 
described in the two preceding chapters. Typical of 
the most commonly used textbooks authorised for use
1
Nishioka Toranosuke, Atarashii Shakai 2 [New 
Society], Tokyo, Tokyo Shoseki, 1963»
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in history lessons in the second year of the lower 
secondary school in 1963» the last year of this 
study, it is both a later and a more sensitive 
indicator of official thinking than the 1958 
syllabus on which it was based.
This chapter analyses Atarashii Shakai and 
compares the values it contains with the first postwar 
history textbook Kuni no Ayurni to detect any 
significant changes of emphasis. It shows that, far 
from departing from the values endorsed in the first 
postwar history textbook and re-endorsed since that 
time in more general syllabuses, the Ministry 
authorised a textbook confirming those values and 
presenting them with greater clarity, with minor 
shifts of emphasis only.
That the value-oriented differences between the 
two textbooks published for use in 19^6 and 1963 
should be so small is remarkable in view of the 
different circumstances in which they were drawn up.
It is ironical that officials in the Ministry of 
Education had more control over what was published 
in textbooks in 1963» when an impressive list of 
editors with their university affiliations was printed 
at the back of the textbook, than in 19^6 when the 
book appeared in the name of the Ministry and the 
names of the real authors did not appear in the book 
at all.
Both Kuni no Ayumi (together with the Guiding 
Principles) and Atarashii Shakai (with its
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handbook)^ encouraged students to acquire a rational 
understanding of Japanese history: neither set out 
to foster an emotional identification with the 
country or with the Imperial line. In 1946 an 
emphasis on rationality might be explained in terms 
of a temporary reaction (by Americans as well as 
Japanese) against the fug of emotional Japanism of 
the last decade, but not so in the 1960s. Again, 
defeat, and the Occupation that followed, permitted 
scholars to leave their book-lined studies and teach 
children to approach their studies in a rational 
spirit. While rationality in the textbook of 1946 
could be described simply as a scholarly value 
endorsed by the Ministry, in 1963 official 
commitment was demonstrably whole-hearted, for 
authorisation was under firm official control. In 
fact, the rational spirit finds a sharper expression 
in Atarashii Shakai through a more reasoned 
interpretation of events than the writers of Kuni no 
Ayumi achieved with flat statements of fact. The 
textbook of 1963 demonstrates a greater confidence in 
the power of reason to keep emotion in its place by 
presenting myths, Shinto and ultranationalism in 
their historical context than Kuni no Ayurni which 
ignored these aspects of Japanese history.
1
Tokyo Shoseki Kabushiki Kaisha Henshu Bu [Editorial 
Section of the Tokyo Shoseki Company], 1Atarashii 
Shakai1 2 Gakushu Shido no Kenkyu [A Teachers' Study 
Guide for 'Atarashii Shakai' 2"], Tokyo, Tokyo 
Shoseki, 1964.
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Why did the Ministry of Education continue to 
uphold the value of rationality? The reason may well 
be that rationality was a 'modern' concept with strong 
appeal in postwar Japan. By supporting this value 
strongly, the Ministry could reject the prewar 
ideology suffused with emotion, without actually 
committing itself to the support of a new ideology.
It could command wide support by insisting that 
children be taught 'the facts', verified by rational 
processes, without explicitly committing itself to 
a distinct view of history, a feature of the postwar 
history course that accorded well with the lack of 
mass support for any ideology in particular.
Rationality was a highly desirable quality to 
foster in children who as men and women were seen 
as the makers of their society. In authorising the 
textbook of 1963» the Ministry committed itself to 
promoting the idea that change was a normal and even 
in some cases a desirable feature of social life.
While Kuni no Ayumi had rejected the prewar approach 
to the fostering of a sense of continuity in the 
national identity, its statements of fact do not 
convey as lively a sense of man as the maker of his 
society as does Atarashii Shakai. The writers of the 
latter book made a constant effort to explain the 
causes and to describe the consequences of change, 
in economic, social and cultural terms especially.
In one respect, the 1958 syllabus gives a false 
impression of what the Ministry was in fact prepared 
to authorise. The 1963 textbook retains a much more
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critical attitude towards social problems than the 
syllabus would lead one to expect. Atarashii Shakai 
is written in a spirit sympathetic to the common man 
(for whom the 'powers and principalities' now exist). 
It displays a new confidence, not seen in Kuni no 
Ayumi, in dealing with social protest and a new 
determination to resolve particular social problems. 
This social concern is more specific than that 
revealed in Kuni no Ayumi. It is directed towards 
landlord-tenant relations, the old family system and 
equality between the sexes; the need to help small- 
scale and medium-scale enterprises, the unemployed 
and the needy. It stresses the equality to be found 
in a democracy, without overtly preaching democracy.
One of the characteristics displayed by official 
statements and textbooks over the seventeen years 
between 19^ +6 and 1963 was an interest in the history 
of the activities of the people and not only of their 
political and military leaders. 'Horizontal' not 
'vertical' relations claim children's attention as 
they read about economic, social and cultural aspects 
of community life. The swing away from political 
and military history noted in Kuni no Ayumi could be 
construed simply as a temporary reaction against the 
prewar value-orientation of the history course, that 
had emphasised vertical relationships and the demands 
of the state on the individual. In fact the approach 
to Japanese history adopted in Kuni no Ayumi and 
sustained during the 1950s, emerged more clearly than 
before in Atarashii Shakai. The latter, reflecting
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the success of Japan's economic resurgence and the 
economic character of the few national goals that 
her political leaders were willing to venture, 
displayed more concern with the history of material 
culture than did Kuni no Ayumi. The wealth of 
illustration in the textbook of I963 reflects this 
concern even more clearly than the text: in that
part of Atarashii Shakai dealing with Japanese 
history, two hundred and fifty six illustrations are 
included (with nine pages in full colour), together 
with forty six individual portraits, forty eight 
maps and forty six tables, compared to twenty 
illustrations and a time-line in the book published 
just after the end of the war. In the history 
textbook we have yet another index of Japan's 
remarkable postwar material recovery.
Awareness of the fact that Japan's economic 
well-being rests on peace and concord in the world 
at large may well lie behind the constant support 
given by the Ministry to an open-world rather than 
a closed-world view of Japan’s position in the world. 
A willingness to face the facts of Japan's 
international position which contrasts so markedly 
with the stress placed before the war on her 
uniqueness leads beyond the strictly economic to a 
lively interest in Japan's cultural links with the 
rest of the world and the benefits derived throughout 
her history through this kind of 'exchange', largely
material but partly ideological. Atarashii_Shakai
encouraged children to see the Japanese people as 
one people among many, to see her history as affected
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by trends in world history, like industrialisation, 
the growth of parliamentary government and the 
Depression. The Japanese nation is no longer 
presented as sacred and unique. While Kuni no Ayumi 
had embarked on the teaching of an open-world view, 
it had included no foreign history. Atarashii Shakai 
followed the syllabus of 1958 in containing foreign 
history in the proportion of three parts of foreign 
to seven parts of Japanese history: the new book
begins with foreign history, Book III is entirely 
foreign history and reference is made to it 
throughout the book when events overseas touch on 
the history of Japan. At the end of the book, Japan' s 
responsibility to the rest of the world in relation 
to the problem of peace is set out clearly.
It now remains to show how these generalisations 
are borne out in detail. Each part of Atarashii 
Shakai is considered and compared with Kuni no Ayumi.
In reading through this analysis, the reader 
might like to compare it with the analysis in the 
second chapter of this study of the Second National 
Textbook written just fifty years before. Two 
striking contrasts among many are: the implicit
nature of the values in the postwar textbooks as 
compared to those in their prewar counterpart, and 
the new emphasis on modern history.
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ATARASHII SHAKAI
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BOOK I, Ancient Japanese Society
CHAPTER I, The Rise of Culture and the Primitive 
Society of Japan
Section 2. The Way of Life of the Ancestors of 
the Japanese
The textbook opens its account of Japanese 
history with a question, ’When Rome in Europe and the 
Han Empire in East Asia flourished, what was the 
situation in Japan? ' In this way, children were 
taught at the very outset to see their country as part 
of a wider world. They approached Japanese history 
through world history, learning first of the early 
days of man and the genesis of the four great world 
civilisations of Greece, Rome, Ancient India and Han 
China, This approach represents a great advance on 
Kuni no Ayumi which included no world history at all 
and did not require teachers and pupils to take account 
of developments overseas.
In 1946 Kuni no Ayumi based its account of early 
history entirely on archaeological evidence to the 
exclusion of myths. But in Atarashii Shakai the 
distinction between archaeological evidence and 
mythology is made explicit.
The happenings of ancient Japan were for a 
long time related on the basis of myths.
Myths are trad.it ions which have been handed 
down about the distant ancestors of the 
emperors, the early days of the country and 
the happenings of the world of the gods.
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We can tell from these myths what our ancestors 
believed about the beginnings of our country. 
However, myths are stories charged with fantasy 
and emotion and are not things which report 
actual historical fact.
More than eighty years ago, a person called 
Morse, an American zoologist, discovered a 
shell-mound at Omori (in Tokyo), In Japan up 
to this time, although there were places far 
from the sea coast where old shell-mounds came 
to light, it was not realised that these had 
a close connection with the way of life of 
the people of ancient times. The excavation 
of the Omori shell-mound was a starting point 
for archaeology, which investigates ancient 
times using remains as clues. As a result, 
the way of life of the people of ancient 
times has become clear at last,
1 The Age of Jomon Culture
An account of early Japanese history up till the 
time when China began to make an impact then follows, 
adding detail to the account given in 1946, For 
example, Kuni no Ayumi said that it was not known 
where the Japanese came from or when they arrived in 
the country, Atarashii Shakai offers an explanation.
It can be supposed that over a long period of 
time people came over from the continent and 
from the south and settled, Then, in all 
probability, intermarriage occurred, their 
physical constitution changed, common words 
and customs were built up and our Japanese 
ancestors came into being.
In this connection the teacher was instructed to point 
out that racial prejudice and a superiority complex 
were pointless in view of the fact that Japanese 
themselves were the product of the fusion of at least
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four blood lines. Much more detail is added from 
archaeological evidence built up since the war and 
the wealth of illustration reflects this. Pictures 
have become a major aid to understanding since the 
poverty stricken days of 1946. Features of Jomon 
culture are depicted in six illustrations, including 
drawings of tools and a Jomon community at work, 
and four photographs of a hut site, a clay figure, 
a human skeleton and, of course, a Jomon pot.
The most remarkable departure from the pattern 
of Kuni no Ayumi concerns the religion of the Jomon 
people. Without the word Shinto being mentioned, 
children were told that the people regarded the sun 
and moon, mountains and rivers, and other natural, 
features as gods and stood in awe of them, that they 
performed divination and spells for success in 
hunting and fishing, imagining that natural disasters 
were the acts of mysterious creatures. The 
occupation's sensitivity to the mention of religion 
in general and its absolute ban on Shintoism was 
no longer a bar to the description of culture in 
terms of religious practice and belief,
2 The Age of Yayoi Culture
The formal separation of Yayoi from Jomon 
culture, not seen in Kuni no Ayumi, is a further 
indication of the greater attention paid to 
archaeological detail. Children were introduced 
first to the discoveries at the Toro site and then 
shown how rice culture, metal tools and new pottery
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were introduced into western Japan from the continent. 
Attention is paid as before to community life but 
items of material culture receive more attention as 
a list of the illustrations shows: an imaginative
reconstruction of a Yayoi village, photographs of the 
pot identified with the Yayoi site, wooden divisions 
between ricefields found at the Toro site, a bronze 
bell, sword and halberd with a map of their 
distribution in Japan, the bottom of an earthenware 
vessel with rice impressed on it, a stone sickle and 
the gold seal of the Kingdom of Na.
Brief allusions made in Kuni no Ayurni to the 
petty states of pre-Yamato Japan are here expanded 
in two sections, one on the gold seal and one on the 
kingdom of Yamatai. This expansion emphasises still 
further an open-world view by introducing new material 
on links with China. A precis is given of the 
account of Queen Himiko's court found in the Chinese 
Wei history.
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CHAPTER II. The Ancient Country of Japan
Section 1. The Expansion of the Yamato Court 
1 The Creation of a Unified State
The handbook urged teachers to foster the desire 
to investigate the origins of the Japanese state in 
a rational spirit. The textbook deals with the 
subject in exemplary fashion. It stated that the 
clan which first unified the Yamato region and 
extended its control over the rest of the country is 
said to have provided the ancestors of the Imperial 
House. No reference is made to the sacred character 
of the Imperial line; the name of the Emperor Jimmu 
is not mentioned at all, even in its alternative 
form as in Kuni no Ayumi , although both the Kojiki 
and the Nihon Shoki are cited. The existence of 
powerful clans is mentioned in addition to the 
Imperial clan and their rise attributed to the 
development of Yayoi culture and the early 
introduction of iron tools.
2 The Great Burial Mounds and Government by 
the Court
Instructions in the teachers' handbook show that 
the lessons based on this section were to incorporate 
and expand material similar to that in Kuni no Ayumi, 
but to add an entirely new element. As in 1946, 
community life was to be explained through material 
objects recovered by archaeologists, particularly 
haniwa, and through the scale and distribution of
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tumuli. More pictorial examples are given. A fresh 
distinction is made, however, between the wealth and 
power of the rulers, which the burial mounds and 
funerary objects display, and the way the people 
lived, as revealed in haniwa, of which six 
illustrations are included. This distinction is 
more one of greater detail than anything else.
The new element is an explanation of the role 
of religion in clan government.
When agriculture became the centre of life, 
people came to believe in the gods which 
protect agriculture, and they performed 
summer festivals and autumn festivals to 
pray for a fruitful year and to give thanks 
for the harvest. Also, people honoured 
their ancestors as gods, as well as the gods 
which protect agriculture, out of feelings 
of respect for their lineage. These were 
clan gods, and the head of the clan 
conducted the festivals and governed on the 
basis of common religious feeling. We can 
understand from the fact that both festivals 
and government were called matsurigoto that 
these matters were a unity in the society of 
the clan-rank system.
3 Continental Culture is Introduced
The textbooks Kuni no Ayumi and Atarashii Shakai 
differ very little in their open-world view. Pupils 
were to understand that the growth of the power of 
the Yamato Court was closely linked with the 
introduction of culture from the continent and that 
naturalised immigrants played an important role. As 
in 1946 so in 1963» government was only one focus 
of interest, and the broader impact of continental
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ideas on production, skills, thought and beliefs was 
also considered. Pictures of continental works of 
art were used to reinforce an impression of the 
superiority of foreign culture. In addition, the 
teacher was required to show how Japan was part of 
a wider world and that the movement of nomadic 
peoples caused internal disruption on the continent 
from which some people fled to Japan.
The open-world view went beyond material 
culture to include religion. The inadequacy of the 
native religion is acknowledged in the instruction 
in the section entitled 'Essential Points in Teaching' 
that pupils should grasp
the spiritual and historical significance of 
the introduction of Buddhism, which touched 
the feelings of ancient man who, as a child 
of nature, had no means apart from praying 
to inanimate things when the fear of death 
was on him.
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Section 2. The Establishment of the Ancient State
1 Prince Shotoku and Asuka Culture
Although Prince Shotoku lends his name to this 
part, it is focussed less on his personality and 
position as a loyal minister than on his political 
reforms# Rather less attention is paid to his policy 
of maintaining equal relations with China and to the 
cultural legacy of the Asuka period. This textbook 
differs from Kuni no Ayumi in spending more time 
depicting Japan as a disunited and weak state in the 
international scene. The emphasis of this part is to 
be found in the instruction at the end of the 
chapter to 'list the main activities of Prince Shotoku 
and consider how his ideals were later realised',
2 The Taika Reform and the Ritsuryo System
The textbook account of the changes brought about 
in the Taika Reform and the Taiho Code, and its 
treatment of foreign relations in the latter half of 
seventh century scarcely differs in any respect from 
Kuni no Ayumi. Interest centres on the structure of 
government and aspects of the taxation system, not on 
the behaviour of individuals. There is no story of 
how the Soga were overthrown. Two of the illustrations 
reflect the emphasis of the narrative: a page from
a census taken in 702 and an aerial photograph of 
agricultural land still bearing the marks of the 
original rectangular layout.
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3 The Prosperity of the Country and the Culture 
of the Nara Period
This section goes further than Kuni no Ayurni in 
a number of respects. Like the earlier book it deals 
with the building of the first permanent capital at 
Nara, with coinage, with the geographical extension 
of central authority, the building of the Todaiji 
and the provincial system of temples, and with the 
three classics, the Kojiki, the Nihon Shoki and 
the Manyoshu,
Two substantial sections have been added on the 
way of life of the farmers and the breakdown of the 
land system. In one, the poverty of the farmer, 
which the government aggravated through heavy 
taxation, is contrasted with the splendid life of 
the aristocrat, the office-holder and wealthy man; 
in the other, the growth of privately owned estates 
is accounted for. Thus, more attention is paid to 
the economic aspects of social life.
Details of Tempyo culture which received no 
mention in Kuni no Ayumi are now included. A section 
on the Shosoin is added, together with a picture of 
the building and three of its treasures,
The Shosoin was originally the storehouse of 
the Todaiji and is a unique building, built 
in what is called log-cabin style. Inside 
are precious records, and weapons, medicines, 
stationery and utensils which the Emperor 
Shomu himself used in his daily life. From 
these articles we are able to imagine the 
splendid life of the Emperor and aristocrats 
at that time. Among them are articles 
introduced from Central Asia and India, so
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that it can be seen that the culture of the 
Tempyo period had connections with world 
culture.
Mention is made of the social work of Buddhist 
priests and believers. The priest Gyogi and the 
Empress Komyo are named. On the other hand, the 
priest Ganjin, who was prominent in Kuni no Ayumi, 
receives no mention at all, nor does Abe no Nakamaro, 
nor relations with the country of Bokkai. Never­
theless the difficulties of travel between the 
continent and Japan are dealt with sympathetically 
and Japan's cultural debt to returning envoys and 
students is acknowledged.
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Section 3« Government in the Heian Period and 
the coming into being of Japanese 
Culture
1 The Reconstruction of Government and the 
Growth of Shoen
While Kuni no Ayumi was notable for its shift 
away from narrative based on heroes, which 
characterised most of the prewar period, Atarashii 
Shakai goes further in replacing heroes by 
institutions. Interest in the mutability of 
institutions, especially economic institutions, not 
obvious in Kuni no Ayumi, leads to greater attention 
being paid to the social effects of the growth of 
private estates. The teacher was instructed to point 
out that the growth of a society centred on the 
aristocracy, the temples and shrines had close 
connections with the breakdown of the land system.
Similarly, the teacher was to show the 
significance of the work of the Emperor Kammu in 
building the new capital, Heian, and the reform of 
institutions modelled on those of the T 1ang to bring 
them into line with Japanese conditions.
2 Government by the Fu.jiwara Family and 
Japanese Style Culture
Institutional aspects of the Fujiwara rule are 
approached in much the same way and command about the 
same amount of attention as in Kuni no Ayumi. 
Personalities slip a little further below the horizon 
of interest: the Emperors Uda and Daigo are not
mentioned, and Sugawara no Michizane is simply given
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as the name of an aristocrat whom the Fujiwara kept 
out of power.
In the second part of this section, an account 
of the suspension of missions to T'ang China and a 
description of Heian culture, occupying more than 
half the section, scarcely differs in any respect 
from Kuni no Ayumi. The one important exception is 
the new section on the religion of the period, 
entitled 'The Jodo Faith' .
At the beginning of the Heian period the 
Tendai and Shingon faiths which had been 
brought over from T'ang China spread 
among the aristocracy; the temples of 
these sects held many shoen and they 
wielded power. However, the aristocracy 
in the tenth century strongly desired 
to be re-born in the Land of Happiness 
and searched for new teachings. Kuya 
taught that if you appealed to the Amida 
Butsu and recited the nembutsu anyone 
would be re-born in Heaven. Also Genshin 
wrote the Ojoyoshu about Heaven and Hell.
This was the Jodo belief.
At this time the idea prevailed that the 
end of the world was at hand; natural 
calamities and epidemics raged and in the 
provinces strife was ceaseless. As a 
result, a feeling of insecurity became very 
strong and Jodo beliefs spread among the 
people at large.
After a short section on 'The Jodo Faith and Art' , 
the chapter ended. It is significant that of the five 
questions set at the end of this chapter, two concerned 
cultural change; one asked for a comparison of the 
cultural changes before and after the termination of
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missions to T'ang China, and the other, for a 
comparison of three Japanese cultural epochs: 
Asuka, Tempyo and Heian,
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BOOK II. The Feudal Society of Japan
CHAPTER I . The Coming into Existence of Feudal 
Society
Section 1. The Rise of Bushi and the Decline 
of Aristocrats
1 Bushi
In keeping with the emphasis on social change 
rather than on heroic behaviour, teachers were 
required to show their pupils how the bushi arose 
out of the political, economic and social 
circumstances of the times and how a new age came 
into being. In addition, teachers were expected to 
review the activities of bushi between the revolt of 
Taira no Masakado and the Later Three Years War, and 
to show how the power of the bushi increased. The 
presentation of these trends and events differs in 
no significant respect from that in Kuni no Ayumi.
2 Government by Retired Emperors and Rule by 
the Taira Family
This part follows Kuni no Ayumi in describing 
the evolution of government by retired emperors.
The teacher was to point out that, like government 
by regent s, the insei system was a highly irregular 
form of government and that it embodied many 
contradictions. In this way it was represented as 
a bridge between government by regents or 
aristocratic government and government by military 
men. The narrative of events, the Hogen and Heiji 
revolts and the rise and fall of the Taira family, is
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related in much the same detail as in Kuni no 
Ayumi,
In addition, and this was a new feature of the 
textbook, teachers were to give consideration to the 
special features of Sung economics and culture in 
connection with trade between China and Japan,
This trade was to be regarded both as giving economic 
backing to the power of the Taira and providing the 
basis for subsequent social, economic and cultural 
advanc e in J apan,
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Section 2, The Beginning of Rule by the Military 
Houses
1 Government by the Kamakura Bakufu
A story is often told at the beginning of a 
section to highlight a point to be made in the text#
In this case, the story of Sano Genzaemon Tsuneyo,
Hojo Tokiyori and the Potted Trees, is used to stress 
the importance of the relationship between the lord, 
who gave land to his retainers, and the retainers, 
who rendered loyal service to their lord# This story 
was not told in Kuni no Ayumi, although Tokiyori was 
praised as an outstanding ruler. The purpose of the 
story is to stress the working of society at that 
time not the behaviour of an exemplary individual, 
a model who is good for all time, as in the prewar 
textbook. In other respects the two postwar 
textbooks scarcely differ at all in the way they 
deal with the general structure of Bakufu government, 
the creation of the offices of shugo and jito , and 
the Joei Formulary,
2 Society in the Kamakura Period
The story of economic development at this time 
receives more detailed treatment in this textbook 
than in Kuni no Ayumi, instancing yet again a postwar 
trend. An entirely new feature, not found in Kuni no 
Ayumi, is an explanation in general terms of the point 
raised in the story of the Potted Trees at the 
beginning of the section, illustrating the relationship 
of superior and inferior binding bushi society together
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The Bakufu recognised the right of gokenin 
to control land and, if they performed 
meritorious services, it augmented their 
lands# We call this go on (superior1s 
favour)# In return for his superior1s 
favour the gokenin rendered loyal service 
to the Shogun and performed various duties#
We call this ho ko (retainer1s service) 
and the most important duty was to join 
the army in times of emergency for the sake 
of the Bakufu accompanied by family 
retainers. This lord-retainer relationship, 
linked together by the lord's favours and 
the retainer’s services, was not limited 
simply to the Bakufu and gokenin but 
extended to the relationship between the 
gokenin and their own retainers# In bushi 
society, thus held together by relations 
between lord and retainer, warriors 
constantly devoted themselves to military 
arts so as to be able to render good 
service. They called this sort of bushi 
service ' the way of archery and horsemanship' , 
or 'the way of the warrior',
Thus a feudal system, in which public order 
was secured through a relationship between 
lord and retainer linked by land, came into 
existence in bushi society.
3 Culture in the Kamakura Period
This section scarcely differs from Kuni no Ayumi. 
The teacher was instructed to point out the special 
features of the new Buddhist sects, their popular 
character, and assimilation to Japanese culture.
They were to show how the culture of the period 
reflected the role of the bushi in society. Finally, 
through the study of Kamakura culture, children were 
made aware of the efforts of the many religious 
teachers and artisans who laid the foundations of the
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new culture, and to appreciate the achievements of 
past generations. To this end six illustrations of 
extant, representative works of art and architecture 
are included.
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Section 3* Changes in Government by the Military 
Houses
1 The Decline of the Kamakura Bakufu
If a little less attention were paid to the 
Mongols, this account would not differ significantly 
from that in Kuni no Ayumi. The difference lies 
in the attempt to get children to see the 
significance of the emergence of the Mongol Empire 
for world history. To this end a map of the entire 
Mongol Empire is included. Most attention was 
devoted, of course, to the Mongol invasion of Japan. 
Teachers were to stress the effects of the invasions 
on bushi society: the way the idea of the 'divine
land' and the national consciousness was heightened, 
and how feudal society broke down as Bakufu finances 
became depleted and its retainers discontented,
2 The Kemmu Restoration of Direct Imperial 
Rule and the Northern and Southern Courts
The account of the Kemmu Restoration and of the 
Northern and Southern Courts' conflict is rather 
more detailed in Kuni no Ayumi than in the present 
textbook. There is, however, an important common 
feature. In 1946 teachers were instructed to treat 
the Kemmu Restoration 'as a social movement and 
explain frankly the problem of the coexistence of the 
two dynasties'. In 1962 teachers were instructed to 
set their pupils thinking about the way in which 
these political upheavals affected society, the 
economy, industry and expansion overseas; teachers
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were also expected to present a more sophisticated 
account of the motives of the court nobles, powerful 
gokenin (like Ashikaga Takauji and Nitta Yoshisada) 
and powerful provincial families (like Kusunoki 
Masashige) who were all active in the Kemmu 
Restoration. Now that the Imperial line no longer 
monopolised attention, it was also possible to be 
frank about the motives of the Imperial supporters. 
The teachers' manual under the heading 'Essential 
Points in Teaching' said:
Among the people who became allies of the 
Emperor, there were men who wished for the 
restoration of the Imperial and aristocratic 
government of ancient times, ambitious people 
who wished to establish a new government in 
place of the Hojo regime, and powerful 
provincial families who wanted to use this 
opportunity to extend their power. See that 
they are aware of the variety of aims.
3 The Government of the Muromachi Bakufu
As in Kuni no Ayumi, institutional aspects of 
government claim priority over biographical narrative 
dealing with the activities of leading political 
figures. Pupils were to understand the federated 
character of the Muromachi Bakufu (an understanding 
which was made easier by the inclusion of a map 
showing territorial domains at about I56O), and to 
identify the economic and political weaknesses of the 
Muromachi Bakufu. Some link with the old approach is 
maintained by including portraits of Mori Motonari, 
Takeda Shingen and Uesugi Kenshin, whose names appear 
in the course of a longer list in the text itself,
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but without comment. The textbook itself tells no 
tales. The real emphasis of the chapter is to be 
found in one of the four questions set at the end: 
'Find out the differences between shu^o, shugo daimyo 
and sengoku daimyo1.
4 The Development of Industry and Changes in 
the Provinces
While this part differs from its equivalent in 
Kuni no Ayumi, the difference lies in the inclusion 
of extra detail and illustration rather than in any 
shift of aim. The Guiding Principles for use with 
Kuni no Ayumi made the point that teachers 'should 
pay attention to advances in the culture of the common 
people, the development of commerce,industry and towns, 
and to the way of life of the farmers', all matters 
which had been disregarded up to that time. The 
present book pursues the same aims, but adds much 
new material on the way the common people combined 
to defend themselves against the oppression of 
financiers and shugo . The quotation which follows 
is included because it reveals a new boldness in 
dealing with social protest.
While social unrest continued, life in 
agricultural villages also gradually changed.
In the long period of war, farmers, in order 
to protect their own way of living, 
strengthened the unity of the village under 
powerful headmen as leaders and created the 
self-governing village called the goson. In 
the go son they held meetings under the village 
headman and through discussion they decided 
village rules and functions.
New villages like this spread to other areas 
from the Kinki region after the time of the 
Northern and Southern Courts, and the villages 
of the old shoen gradually disappeared. The 
tendency for inferiors to dominate their 
superiors affected even agricultural villages, 
and farmers who united firmly began to resist 
lords who levied heavy taxes. In order to 
reduce taxes they sent representatives and 
negotiated with the lord. When he did not 
agree, they either left the village and fled 
to another place or took up arms and beseiged 
the lord in a so-called do ikki. At times 
like this there were many instances when they 
attacked men who had underground storehouses 
and other financial businesses, seized 
documents recording their debts by force and 
demanded decrees cancelling their debts 
(tokuseirei), so that we call these tokusei 
ikki.
5 The Culture of the Muromachi Period
Comparable material in Kuni no Ayumi is less 
detailed and much less well illustrated. However, 
the topics mentioned are very much the same, with 
the exception that the culture of the common people 
receives more attention, in particular the folk- 
culture origin of Kyogen and No plays. Yet teacher 
were to use this material for a purpose not stated 
in the Guiding Principles of 19^6. They were to 
point out how present-day building styles, public 
entertainments and artistic taste had their 
foundations in Higashiyama culture.
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CHAPTER II. The Establishment of Feudal Society 
Section 1. Progress Towards Unity
1 The Coming of Europeans and_the Introduction
of New Culture
After setting out the salient facts of European 
advance into Asia, the textbook proceeds to tell how 
Christianity and firearms were introduced into Japan 
and to comment on the effects such foreign imports 
had on society in the Warring States period. The 
material provided differs in no significant respect 
from that in Kuni no Ayumi. It is noteworthy, in view 
of earlier differences in the attention devoted to 
religion, that no more attention was paid to 
Christianity than before.
2 Nobunaga and Hideyoshi
In the lessons based on this part, teachers were 
to review Nobunaga's career, pointing out how his 
policies differed from those of his predecessors 
entitling him to be called 'the pioneer of the age'. 
The material provided in the textbook differed from 
Kuni no Ayumi in omitting any mention of Nobunaga's 
relations with the Imperial Court. Teachers were then 
expected to see that their pupils understood the 
accomplishments of Hideyoshi. In both cases pupils 
were to consider what sort of a society Nobunaga and 
Hideyoshi had in mind while they were working towards 
the unification of the country. As further evidence 
of a preoccupation with broad social developments, 
teachers were to stress the creation of a system of
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social stratification through the land-survey and the 
sword-hunt* Less attention was given to other social 
and economic measures than in Kuni no Ayumi*
3 Overseas Expansion and Momoyama Culture
When compared to Kuni no Ayumi, the emphasis in 
this section has been shifted away from overseas 
expansion in the form of warlike expeditions to Korea 
toward expansion in the form of trade. In support, 
an illustration of a trading ship is provided, and a 
map of South-East Asia marked with trading routes and 
the towns and ports frequented by Japanese. As far 
as the Korean expedition is concerned, this effect is 
achieved by reducing the account to a simple statement 
that it occurred, and by emphasising the disruption 
it caused, and the economic burden it imposed on 
Japan. The teacher was instructed to ensure that 
pupils saw in the Korean Expedition not only 
Hideyoshi's passion for conquest, but an attempt by 
him to secure control at home by foreign adventure.
As before, consideration of the special features 
of Momoyama culture occupied about half the section.
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Section 2. The Coming into Existence of the Edo 
Bakufu and the Closing of the Country
1 The Coming into Existence of the Edo Bakufu
Once again a portrait of an outstanding figure 
is used to introduce a survey of institutions in an 
interesting way. The section starts by correcting 
the common view that Tokugawa Ieyasu simply inherited 
the fruits of hard work done by Nobunaga and Hideyoshi. 
Two qualities, his consideration for his retainers 
and his patience, are singled out for illustration 
and explanation. However, it is plain from the 
teachers' manual that it was not an attempt to revert 
to a personality-centred approach with moral 
instruction on the blessings of patience in adversity.
After this introduction, teachers were expected 
to focus interest on the formation of Bakufu 
institutions and the way in which the Tokugawa 
family kept control of the country. The textbook 
differs in no significant respect from Kuni no Ayumi, 
except that a short factual paragraph has been added 
about relations between the Bakufu and the Court.
The Bakufu outwardly respected the Court, 
but in practice it stopped daimyo from 
approaching it, fixing regulations called 
kinchu narabi ni kuge shoho do and 
interfering in the life of the Court and 
the nobility. It also established an 
office in Kyoto called the Shoshidai to 
observe what was going on at Court.
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Further, the attention paid in Kuni no Ayumi to 
matters of learning, especially the encouragement of 
Confucian learning, is sustained, although more care 
is taken to describe the education of all classes.
2 The Closing of the Country
It is noteworthy that this part is very much 
shorter than the comparable one in Kuni no Ayumi, 
but this does not imply a change of basic aim. The 
teacher was instructed to put the policy of national 
isolation in an international context, mentioning the 
expansion of European powers, and to pay special 
attention to the effect on the modernisation of the 
country of the Bakufu1s policy of national isolation.
3 Feudal Society Permeated by Control
This part is similar to Kuni no Ayumi in one 
respect but not in all. In addition to a general 
account of the status and hard way of life of farmers 
in Tokugawa Japan, which differs in no marked respect 
from Kuni no Ayumi, an attempt is made to describe 
in a general way both the Tokugawa system of social 
status and the family system. Teachers were 
instructed to relate these two parts so as to show 
their pupils how the feudal system of the Edo period 
was
...bolstered by the system of social 
stratification, the family system, and 
the structure of the village, and to 
make them aware of the life of farmers 
who were subject to a strict control 
unparalleled in world history.
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Moreover, teachers were to direct their pupils' 
attention to vestiges of the feudal system which 
could be seen in their own home towns, and to 
heighten their desire to get rid of them. An idea 
of what was meant by such 'vestiges' can be gained 
from the quotation which follows:
The standing of the family, the family 
business etc. was given more weight than 
the welfare of individual members of the 
family; and the family combined its 
strength to raise the family name. Thus, 
only the eldest son who had the responsibility 
of inheriting the house was treated 
differently from his brothers and sisters.
Also the custom of treating women as inferior 
to men came into being and girls were treated 
as lower than boys. The wife could not 
disobey her husband, and the child, even at 
personal sacrifice, had to uphold the way 
of filial piety.
Under this family system, natural feelings 
of affection and trust running through the 
family were distorted in many cases.
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Section 3 * The Growth of Industry and the Power 
of Townsmen
1 Rise in Production
Kuni no Ayurni gave a much less detailed picture 
of the state of agriculture. In the lessons based 
on this part teachers were expected to see that 
pupils understood how agricultural production 
increased remarkably and how agricultural science 
came into being, through the efforts of farmers and 
official encouragement. In the earlier book, the 
activities of Tokugawa Yoshimune and the role of 
governments generally claimed most attention. The 
present section goes further than Kuni no Ayumi in 
describing and illustrating the development of mining 
and metallurgy, salt-making, forestry, and fishing 
and in referring to regional specialities. For 
example:
In the marine products industry, the use of 
the net spread and off-shore fishing prospered, 
so that fishing yields rose greatly. The 
yields of Kujukuri Hama (Chiba Prefecture) 
sardines; of whale, bonito and tuna from the 
seas to the south (off Tosa); and of herring 
and salmon from Hokkaido were especially 
great. Up to this time fishing villages had 
almost all been half agricultural but because 
the consumption of fish increased, the number 
of villages specialising in fishing grew 
large.
2 Towns1 Prosperity and Townspeople
The story of Kinokuniya Bunzaemon, which was 
told at the beginning of the section, 1 The Growth of
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Industry and the Power of Townsmen' illustrates most 
aptly one of the aims of these lessons. Teachers 
were expected to show how merchants, who were placed 
in the lowest position in society, came to hold 
great power through developments in commerce, 
transportation, communications and finance. The 
textbook provides further general comment on these 
developments and more illustrations. In fact this 
part has no fewer than seventeen illustrations.
An introduction to the special features of 
Genroku culture was treated in no more detail in 
this textbook than in Kuni no Ayumi.
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Section 4 . The Oppression of the Feudal System
1 Changes in the Structure of the Economy, 
and Poverty
Unlike the treatment of this material in Kuni no 
Ayumi, interest is centred here on social and economic 
change, and not on official attempts to prevent a 
deterioration in the position of the bushia As in 
the earlier book distress among the bushi received 
no less sympathetic attention than the economic 
difficulties of farmers. However, great attention 
is paid to the violent protests of farmers against 
their daimyo, bailiffs, village officials, large 
landowners and rice merchants. Such protest was 
viewed, not in a moral light but simply as the effect 
of economic change. A graph is included which charts 
both the incidence of farmers' protests and the price 
of rice,
2 Reforms in the Bakufu Government
While the Kyoho Reform, carried out by Tokugawa 
Yoshimune, and the Kansei Reform, carried out by 
Matsudaira Sadanobu, had been dealt with in Kuni no 
Ayurni, these reforms had not been brought together 
in one section or treated in quite the same detail as 
in this textbook. Teachers were now expected to 
point out that the discrepancy between the ideal 
order aimed at by the government and actual social 
and economic progress had become more marked as time 
went on. Since such change forms the centre of 
interest, the failure of the reforms is greatly
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accentuated. Of Yoshimune's efforts, the book said,
'This reform accomplished some improvements but they 
were not long-lasting'; and of Sadanobu, 'the reforms 
of Sadanobu incurred a bad reputation for severity 
and in a few years they ceased to be effective and 
were unable to restore vigour to the feudal system',
A short paragraph on Tanuma Okitsugu, who did not 
appear in Kuni no Ayumi, mentioned his constructive 
measures as well as his short-comings and made the 
comment that 'in society at this time a free 
atmosphere arose and culture also flourished' .
3 Cultural Maturity
The textbook provides a mass of detail under the 
headings, 'New Tendencies in Confuciansim', 'New 
National Studies', 'The Editing of Histories', 'Dutch 
Learning' and 'Kasei Culture', Altogether thirty- 
four names of scholars, writers and painters appear 
in this section. The teacher was expected to draw 
this detail together and to make the point that 
political power could not keep pace with economic 
and cultural change, and that finally 'culture' began 
to undermine the foundations of government. In 
particular, teachers were required to show how new 
trends in thought became 'the motive power for the 
overthrow of the feudal system' , Although the 
material in Kuni no Ayumi on Confucianism, National 
Learning, Histories and Dutch Learning differs very 
little from that in the present textbook, no evidence 
is available to show that Kuni no Ayumi was intended
to serve a similar purpose.
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A new feature is the material of Kasei culture, 
which has no equivalent in Kuni no A y u m i « It is 
more an extended list of writers and painters and 
their outstanding work than an interpretative 
treatment* The teachers' handbook provided an 
interpretation that Kasei culture not only held the 
seeds of modern culture, but reflected the corrupt 
atmosphere of the ordinary merchant's way of life.
4 The Last Gasp of the Bakufu
Lessons on this topic were intended to stress 
the fact 'that the feudal system was first shaken 
from within by the power of ideas'. The textbook 
claims that ideas bound up in the slogan 'Honour 
the Emperor, expel the barbarian', and ideas 
propagated by the scholars of Dutch learning affected 
the people's way of thinking as profoundly as other 
social and economic developments, Kuni no Ayu m i 
presented no comparable material and the Guiding 
Principles suggested no similar approach.
The first half of this part is devoted to the 
revolt led by Oshio Heihachiro, giving it a historical 
significance not evident in Kuni no A y u m i , The 
Tempo Reform and the reasons for its failure were 
analysed in terms of cause and effect, though barely 
mentioned in the earlier book.
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BO OK IV. The Movement Toward Present Day Society
CHAPTEH I . Aiming at a Modern Country 
Section 1 . The Mei.ji Restoration
1 The Bakufu Collapses
Teachers were required to tell the story of 
colonisation in Asia preceding the arrival of the 
Western powers in Japanese waters. The textbook 
gives a much more succinct account of these events 
than Kuni no Ayumi. Events after the arrival of 
Perry are handled in much the same manner in both 
books, except that the significance of 
extraterritoriality and the loss of tariff autonomy 
is explained in this textbook, with the final comment 
that, 'In this way Japan was bound by disgraceful 
unequal treaties and entered the world community of 
nations in a handicapped position'. No such direct 
comment appeared in Kuni no Ayumi,
The remainder of this long section is dealt 
with in a manner similar to, if rather more detailed 
than, Kuni no Ayumi, Events leading up to the fall 
of the Bakufu took into consideration the activities 
of the Bakufu itself, of the court and the han, and 
of foreign powers. The teacher was expected to 
supplement the textbook by explaining why Japan 
did not become a colony and why the Restoration 
was accomplished without great internal disorder.
The textbook is event-centred and offers no direct 
answer to these questions.
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2 The Road to National Unity
Apart from the way no attempt is made in 
Atarashii Shakai to describe the governmental 
institutions of early Meiji Japan, this section 
differs very little from Kuni no Ayumi. While the 
textbook emphasises the modernising aims and actions 
of the Meiji government, pupils were also to be made 
aware of the 'reactionary' side of the picture. 
Teachers were especially enjoined to make it clear 
that although on the fall of the Bakufu a new 
government came into being under the Emperor, real 
power resided in the four han clique whose leading 
members are identified and whose portraits are 
included. In the same vein, teachers were to point 
out that although social equality was a catchword 
of the times, in fact it was imperfectly achieved. 
Nevertheless, most of the material in the textbook 
emphasises elements of progress toward national unity 
and social equality,
3 Enrich the Country, Strengthen the Army
Many of the changes mentioned in Kuni no Ayumi 
concerning taxation, currency, communications, 
transport and industry are collected together in this 
textbook and treated as part of a policy designed to 
enrich the country and ensure its independence, The 
teacher was expected to provide background information 
on this policy by explaining the state of affairs in 
the rest of Asia and by reminding pupils of the way 
the country had been opened up. In particular, much 
more emphasis was placed, both in the text itself
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and in the illustrations, on the new land tax and the 
use to which it was put in providing capital for 
industrialisation and armaments. Teachers were also 
expected to draw attention to the way the new land 
tax hindered the modernisation of society and 
magnified social distinctions in the village. The 
textbook itself concluded by saying, 'The gulf 
between rich and poor in the villages gradually 
increased and the feudal relationship between 
landlords and tenant farmers remained as it had 
previously been'. In other respects, the role of 
the government in the early industrialisation of the 
country was described in much the same way as in 
Kuni no Ayumi.
The conscription system, the principal plank in 
the policy of ensuring the country's defence, was 
also seen as a source of strength for the new 
government. In the passage which follows, interest 
is focussed so firmly on the Conscription Law that 
no room for 'heroism' remains:
The Conscription Law, the law abolishing 
sword wearing, and the abolition of 
hereditary stipends, measures which 
displeased the ex-samurai followed one 
after another. As a result, widespread 
disturbances by discontented ex-samurai 
occurred between 187^ + and I876, and in 
1877 Saigo Takamori led the ex-samurai 
of Kagoshima in revolt. This was the 
Kagoshima Rebellion. Saigo was defeated 
and committed suicide and the strength 
of the new army raised under the 
Conscription Law was displayed.
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4 Civilisation and Enlightenment
This short section dealt with the establishment 
of a system of elementary education 'which became the 
basis of Japanese modernisation', with the beginnings 
of modern newspapers and magazines and with changes 
in the way of living of the people in the city at 
least. It differs from similar material in Kuni n o 
Ayurni in being less detailed in matters of education 
and more detailed in other respects. Continuing 
interest in the development of material culture is 
displayed by the inclusion of a table showing the 
years when a range of twenty-nine items first 
appeared in Japan.
1868 the hand sewing-machine imported
1869 an exposition (in Kyoto), the jinricksha, 
the barbershop
1870 vaccination, the milk shop
1871 the daily newspaper
1872 the railway (from Yokohama to Shimbashi), 
the solar calendar
1873 uniform postage rates, the cigarette
1874 the horsedrawn omnibus, gaslight (in 
Tokyo), the making of western style paper
1875 match manufacturing
1877 the Sunday holiday (in government offices)
1878 the public telegram (from Yokohama to 
Shimbashi)
1880 bicycles become popular
1882 a zoo (in Tokyo)
1883 the weather forecast, the Official Gazette
1887 electric light and transmission (in Tokyo)
1888 an observatory (in Tokyo)
I89O the sale of soap, the telephone (between 
Tokyo and Yokohama)
1893 a locomotive made in Japan, the motion 
picture (in Tokyo)
1895 the tramcar (in Tokyo)
(continued on next page)
1898 a large steamship made in Japan 
1903 buses (in Osaka)
1909 a record made in Japan 
I 9 H an experimental f l ig h t
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Section 2, The Establishment of Constitutional 
Government
1 The Popular Rights Movement
In Kuni no Ayurni the Popular Rights Movement 
was dealt with briefly in the context of official 
moves to set up constitutional government but this 
textbook devotes an entire section to the ideas 
behind the movement, its organisation, the political 
parties which arose out of it and its ultimate 
failure.
The earlier book, in mentioning the events 
which led up to the promulgation of the constitution, 
stressed the role of the Meiji government. In 
contrast, teachers using this textbook were told to 
point out that 'the fact that constitutional 
government began to operate was the result of the 
enlightenment and modern thought of the early leaders 
and of the development of an independent people 1 s 
movement'. The 'early leaders' referred to in the 
text were not government leaders but Fukuzawa Yukichi, 
Kato Hiroyuki, Nakamura Masanao and Nakae Chomin 
among the thinkers and Itagaki Taisuke, Goto Shojiro, 
Soejima Taneomi, Eto Shimpei and Okuma Shigenobu 
among the active leaders. No mention was made of 
members of the 'clique government' in this context.
In fact, teachers were expected to emphasise the 
oppression of the clique government which the 
democratic movement had to fight.
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2 The Enactment of the Constitution and 
Parliamentary Government
Against the background of the Popular Rights 
Movement which hastened these moves, the drafting 
and enactment of the Meiji Constitution is described 
in more detail. A paragraph on the special features 
of the Meiji Constitution went much further than 
Kuni no Ayumi in analysing the powers of the Emperor 
and the rights of the people.
The Meiji Constitution was compiled by 
Imperial Order and granted by the Emperor 
to the people. Under this constitution 
the government was able to use the law to 
restrict people’s rights, and the power 
of the national assembly was weak. By way 
of contrast, the Emperor, who was head of 
state, held great power. The appointment 
and dismissal of civil and military 
officials, command of the armed forces, 
declaration of war, and the making of 
treaties with foreign countries were all 
entrusted to the Emperor. In particular, 
the command of the armed forces was detached 
from politics, and the Diet was not able to 
deliberate on this.
Much more critical was the account of the 
operation of the constitution in relation to 
political parties. The textbook provides enough 
information for pupils to answer the question 
suggested in the teachers’ handbook about reasons 
for the failure of parliament to develop after 
1890.
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Section 3 * Developments in International
Relations and the Modernisation of 
Production and Culture
1 The Development of Modern Industry 
Although Kuni no Ayumi had included a section
on the development of light industry and railways, 
no attempt had been made to raise the subject of 
foreign trade or the social implications of 
industrialisation. Now, the teacher was expected 
to stress the difficulties that an underdeveloped 
country like Japan faced in her industrialisation 
and to point out how Japan had to rely on low-priced 
products to earn the foreign exchange needed to pay 
for imports of raw materials. The teacher was also 
expected to see that pupils understood how low-priced 
goods were produced with low-wage labour and to 
describe the effects of industrialisation on villages 
and towns. The section concluded by emphasising the 
point that 1 the way of living of city workers and 
people in agricultural villages became a social 
problem which could not be overlooked’.
2 New Developments in International Relations 
Diplomatic relations from 1871 to 1911 were
reviewed in this long section, primarily within the 
context of efforts to revise the unequal treaties.
At the outset, the textbook sketched the problem in 
the following way:
The government exerted itself in the 
promotion of modern industry, but the 
imposition of low tariffs was a big 
obstacle. Since foreign goods were 
imported in large quantities at low 
prices, the promotion of modern industry 
was a very difficult task. Moreover,
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Japan did not have the merchant ships 
necessary for foreign trade. Ninety 
per cent of exports and imports were 
in the hands of foreign trade companies.
Also, in the early Meiji period, foreign 
troops were stationed in the open ports 
and even when foreigners committed 
crimes, Japan was unable to do anything.
Thus Japan escaped becoming a colony, 
but it was not a completely independent 
country, able to have foreign relations 
with Europe and America on equal terms.
In this situation, while the unequal 
treaties operated, Japan could do nothing.
The section concluded, after further reference 
to tariff autonomy, in the following way:
Thus, through the efforts of the government 
and the people over a long period, treaty 
revision was attained. After this time 
Japan began to vie with the powers in 
national prosperity from a basis of equality.
This general context was not apparent in Kuni 
no Ayumi, although the same events of importance 
receive similar treatment in both books: the
definition of Japan's borders, relations with Korea, 
the Sino-Japanese War, abolition of extraterritoriality, 
the Three Power Intervention, Chinese students in 
Japan, the Boxer Rebellion, the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance, the Russo-Japanese War and the annexation 
of Korea.
However, the significance of the Russo-Japanese 
War is drawn out in a new way not seen in Kuni no 
Ayumi.
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The Russo-Japanese War was the first war 
fought between coloured people and white 
people. The resulting influence it had 
on the peoples of Asia was very great.
In Egypt, Arabia, India etc., which had 
long been held in the position of colonies 
by the powers, the people's self- 
confidence rose and independence movements 
were expedited.
3 The Development of Heavy Industry and 
Changes in Society
While the development of heavy industry was 
barely noted in Kuni no Ayumi, here a fuller treatment 
takes the story of industrialisation on from the 
Sino-Japanese War, concentrating on the period after 
the Russo-Japanese War. The teacher was then expected 
to take the class through the next section of the book 
on the accumulation of capital in the hands of the 
zaibatsu, who controlled large-scale enterprises.
The textbook displays concern for the social problems 
arising out of capitalism and notes the socialist 
solutions proposed by Abe Iso and Kotoku Shusui, 
Teachers were expected to point out that there were 
'painful historical steps' in the solution of social 
problems, referring to government suppression of 
socialism and workers' and farmers' movements.
4 The Progress of Modern Culture
Both this textbook and Kuni no Ayumi try to 
display the variety of thought in the Meiji period, 
from Western ideas to ultranationalism, to describe 
the spread of education, and to note the progress of 
science, literature and art. The principal differences
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lie in the greater detail provided in this textbook. 
There were no less than fourteen illustrations in 
this section alone.
One paragraph which found no equivalent in Kuni 
no Ayurni shows how religion could be dealt with 
after the end of the Occupation,
The government at first prohibited 
Christianity, but it encountered the 
opposition of foreign countries and 
soon tacitly permitted missionary work.
Soon Christianity spread from the cities 
through the keen work of missionaries and 
scholars invited to Japan. Among Japanese 
too, Niijima Jo, Uchimura Kanzo and others 
came forward to exert a great influence. 
Christianity spread humanism among the 
Japanese and fostered modern thought.
Two illustrations show Niijima Jo and Uchimura 
Kanzo, with the latter's epitaph written in English:
To be Inscribed upon my Tomb:
I for J ap an;
Japan for the World;
The World for Christ;
And All for God,
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CHAPTER II. The Two World Wars and the Progress of 
Japan
Section 1. The First World War and the Development 
of J ap an
1 The First World War and Japan
An open-world view is maintained in this part by 
greater interest in the war and its aftermath than 
simply in the part played by Japan. The section 
opened with the story of Cecil Rhodes and his 
declaration of faith in imperialism as the means of 
saving Britain from civil war. An attempt was then 
made to explain in terms of capitalism the motivation 
of imperialist powers in sacrificing other nations 
for their own sake. Japan was depicted as simply 
another imperialist power, especially as far as her 
behaviour toward China was concerned. The textbook 
itself provides factual material on these topics and 
on the Russian Revolution, but the equivalent section 
in Kuni no Ayumi was so small that comparison is 
pointless.
2 Efforts for Peace
As in Kuni no Ayumi, an open-world view is 
maintained by dealing with the creation of the League 
of Nations and with disarmament conferences. This 
book is more pointedly critical of efforts of Western 
countries to limit Japan’s power by negotiation at 
the Washington and London Conferences. A greater 
interest in the motives of all concerned accounts 
for this change. The self-determination of peoples
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other than those in African and Asian colonies also 
claims attention. Finally, changes towards the goals 
of republicanism, socialism and wider participation 
in democratic processes in European countries are 
briefly dealt with.
3 Japanese Society After the First World War
This long section has no equivalent in Kuni no 
Ayumi. The open-world view to be found in the earlier 
book is now widened to include not just diplomatic 
but economic links with the rest of the world. A new 
interest is taken in the growth of industry and 
capitalist combines within Japan itself. In addition, 
teachers were requested to point out that in spite 
of unprecedented economic prosperity, the life of 
the worker was hard because wages lagged behind 
prices, leading to rice riots and labour disputes.
A sense of insecurity brought on by the postwar 
slump and the Kanto earthquake is given sympathetic 
attention.
In relation to the political scene in the 1920s 
in Japan, teachers were to point out the extension 
of the suffrage, the beginnings of party government, 
the labour movement and socialism. The Peace 
Preservation Law is said to be an application of the 
political philosophy of the ruling class which held 
that government was not for the people, but that the 
people existed for the sake of the country.
In the fields of learning, thought and art, the 
teacher was to point out both the restrictions
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imposed by thought control laws and the vigour of new 
ideas and new movements. Proletarian literature was 
one instance of this.
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Section 2. The Depression Which. Swept the World, 
and Fascism
1 The Effect of the Depression and Fascism
Kuni no Ayumi contains no comparable section 
dealing with the political consequences of 
economic collapse in the Depression. Teachers were 
expected to draw pupils' attention to its world­
wide impact in terms of falling levels of industrial 
production and world-trade. The open-world view is 
maintained by considering solutions attempted in the 
U.S.A., England and France, and the contemporary 
political and economic developments in Russia, before 
noting the difficulties encountered by Germany and 
Italy in overcoming their problems. The economic 
consequences of the postwar settlement and the 
Depression are seen in the rise of Fascism, not only 
in Germany and Italy but in Japan, which experienced 
similar difficulties.
2 Japanese Fascism
In relation to the events of the 1930s, this 
textbook, unlike Kuni no Ayumi, is concerned with 
cause and effect, and does not simply list the 
outstanding events of the period. For example, it 
is claimed that the growth of monopolies in Japan 
and their connections with party government led to 
resentment and lack of confidence in the government, 
which, in turn, is seen as a factor in the 
militarists' success in the Manchurian Incident.
While the textbook itself passes no .judgment on the 
events of the period, the teachers' manual gave
instructions to foster an attitude opposing 
dictatorial government in whatever form it might 
appear.
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Section 3• The Second World War and Japan
1 The Alliance of Fascist Countries
This section provides a factual account of the 
China Incident, the opening moves of the war in 
Europe and the formation of the Berlin-Rome-Tokyo 
Axis in a manner rather more detailed than Kuni n o 
Ayumi, but with very little direct comment# One 
exception is the criticism implicit in the 
juxtaposition of the statements that the war in 
China failed to progress in line with the militarists' 
ideas and that the way of life of the people 
gradually grew more difficult# The teachers' manual 
was scarcely more explicit, when it instructed them 
to see that pupils viewed the actions and attitudes 
of Fascist countries, both in the East and the West, 
in a critical spirit, without specifying the 
criticisms to be levelled,
2 The Pacific War
Typically, this account of the Pacific War 
differs from Kuni no Ayumi in stressing the causes 
and consequences, and not the events of the war 
itself. It is implied that Japan was responsible 
for the war. In setting out the steps that led to 
war, it emphasises the insistence of the military 
men that war was inevitable, stating that war sprang 
directly from decisions taken by the Tojo cabinet# 
Comment on the course of events that led to Japan 
fighting the Western powers is less pointed. At the 
end of the previous part, reference had been made to
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the United States embargo on oil exports and her 
efforts to isolate Japan, but they are not mentioned 
in the same context as the positive moves made by the 
militarists toward war.
As far as the consequences of the war are 
concerned, attention is focussed on hardships suffered 
by the people in general, as in Kuni no Ayumi, 
although more is made of this. For example, the story 
at the beginning of the section is taken from an 
account in ’A Collection of Middle School Students' 
Essays Clamouring for Peace'. The teacher was 
expected to go further than the textbook and see that 
pupils thought deeply about the crime of war and the 
importance of peace and to see these issues from the 
standpoint of those countries on which Japan had 
inflicted damage.
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CHAPTER III, The Rebuilding of Japan and a New World
Section 1 . Postwar Japan and the World
1 Japan Under the Occupation
The section opens with a story of personal 
hardship, as told by a girl at elementary school 
who had returned to Japan from Dairen at the war' s 
end. The sufferings of the people in general at the 
end of the war are described in a sub-section called 
'Hard Life and New Hope' which mentions the loss of 
personal possessions and homes, the shortage of food, 
inflation, the problem of expatriates and soldiers 
returning home, the blackmarket etc. The teacher was 
meant to point out that confidence returned as the 
government, the economy, education and society in 
general became democratised under the aegis of the 
Occupation. The textbook noted the way in which the 
award of the Nobel Prize to Yukawa Hideki in 19^9 
raised the morale of the people,
Although more attention is paid to political 
change, the effect of the land reform on feudal 
relations between landlords and tenants, and the 
reform of family law and the improvement in the 
legal status of women are also noted. Freedom to 
protest is illustrated by the picture of the May Day 
rally in 19^6 in front of the Imperial Palace,
The one marked difference from Kuni no Ayumi 
is the way in which the renunciation by the Emperor 
of his divinity is de-emphasised so that it becomes 
simply one among a number of political changes.
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2 A New World Map
This part does not attempt to show directly how 
world events affected Japan. It deals with the 
establishment of the United Nations Organisation, 
the attainment of independence by Asian and African 
peoples and the confrontation of America and Russia. 
Furthermore, the teacher was expected to point out 
the general effects of these events on international 
society. Teachers were expected to show how the 
Chinese Revolution affected not only East Asia, 
including Japan, but international society as a whole. 
Treatment of the Korean War is linked to the general 
problem of maintaining peace.
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Section 2. The New Japan and World Relations
1 Japan Resurgent
The open-world view is put in both political and 
economic terms* The speedy recovery of independence 
is linked to American efforts to strengthen the anti­
communist bloc and economic recovery is linked to the 
opportunities afforded by the Korean War. Technical 
innovations are also said to have assisted in economic 
recovery, which in turn led to an improvement in the 
way of life of both city and country dwellers.
2 Movement for World Peace and Japan
The textbook reviews the development of atomic 
armaments and Japan's reaction to this, and her 
reinstatement in international society marked by her 
admission to the United Nations, adding by way of 
conelusion:
in practice the establishment of permanent 
peace is difficult. However, Japan is the 
first country in the world to have suffered 
damage from the atom bomb, and remembering 
also our responsibility for the Second World 
War, we must strive patiently for the 
attainment of peace.
The textbook proposes a general effort to strengthen 
democracy 'that respects the standpoint of one's 
fellow men and loves peace sincerely'. It urges 
that efforts be made towards providing assistance 
to the needy and the unemployed, towards the 
protection of small and medium scale enterprises, 
the improvement of scientific techniques and the 
relief of natural disasters, It is noteworthy that
where specific problems of international affairs are 
concerned, attention is confined to the area close to 
Japan. In summoning the will to cope with these 
problems, the textbook turns to the example of the 
Meiji period, when the independence of the country 
was ensured and the country modernised.
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